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T ERRY E . B RAN STAD 
GOVE RNOR 
May 2012 
Dear Panther Grads, 
OFFICE OF THE G OVERNOR K I M R EYNOLDS 
LT. GOVE RNOR 
Congratulations! We are excited for you as you turn the page into the next chapter of your life. We are 
proud of you, and are pleased you chose a great institution like UNI to pursue your degree. 
You dedicated many hours at UNI in bettering yourself through research, writing, engaging and learning. 
With a diploma from UNI, you now go out into the world armed with one of the highest-quality degrees 
in the country. 
Our administration is focused on reaching our goals, including the creation of 200,000 new Iowa jobs, a 
25 percent increase in family incomes and to again have the best schools in the nat ion. We are hopeful 
you will choose Iowa as your next destination, and as you establish your career here, that you will help 
us in achieving these goals. 
We are also hopeful that you will set and achieve your own ambitious goals, whether it is in the 
classroom imparting knowledge on the leaders of tomorrow, in the lab searching for t he next scientific 
breakthrough, in the business world producing a superior product or service, or helping others succeed 
through a non-profit initiative. 
Again, best wishes as you establish a better future for yourself and for those around you! 
Sincerely, 
Gov. Terry E. Branstad Lt. Gov. Kim Reynolds 
STATE CAPITOL DES MOIN E S , IOWA 50319 515.281.52 11 FAX 515.725.3527 WWW.GOV ERNOR . IOWA.GOV 
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University Organization 
Undergraduate degrees at the university are offered through four colleges and Continuing Education and 
Special Programs. Graduate degrees are conferred by the Graduate College. 
College of Business Administration 
Accounting 
Business Teaching 
Economics 
College of Education 
Athletic Training 
·Health Promotion 
Early Childhood Education 
Elementary Education 
Finance 
Management 
Marketing 
Health Education 
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services 
Middle Level Education 
College of Humanities, Arts and Sciences 
Applied Physics 
Art 
Biochemistry 
Bioinformatics 
Biology 
Biotechnology 
Chemistry 
Chemistry-Marketing 
Communication/Public Relations 
Communication/ Electronic Media 
Communication 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders 
Computer Science 
Computer Information Systems 
Construction Management 
Earth Science 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
English 
French 
Geology 
German 
Graphic Communications 
Graphic Technologies 
Humanities 
Manufacturing Technology 
Mathematics 
Modern Languages-Dual 
Natural History Interpretation 
Networking and System 
Administration 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Anthropology 
Criminology 
Geography 
Global Studies 
History 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Public Administration 
School of Applied Human 
Sciences 
Family Services 
Gerontology 
Interior Design 
Textiles and Apparel 
Continuing Education and Special Programs 
General Studies 
General Studies - Nurses 
Graduate College 
Individual Studies 
Liberal Studies 
Management Information Systems 
Real Estate 
Movement & Exercise Science 
Physical Education 
Special Education 
Philosophy 
Physics 
Russian 
School of Music 
Music 
Science and Science Education 
Spanish 
Study of Religion 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages (TESOL) 
TESOUModern Languages 
Technology Education and 
Training 
Technology Management 
Theatre 
Social Science 
Social Work 
Sociology 
All graduate degree candidates are listed under the college of their academic major. 
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The Academic Procession 
The procession begins with the entrance of the candidates for degrees. Led by faculty marshals, 
the candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, both the Teaching Program and the Liberal 
Arts Program, Bachelor of Fine Arts , Bachelor of Liberal Studies, Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of 
Science and Bachelor of Technology enter in groups, representing each of the undergraduate 
colleges. They are followed by the candidates for the highest degrees. 
Students wearing a bronze medallion are those graduating summa cum laude (with highest honors), 
which represent the top three percent of each college by grade point average; or those graduating 
students receiving a Purple and Old Gold Award, given to those students who have excelled in 
scholarship or who have shown conspicuous achievement in particular areas. 
The procession continues with representatives of the faculty. 
The President's Party forms the final section of the academic procession. Headed by the 
commencement marshal, it includes the president; members of the Board of Regents, state of 
Iowa; administrative officers; the academic deans; and honored guests. 
The commencement marshal carries the University Mace, designed and fashioned for the 
Centennial Commencement in 1976 by Randall Swanson, at that time a freshman majoring in 
Industrial Arts. A traditional symbol of authority, the mace is a carved wood rod capped with ends 
of cast bronze, with the top carrying the seal of the university. The president wears a jeweled 
"Chain of Office" symbolizing the wearer is the leader of the institution. The silver chain includes 
links with the names of previous presidents of the institution, as well as previous names of the 
university. 
The academic costumes worn trace their origin to the Middle Ages when long-sleeved hooded gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. Over the centuries, much 
diversity occurred, and to bring some order, in the United States in 1894 an intercollegiate system 
of academic costume was agreed on, now adhered to by American institutions. According to this 
code, both the styling and colors of the regalia have significance. 
The design of the gown indicates the degree. The bachelor's is a simple gown with a full sleeve. 
The master's gown is much like it except for the long sleeve which hangs loose. The doctoral 
gown is fuller and more elaborate. It has velvet edging and three velvet stripes on the full sleeve. 
The color of this velvet may be black or in the color appropriate to the degree. 
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar for all degrees, although differing slightly in 
length. The candidates for the bachelor's degrees usually do not wear the hood. The hood has a 
velvet edging which indicates the area of the degree, and the inside or lining of the hood is satin in 
the colors of the college or university granting the degree. 
A partial list of the degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or the trimming on the 
doctoral gown is as follows: 
Apricot - Nursing 
Blue, dark - Philosophy 
Blue, light - Education 
Brown - Fine Arts 
Citron - Social Science 
Copper - Economics 
Drab - Business 
Green - Medicine 
Green Sage - Physical Education 
Lemon - Library Science 
Maize - Agriculture 
Maroon - Family 
and Consumer Sciences 
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Orange - Engineering 
Pink - Music 
Purple - Law 
Scarlet - Theology 
White - Arts and Letters 
Yellow, Golden - Science 
Service Organizations 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Graduates wearing a white stole are members of Omicron Delta Kappa which is a junior-
senior honorary organization which recognizes students who have demonstrated high levels 
of academic achievements, leadership in campus affairs, and community service. 
Student Admissions Ambassadors 
Graduates wearing purple and gold intertwined cords are members of the Student 
Admissions Ambassadors (SAA). Since 1989, SAA has served the University in a variety of 
ways. From giving campus tours to prospective students, alumni and University guests, to 
serving as representatives of the student body at special events, SAA is recognized as one of 
the premier service organizations on campus. 
National Residence Hall Honorary 
Graduates wearing royal blue and white cords are members of the National Residence Hall 
Honorary, an honorary organization recognizing the top one percent of leaders who live on 
campus. Members are inducted for showing continual service to the community, leadership 
within the residence halls, recognition of others in their endeavors, and outstanding 
scholarship during their tenure living on campus. 
Phi Eta Sigma 
Graduates wearing black and gold cords are members of Phi Eta Sigma which recognizes 
first-year students who have a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale 
at the close of any full-time curricular period during their first year. 
Northern Iowa Student Government 
Graduates wearing purple stoles are members of the Northern Iowa Student Government 
(NISG). Since 1916, various governing bodies comprised of students have represented the 
student body as a whole. NISG, as the student governing body has been called since 1989, is 
committed to improving the administration of student affairs, encouraging the greatest level 
of communication and cooperation, ensuring the protection of student rights, and providing 
excellence in education. 
CATS 
Graduates wearing purple and black cords are members of Connecting Alumni To Students 
(CATS), the official student chapter of the UNI Alumni Association. These dedicated students 
represent the UNI student body to alumni and friends. CA TS create and promote the lasting 
connections between past, present and future Panthers. 
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Academic Honorary Organizations 
Students who are members of academic honorary 
organizations will be identified by the color of cord 
they are wearing as follows: 
Organization Cord Color 
Alpha Delta Mu ........................... Silver and Black 
Alpha Delta Mu recognizes and honors scholarship 
and professional development in the knowledge and 
practice of Social Work. 
Alpha Kappa Delta ......................................... Teal 
Alpha Kappa Delta recognizes scholarship and 
professional development in the area of Sociology. 
Beta Beta Beta ............................... Red and Green 
Be~a Beta Beta recognizes scholastic achievement in 
Biology. 
Beta Gamma Sigma ....................... Blue and Gold 
Beta Gamma Sigma encourages and honors 
academic achievement and personal excellence in 
the study and practice of Business. 
Gamma Theta Upsilon ........................ Light Blue, 
Light Brown and Gold 
Gamma Theta Upsilon promotes professional interest 
and enhances academic training in Geography. 
Kappa Delta Pi ......................... Green and Purple 
Kappa Delta Pi promotes excellence in all areas 
of Education as well as personal and professional 
growth in teachers andfuture teachers. 
Kappa Mu Epsilon .............. Rose Pink and Silver 
Kappa Mu Epsilon recognizes scholarship and 
fellowship for students interested in Mathematics. 
Mu Kappa Tau ..................... Royal Blue and Gold 
Mu Kappa Tau encourages and recognizes the 
scholarship, professional development, and 
personal integrity and excellence among students of 
Marketing. 
Omicron Delta Epsilon ................. Gold and Blue 
Omicron Delta Epsilon attempts to expose members to 
out-of-class educational experiences in Economics. 
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Phi Alpha Theta .................... Red and Light Blue 
Phi Alpha Theta encourages the study of History by 
providing recognition for papers and scholarly work. 
Phi Upsilon Omicron .............. Yellow and White 
Phi Upsilon Omicron recognizes and encourages 
academic excellence and leadership development in 
the area of Family and Consumer Sciences. 
Pi Kappa Lambda ....................... Pink and Purple 
Pi Kappa Lambda is dedicated to the furtherance 
of Music in education and education in Music 
and recognizes and encourages scholarship and 
musicianship. 
Psi Chi ................................... Light Blue and Gold 
Psi Chi encourages and honors undergraduate 
academic achievement and scholarship in 
Psychology and psychological research. 
Sigma Delta Pi ........................ Crimson and Gold 
Sigma Delta Pi promotes the study of the Spanish 
language and Hispanic culture and literature. 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon ............... Silver, Gold and 
Royal Blue 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon recognizes scholarship and 
professionalism in the area of Earth Science. 
Sigma Pi Sigma ............................. Blue and Silver 
Sigma Delta Pi members must attain high standards 
of general scholarship and outstanding achievement 
in the area of Physics. 
Sigma Tau Delta .................... Cardinal and Black 
Sigma Tau Delta recognizes high achievement in 
studies of English language and literature and 
encourages creative and critical writing. 
Theta Alpha Phi ....................... Purple and White 
Theta Alpha Phi is an honorary f raternity for stu-
dents who have distinguished themselves through 
their academic and artistic work in the theater. 
University Honors Program 
Graduates wearing gold University Honors medallions are recipients of designations from 
the University Honors Program. The designation of University Honors with Distinction 
indicates the completion of at least thirty credit hours of honors-level coursework 
throughout a student's undergraduate study; the designation of University Honors 
indicates the completion of at least eighteen credit hours of honors-level coursework. Both 
designations require the completion of an undergraduate honors thesis. Students earning 
honors designations are noted throughout the commencement program along with their 
thesis titles. 
Legacy Graduates 
The University of Northern Iowa has a long and proud tradition of multi-generational 
family graduates. The Legacy designation in the commencement program signifies that a 
parent and/or grandparent are also UNI graduates. The UNI Alumni Association celebrates 
this special connection with alma mater and welcomes all alumni to submit their legacy 
information to info@unialum.org. Legacy information included in this program was 
submitted by the graduate. 
The Merchant Scholarship 
The gifts of Frank Ivan and Kate Merchant. Awarded for the purpose of graduate 
study to outstanding graduates of the University of Northern Iowa. The fields of 
study and the university to be attended are shown. 
Eric Braley 
Journalism/ 
Mass Communication 
University of Iowa 
Military Science 
Susan Meerdink 
Geography 
University of California/ 
Santa Barbara 
Jack Kosmicki 
Biomedical Informatics 
Boston University 
or 
University of Washington/ 
Seattle 
The following graduates have earned a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the United 
States Army. 
Andrew L. Brown 
Jason R. Doelz 
Daniel J. Jensen 
Steven J. Ledvina 
Bryce J. Meier 
Venessa E. Zuetlau 
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Atlantic, IA 
Durango, IA 
Waterloo, IA 
Toledo, IA 
Waverly, IA 
Stafford, VA 
University Commencement Committee 
Philip Patton, Chair, Trent Ames, Brenda Bass, Mary Baumann, Steve Carignan, Jay Edelnant, 
Elaine Eshbaugh, Ian Goldsmith, Dave Kohrs, Tiffany Koss, Amy Mohr, Dakota Reed, Patti 
Rust, John Vallentine, Spencer Walrath, Milissa Wright, Dave Zarifis 
Program: Irene Elbert, Pamela MacKay, Philip Patton, Tricia Johnson Welter 
Production and Processional: Trent Ames, Brenda Bass, Mary Baumann, Elaine Eshbaugh, 
Jay Edelnant, Dave Kohrs, Amy Mohr, Philip Patton, Patti Rust, John Vallentine 
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Lux Service Award 
Since 1984 
The University of Northern Iowa Lux Service Award is presented annually to those 
undergraduate students who best represent the ideal of service to the University community. 
The honor is conferred in the spirit of keeping the light of service to others burning bright 
at UNI. The name of the award - Lux - is from the university's official seal that features a 
burning lamp of knowledge and the Latin word for light. 
The award is presented by the Dean of Students and sponsored by the University of 
Northern Iowa Alumni Association. 
Congratulations to the 2012 Lux Service Award Recipients: 
Joel Anderson is a philosophy and accounting major from Clive, Iowa. Joel's service to 
UNI has spanned all levels of student involvement. He served as the student body president 
and worked diligently to improve relations with state representatives and to secure funding 
for many important campus initiatives, including the Panther Shuttle and the SafeRide. One 
nominator summarized Joel's spirit for the university by stating, "I've never seen anyone 
with the kind of UNI spirit in action that Joel has. Before, during and after his presidency, 
Joel consistently used his positions of leadership to help students and to guide the 
university administration and student leaders to serve the community." Aside from serving 
as student body president, Joel has provided leadership and guidance in several other areas 
of involvement both on and off campus including the College Hill Partnership, Connecting 
Alumni to Students, Sigma Phi Epsilon, the Philosophy Club, the City of Cedar Falls Strategic 
Plan Steering Committee and the Metropolitan Transit Authority of Black Hawk County. 
Another recommendation added, "Joel is the definition of student service at the University 
of Northern Iowa. From his purple and gold bowties to his extensive leadership roles on 
campus, Joel is an inspiration to students, faculty and staff as someone who deeply cares 
and works for his university selflessly." 
Ashley Stewart is a family services major from Gary, Indiana. Ashley has made 
involvement and service a centerpiece of her college experience. She has been an active 
participant in Volunteer Tuesdays through the Student Involvement and Activities Center, 
and more recently, was designated the outreach and engagement intern. In this role, Ashley 
created an opportunity for students called "Stop and Serve" that allows them to serve their 
community in small increments between classes . She has also been an active member of 
the Black Student Union and served as the Black History Month programming chairperson. 
Ashley's involvement in other facets of campus is extensive, but one could argue that she 
has made the most impact through her roles as resident assistant and a member of the 
summer orientation staff. Ashley has taken a special interest in mentoring African American 
students at UNI and has encouraged them to rise up as leaders and give back to the 
community. One recommendation shared a quote from a second year student whom Ashley 
had a direct impact on. "During my time here at UNI, Ashley Stewart has been a lighthouse 
for me. Her optimism and effervescence is something that I strive for every day. When I 
see her, I have hope and promise that I too can radiate light into someone else's life. She is 
truly a blessing to my life. " 
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May 4, 2012 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
McLeod Center 
Benjamin J. Allen, Ph.D. 
President of the University 
Presiding 
John Vallentine, Ph.D. 
Professor and Director, School of Music 
Commencement Marshal 
7:00 p.m. 
PRELUDE CONCERT .......... .. ...................... .. .. .. .... .. .. .... ...... ...... .. .. UNI Brass and Percussion Ensemble 
S. Daniel Galyen, Ph.D. , Conductor 
PROCESSIONAL. ..... ..... ....... ....... ....... ........... ...... .. ... ........ ... .... .... .. . UNI Brass and Percussion Ensemble 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from the Graduate College 
The Faculty 
Members of the Faculty 
Heads of the Departments 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Members of the Board of Regents 
Platform Guests 
Officers of the University 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM .. .. .. .. ... .. ...... ... ... .. ................ .. .. .. .......... UNI Brass and Percussion Ensemble 
STUDENT ADDRESS ..... .... .... .... ... .... ................................ ..... ..... .... .... .... ...... ...... ...... ... .... Martin McGoey 
Candidate for Master of Arts in English : Creative Writing 
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PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
Graduate College ................. ...... .... .. .................... .......... .. ........... .. Michael Licari, Ph.D. , Dean 
Doctor of Education 
Doctor of Industrial Technology 
Specialist in Education 
Professional Science Master's 
Master of Accounting 
Master of Arts 
Master of Arts in Education 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Music 
Master of Public Policy 
Master of Science 
Master of Social Work 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES ....... ....... ... .......... ............. .... .......................... ..... .. ........ ..... President Allen 
READER OF THE CANDIDATES' NAMES ......... ............... ............... ......... ... Gretta Berghammer, M.F.A 
Professor of Theatre 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as they are 
individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may interfere with the rights 
of others to bear and will delay the program 
FAREWELL TO GRADUATES ... ..... ....... ... .. ...... ...... .. ..... .... ..... .. ...... ........... ............. ........ Spencer Walrath 
Northern Iowa Student Government President 2011-2012 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ............ .. .......... ........... .. ............ .. ............... .......... .. ... .................... Justin Bierman 
Vice Chair of the UNI Alumni Association Board of Directors 
CLOSING SELECTIONS ..... .... .... ..... .. ... .. .. ... ... ......... .... ..... ..... ........ UNI Brass and Percussion Ensemble 
RECEPTION: Please join the graduating students and faculty for a reception in the McLeod 
Concourse immediately following the ceremony. Light refreshments will be served. 
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College of Business Administration 
Notes: #Summer 2012 degree candidate, %l egacy graduate; +Fall 2011 graduate 
KAYLEY REBECCA ALEXANDER 
MACC; Accounting 
Ely 
# AZADEH BABAGHADERJ 
MBA; Business Administration 
Tehran, Iran 
CONNIE JEAN BEYER 
MACC; Accounting 
Mitchell 
#SAMUEL ] AMES BOEKE 
MBA; Business Administration 
Cresco 
CHELSEA LEA BOWDEN 
MACC; Accounting 
Humboldt 
#BETIIANY MICHELLE BURKEMPER 
MBA; Business Administration 
Annada, Missouri 
#MICHAEL ATHONY CALHOUN 
MBA; Business Administration 
Riverside, California 
#RACHEL JENNIFER CALHOUN 
MBA; Business Administration 
Westlake Village, California 
JULIE WAJ MAN CHAU 
MBA; Business Administration 
Hong Kong 
DAVID EDMUND DROESSLER 
MACC; Accounting 
Walford 
PHILLIP CLAYTON EICHENBERGER 
MACC; Accounting 
Lawler 
ASHLEY LYNN FEWINS 
MACC; Accounting 
Mason City 
%JEFFREY SCOTT HARMS 
MACC; Accounting 
Waverly 
SCOTT HEEMSTRA 
MACC; Accounting 
Panora 
MICHELLE MARJE HEKEL 
MACC; Accounting 
Waterloo 
GWENDOLYN ELIZABETH HUINKER 
MACC; Accounting 
Garner 
#BENJAMIN PAUL ]AMES 
MACC, Accounting 
Iowa City 
#] IE ] !ANG 
MBA; Business Administration 
Nanjing, China 
ALICIA K. KANE 
MACC; Accounting 
Waterloo 
%DAVID KERNS 
MACC; Accounting 
Johnston 
NICOLE MAE KiNTZLE 
MACC; Accounting 
Edgewood 
#NICHOLAS JOHN KLOBERDANZ 
MBA; Business Administration 
Osage 
#SAM KOLAHGAR 
MBA; Business Administration 
Tehran, Iran 
KIN YuE KoNG 
MBA; Business Administration 
Hong Kong 
LACEY D. KRIEGEL 
MACC; Accounting 
Brooklyn 
NGAR SZE VANESSA KWAN 
MBA; Business Administration 
Hong Kong 
SzE-WAI XAVIER LAM 
MBA; Business Administration 
Hong Kong 
WING Ho LEE 
MBA; Business Administration 
Ho ng Kong 
WAI WAH LEUNG 
MBA; Business Administration 
Hong Kong 
+YUELIN LI 
MACC; Accounting 
Tianjin, China 
%CANDACE BETH LITTLE 
MACC; Accounting 
Brandon 
#ANDREW RAY MANNING 
MBA; Business Administration 
Waterloo 
#SANDRA JEAN McANTIRE 
MBA; Business Administration 
Chelsea 
NICOLE SUE MCCALLEY 
MACC; Accounting 
Waterloo 
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Graduate Candidates 
#SCOTT MATTHEW MEYER 
MBA; Business Administration 
Cedar Falls 
SHELEITA RUTH MILLER 
MACC; Accounting 
Gary, Indiana 
BRETT T. MOELLERS 
MACC; Accounting 
Fort Atkinson 
JOSEPH ]AMES NEYMEYER 
MBA; Business Administratio n 
Cedar Falls 
ERICKA CATHERINE O'MEARA 
MACC; Accounting 
Rochester, Minnesota 
%ANTHONY JOSEPH ROUSE 
MACC; Accounting 
Algona 
EMILY ANNE SCHIPPERS 
MACC; Accounting 
Monroe 
#lAuRA SETHER 
MBA; Business Administratio n 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
WING SEE WINNIE TANG 
MBA; Business Administration 
Hong Kong 
#BROOKE TEKIPPE-BURNHAM 
MBA; Business Administration 
Grundy Center 
JUSTIN ] AMES THEIR 
MACC; Accounting 
Dyersville 
#EMILY ANN THUESEN 
MACC; Accounting 
Cedar Falls 
KENNETH ANTHONY WAECHTER 
MACC; Accounting 
Grinne ll 
JOSEPH C. WAGNER 
MACC; Accounting 
Cedar Falls 
ZHIBIN WANG 
MBA; Business Administration 
China 
WING YAN YEE 
MBA; Business Administration 
Hong Kong 
College of Education 
Notes: #Summer 2012 degree candidate, %Legacy graduate 
Doctoral Candidates 
#Pu YONG CHOI 
Doctor of Education; Leisure, Youth & 
Human Services 
Seoul, Korea 
Dissertation: Destination Attractiveness 
of the Silos and Smokestacks National 
He ritage Area 
ANNETTE KAY DUNCAN 
Doctor of Education; Curriculum & 
Instruction 
Cedar Falls 
Dissertation: Case Study on the Journey 
of an Elementary School Labeled as a 
Persistently Low-Achieving School 
ToMOE KrTAJIMA 
Doctor of Education; Curriculum & 
Instruction 
Anan, Japan 
Dissertation: Being in the World: An 
Existential Inquiry of Knowing One's 
Self Through a Persona Project - In 
Context of Dissertation Survival 
CINDY RAE LEWIS 
Doctor of Education; Educational 
Leadership 
Bettendorf 
Dissertation: Exploring New Roles 
of Classroom Teachers in Iowa 
Communities Experiencing 
Rapid Ethnic Diversification 
WING SZE WINNIE WONG 
Doctor of Education; Leisure, Youth & 
Human Services 
Hong Kong 
Dissertation: A Study of Cultural 
Orie ntation and Attitudes and Meaning 
Toward Play: A Cross Cultural 
Investigation Among Emerging 
Adulthood in the People's Republic of 
China, Hong Ko ng and Unite d States 
Specialist Candidates 
TERRI ANN BuETIELL 
Specialist in Education; Educational 
Psychology - School Psychology 
Morning Sun 
Thesis: Bullying Policies in Iowa 
Schools 
DENISE R. ESLINGER 
Specialist in Education; Educational 
Psychology - School Psychology 
West Des Moines 
Thesis: Effects of Environmental 
Variables on Food Consumption 
#%THERESA J. STEVENSON 
Specialist in Education; Educational 
Psychology - School Psychology 
Blencoe 
Thesis: A Consideration of Positive 
Behavior Supports through a Preschool 
Lens 
Masters Candidates 
AMAN! MOHAMMED AL REBEH 
MA; Health Education: Community 
Health Education Emphasis 
Saudi Arabia 
#AMANDA DANN ALEXANDER 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Instructional Technology 
Amarillo, Texas 
HUDA MOHAMMED ALRABIA 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Development & Learning Emphasis 
Saudi Arabia 
HAMED AFRAN ALSHARARI 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for Teachers 
Alqurayat, Saudi Arabia 
ALI ABDULMOHSEN ALSULTAN 
MA; Health Education: Community 
Health Education Emphasis 
Waterloo 
ZAHRA Au AwRAIF 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for Teachers 
Saudi Arabia 
# ASHLEY ANN BARGMAN 
MAE; Special Education: Field 
Specialization Emphasis 
West Bend 
ELIZABETH A. BARRETT 
MAE; Curriculum & Instruction: Early 
Childhood Education Emphasis 
Sioux City 
PATRICK ANTHONY BEETS 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth & Human 
Service Administration Emphasis 
Cedar Rapids 
]ILL MARIE BESLER 
MA; School Library Studies 
Worthington 
JESSICA M. BLOHM 
MAE; Curriculum & Instruction: Early 
Childhood Education Emphasis 
Reinbeck 
#BENJAMIN CHARLES BOOTHBY 
MA; Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis 
Clinton 
13 
Graduate Candidates 
%EMILY R. BORCHERDING 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Cedar Falls 
#JOSEPH ]AMES BORMANN 
MAE; Principalship 
Denver 
#WHITNEY DAWN BOWEN 
MAE; Principalship 
Vinton 
KATIE ELLE BROEG 
MAE; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Education of the Gifted Emphasis 
Burlington 
DEBRA SuE BRuxvooRT 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Instructional Technology 
New Sharon 
#ERIN LEIGH BURMEISTER 
MAE; Principalship 
Rowley 
STEPHANIE LYNN CALLAN 
MA; School Library Studies 
Lone Tree 
#AMY MARIE CARLSON 
MAE; Principalship 
Dakota City 
ASHLEY CA YFORD 
MA; Leisure, Youth & Human Services 
Vallejo, California 
CARSON CHRISTEN 
MA; Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Cedar Rapids 
Thesis: Gender Differences in Maximal 
Aerobic Capacity in Trained']unior 
Triathlete 
%ALLISON BROOKE CUTSFORTH 
MA; Leisure, Youth & Human Services 
Waterloo 
SHENAY TEKIN DAMIRGI 
MA; Health Education: Community 
Health Education Emphasis 
Cedar Falls 
LAWRENCE OLIVIER DANIEL 
MA; Physical Education: Scientific Bases 
of Physical Education Emphasis 
Chicago, Illinois 
BRANDI DAY 
MA; Performance & Training Technology 
Vinton 
M CIE ME DIELSCHNEIDER 
MA; Heath Education: Health 
Promotion/ Fitness Management 
Emphasis 
Conrad 
#JOSEPH RICHARD DIVOKY 
MAE; Principalship 
Solon 
#KATHRYN COLLEEN DOLAN 
MAE; Educational Psychology: Context 
and Techniques of Assessment Emphasis 
Plymouth, Minnesota 
#TRAVIS ] ON DRUVENG 
MAE; Principalship 
Oelwein 
#JAMI JOI ELLIOTT 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction : 
Instructional Technology 
West Burlington 
EBONY NACHOLE ELLis 
MA; Leisure, Youth & Human Services 
McDonough, Georgia 
LINDA ANN ENGEL 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction : 
Instructional Technology School Library 
Endorsement Emphasis 
Waverly 
Kf:NIESE RENEA EVANS 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Chicago, Illinois 
#KATHERINE ANN FAHEY 
MAE; Principalship 
Waukon 
NOHA NOOR FADLALDDIN 
MA; Health Education: Community 
Health Education Emphasis 
Waterloo 
#KIMBERLY FITTEN 
MAE; Principalship 
Cedar Rapids 
ERIN LEIGH IsvrK FLAGE 
MA; Performance & Training Technology 
Aplington 
TIFINI LYN FOGLESONG 
MA; School Library Studies 
Davenport 
BRIAN SCOTT GAY 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for Teachers 
Cedar Rapids 
JESSE L. GEARHEART 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction : 
Instructional Technology 
Cedar Rapids 
DAWN MARIE GOODALE 
MA; School Library Studies 
Indianola 
AMY M. H ANKEN 
MAE; Special Education: Field 
Specialization Emphasis 
Templeton 
#NATALIE MARIE HAHN-MAUCK 
MAE; Educational Psychology: Context 
and Techniques of Assessment Emphasis 
Fairfax 
CHELSEY RAE HEIDEMANN 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Instructional Technology 
Cedar Rapids 
LUCAS MITCHELL HERRIG 
MA; Heath Education: Health 
Promotion/ Fitness Management 
Emphasis 
Davenport 
ELIZABETH R. HOIUM 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Ames 
CARRIE GRACE JACOBS 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Instructional Technology 
Lacona 
GRETA A. JOHNSON 
MA; Leisure, Youth & Human Services 
Le Mars 
LINDA M. GLASSCOCK JOHNSON 
MA; School Library Studies 
Cedar Rapids 
MONICA S. JOHNSON 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Hampton 
GINA LYNN ] ONES 
MA; Leisure, Youth & Human Services 
Waterloo 
JENNIE ANN KIES 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Instructional Technology 
Cedar Rapids 
LEAH KRISTINE KING 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education : 
Student Affairs 
Gladbrook 
%LAURA A. KINNEY 
MAE; Special Education: Field 
Specialization 
Des Moines 
TABATHA ] OAN KLOPP 
MAE; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Education of the Gifted 
Red Oak 
MICHELLE LEE KOEHN 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Marshalltown 
MIRANDA ELIZABETH KRAL 
MA; School Library Studies 
North Liberty 
WILLIAM PAUL LAMMERS 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Instructional Technology 
Cedar Rapids 
#KATHERINE LYNN LAWRENZ 
MAE; Educational Psychology: Context 
& Techniques of Assessment 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 
SUSAN DAWN LEIBOLD 
MAE; Special Education: Field 
Specialization Emphasis 
Fort Atkinson 
LANCE LUCAS LENNON 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Instructional Technology 
Fort Dodge 
14 
#JOANNA LYNN BROCKMAN LETZ 
MAE; Principalship 
Council Bluffs 
#SEDONA AMBER LOY 
MAE; Educational Psychology: Context 
& Techniques of Assessment Emphasis 
Cedar Falls 
STACY JANE MARCUS 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Instructional Technology 
Winthrop 
CORINN KAY MATHESON 
MA; School Library Studies 
Waukee 
%JACQUELINE M. MCANDREW 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Coralville 
#KERRI ANN MENNENGA 
MAE: Principalship 
Fayette 
SHARON K. SAUER MEYER 
MAE; Curriculum & Instruction: Middle 
Level Education Emphasis 
New Liberty 
MARIE MocK 
MAE; Special Education: Field 
Specialization Emphasis 
Johnston 
EVANS LUGALIA MUDAYA 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction : 
Instructional Technology 
Cedar Falls 
Effects of Mobile Devices on Students' 
Attitude towards Technology & Learning 
#RENAE S. MULDER 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Cedar Falls 
#SARAH RUTH OEXMANN 
MAE; Special Education: Field 
Specialization Emphasis 
Ankeny 
ANGELA MARIE OLSEN 
MAE; Principalship 
Spirit Lake 
CATHERINE OLSO , 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Instructional Technology 
Gilbert 
#DEREK MICHAEL PHILIPS 
MAE; Principalship 
Fairfield 
#PAUL MICHAEL REA 
MAE; Principalship 
Cedar Falls 
SARA ELIZABETH RICHARDSON 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Instructional Technology 
Fort Dodge 
#JENI REBECCA ROADCAP 
MAE; Principalship 
Waverly 
#CHRISTOPHER KYLE ROBERTS 
MAE; Principalship 
Ankeny 
BRANDEE ANN MURGUIA ROELFS 
MA; School Libra1y Studies 
Speny 
LAURA SUE ROWEN 
MA; Physical Education: Teaching/ 
Coaching Emphasis 
Hansell 
CAMELIA RuBALCADA 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Washington 
#JOSHUA MICHAEL SABA 
MAE: Principalship 
Des Moines 
LISA S. ScHAA 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Instructional Technology 
Webster City 
LAURA LINN SCHAFER 
MAE; Curriculum & Instruction: Literacy 
Education Emphasis 
Greene 
KIMBERLY MAE SCHIRM 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Garrison 
MICHAELA BETH SEEMAN 
MA; School Library Studies 
Beaman 
CHELSEA SIMS 
MA; School Library Studies 
Glenwood 
AMANDA A. SKELLENGER 
MA; School Library Studies 
Stuart 
#CONSTANCE RENE STARR 
MAE; Principalship 
Cedar Rapids 
#SARAH ANNE STRA w 
MAE; Educational Psychology: Context 
& Techniques of Assessment Emphasis 
Johnston 
TYLER GILES STRUCK 
MA; Physical Education: Scientific Bases 
of Physical Education Emphasis 
Omaha, Nebraska 
NATALIE SUGIRA 
MA; Health Education: Community 
Health Education Emphasis 
Cedar Falls 
Thesis: Knowledge, Attitudes, and 
Beliefs about HIV/ AIDS Among African 
Immigrants Who Live in Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa 
SARAH CHRISTINE TIGHE 
MA; Heath Education: Health 
Promotion/ Fitness Management 
Emphasis 
Jamaica 
MARISSA REBECCA TIMMERMAN 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Cedar Falls 
KASEY J. TUMILTY 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Vinton 
#JUSTIN JOHN URBANEK 
MAE; Principalship 
Cedar Falls 
STEFANIE ANN VAN HEUKELOM 
MAE; Curriculum & Instruction: Literacy 
Education 
Coralville 
OLGA SERGEEVNA VASILEVA 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Development & Learning Emphasis 
Saint Petersburg, Russia 
Thesis: Development of Mental 
Vocabulary on Early Stages of Language 
Acquisition 
SETH W. VICKERS 
MA; Performance & Training Technology 
Cedar Falls 
15 
DYANN KAY VILEZ 
MA; School Library Studies 
Norwalk 
JONI MARIE WALVATNE 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Instructional Technology 
West Union 
JEREMY ROBERT WARD 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Farragut 
ANGELA LEIGH WEBB 
MA; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Instructional Technology 
Cedar Falls 
TERA L. WEBER 
MAE; Curriculum & Instruction: Early 
Childhood Education 
Gilbertville 
HENRY FRANK WILLIAMS 
MAE; Post-Secondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
San Antonio, Texas 
LINDSAY MARIE WOLFF 
MA; Health Education: Community 
Health Education Emphasis 
Cedar Falls 
#SUZANNE ESTHER WOOLF 
MAE; Educational Psychology: Context 
& Techniques of Assessment Emphasis 
Dyersville 
MIRADA LEIGH Zousn 
MAE; Curriculum & Instruction: 
Education of the Gifted 
Cedar Rapids 
College of Humanities, Arts and Sciences 
Notes: #Summer 2012 degree candidate, %Legacy graduate; +Fall 2011 graduate 
Doctoral Candidate 
ALVARO VILLAVICENCIO 
DIT; Doctor of Industrial Technology 
Chile 
Dissertation: Using Metrarules to 
Integrate Knowledge in Knowledge 
Based Systems: An Application in the 
Woodworking Industry 
Masters Candidates 
BLANCA AMELIA AGUILAR CHAVEZ 
MA; Spanish 
Dallas, Texas 
GENA MARIAN AGUILERA 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Manly 
MICHAEL JOSEPH-ELIAS ALBARRACIN 
MM; Music Educationn 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
#ISLAM MOHAMED MH Au 
MS; Technology Electrical Engineering 
Technology Technical Emphasis 
Cairo, Egypt 
#Elvis AucIC 
MS; Technology: Industrial Management 
Technical Emphasis 
Waterloo 
#SULTAN SAUD ALTAMIMI 
MS; Technology Electrical Engineering 
Technology Technical Emphasis 
Hotat Bani Tamim, Saudi Arabia 
Thesis: Modeling and Analysis of Grid-
Connected Solar-Wind Hybrid Power 
System 
CALLIE KAE ANGOVE 
MA; Communication Studies: 
Organizational Communication 
Emphasis 
Denver 
KATHERINE JOAN BANGERT 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Algona 
KAREN JOHNSON BLAKE 
MA; English: Teaching English in the 
Secondary Schools-Middle/Junior High 
and Senior High (TESS) Emphasis 
Sioux City 
MARIIA V. BoGODIST 
MM; Performance: Wind/ Percussion/ 
Keyboard/ Strings Emphasis 
Saint Petersburg, Russia 
Recital: Viola 
EKATERINA BOLSHAKOVA 
MA; French 
Moscow, Russia 
#BENJAMIN LEE BONAR 
PSM; Ecosystem Management 
Center Point 
HOLLY M. BoTZUM 
MA; Music 
Medina, Ohio 
JASON A. BRADFORD 
MA; English: Creative Writing Emphasis 
Center Point 
Thesis: Before Words, There Were 
Leaves 
CATHERINE M. BRIX-TROGDON 
MA; Spanish 
Ankeny 
Thesis: Mas profundo en El laberinto 
del fauo: un analisis de las funciones 
historicas y contemporaneas de cuentos 
de hadas 
# AMY MAE BucKENDAHL 
PSM; Ecosystem Management 
Sumner 
TIFFANY L. BULLEN 
MA; English: Creative Writing Emphasis 
Cedar Falls 
Thesis: "A Wave Frozen in Bone and 
Flesh" Poems 
SUCHITRA BYREDDY 
MS; Computer Science 
Waterloo 
#STEPHEN J . CAIN 
MS; Biology 
Winterset 
Thesis: Blood Coagulation in 
Hibernating vs. Non-Hibernating Rana 
catesbeiana 
AMYE. CALDWELL 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Cedar Falls 
MICHAELA MARIE CARLSON 
MM; Music Education 
Ankeny 
LISA Jo CHIZEK 
MA; Science Education 
Toledo 
ANDREA RENAE CHRISTIANS 
MM; Music Education 
Pocahontas 
LEAH M. CLARK 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Mason City 
SARA DIANN CLINE 
MM; Music Education 
Osceola 
LISA CLOUGH 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Manson 
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Graduate Candidates 
ABIGAIL T. COFFER 
MM; Performance: Wind/ Percussion/ 
Keyboard/ Strings Emphasis 
Nolensville, Tennessee 
Recital: Flute 
ABBY LYNN CONNOLLY 
MA; Communication Studies: 
Organizational Communication 
Emphasis 
Bernard 
DANE J. DAVIS 
MS; Biology 
Buena Vista, Colorado 
Thesis: The Colonization of the Rainbow 
Darter in Northeast Iowa 
NICOLE KRISTIN DAVIS 
MM; Music Education 
Cedar Falls 
#PAUL ALBERT DAVIS 
PSM; Ecosystem Management 
Sumner 
ALEXANDRA E. DE LA HoRTUA CELI 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages/ Spanish 
Bogota, Colombia 
GLORIA E. DEL LA ROSA 
MA; Spanish 
Vineland, New Je rsey 
CHRISTI JOANNA DESPAIN 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Freeport, Illinois 
TODD ANTHONY DRALLE 
MA; English: Creative Writing Emphasis 
Cedar Falls 
Thesis: In a Complex Plane 
#EMILY ANN EISENMAN 
MA; Communication Studies: 
Performance Studies Emphasis 
Clinton 
MICHAEL ALAN EiTTREIM 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Urbandale 
BOBBY LAMONT ELAM 
MA; Mathematics: Mathematics Emphasis 
Dayton, Ohio 
#JESSICA CATHRYN ERICKSON 
PSM; Ecosystem Management 
Sioux City 
JUSTINE ANNE FAIRCHILD 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Spencer 
JENNIFER NICOLE FILIPPELLI 
MA; English: Teaching English in the 
Secondary Schools-Middle/Junior High 
and Senior High (TESS) Emphasis 
Des Moines 
HOLLY A. FORD 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Cedar Falls 
ANGELA M. FRANCIS 
MA; Science Education 
Cedar Falls 
GREGORY ALAN FREY 
MA; Spanish 
Naperville, Illinois 
MEGAN M. GALLAGHER 
MA; English: Literature 
Saint Louis, Missouri 
Thesis: Producing Early Modern Space 
and the Mind in Public and Closet 
Drama 
MICHAELA LAUREN GANSEN 
MM; Performance: Wind/ Percussion/ 
Keyboard/Strings Emphasis 
Cedar Falls 
Recital: Violin 
COREY Scon GEVAERT 
MA; Mathematics: Mathematics Emphasis 
Wilton 
BRENNA JEAN BURNETT GRJFFIN 
MA; English: Teaching English in the 
Secondary Schools-Middle/Junior High 
and Senior High (TESS) Emphasis 
Newton 
TASCHA MY HAUBER 
MM; Music Education 
Ames 
CORJN C. HEALEY 
MM; Jazz Pedagogy 
Independence 
Recital: Jazz Pedagogy 
METHE BLUE HENNING 
MM; Performance: Voice Emphasis 
Palo Alto, California 
Recital: Voice 
JESSICA JAN HILLERS 
MA; English: Teaching English in the 
Secondary Schools-Middle/Junior High 
and Senior High (TESS) Emphasis 
Delhi 
FOREST STEPHEN HOFF 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
Des Moines 
HSUEH-LING HUANG 
MM; Performance: Wind/ Percussion/ 
Keyboard/ Strings Emphasis 
Cedar Falls 
Recital: Piano 
CHEN Huo 
MS; Computer Science 
Cedar Falls 
ANASTASIA IZMAYLOVA 
MA; Spanish 
Moscow, Russia 
ASHLEY LAUREN JENNINGS 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
Marshalltown 
MAJA M NTIC 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Waterloo 
MATTHEW B. KARL 
PSM; Applied Physics 
Milford 
JIANWEI KE 
MS; Computer Science 
Cedar Falls 
QYNNE ANNE KELLY 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
Preston 
0 XANA I. KHRAMOVA 
MM; Performance : Wind/ Percussion/ 
Keyboard/Strings Emphasis 
Sarvo 
Recital: Piano 
DUSTIN KLEIN 
PSM; Applied Physics 
Waterloo 
#LIUDMILLA V. LEBEDVA 
MM; Performance: Wind/ Percussion/ 
Keyboard/ Strings Emphasis 
Kirov, Russia 
Recital: Cello 
SARA ALYSE LEAVENS 
MA; English: Creative Writing Emphasis 
Greene 
Thesis: Husked: Short Stories 
JACKLYN S. CALVERT LOWE 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Urbandale 
ADRIENNE L. LUBBERT 
MA; German 
Waterloo 
HEATHER N. LUND 
MA; Communication Studies: 
Organizational Communication 
Emphasis 
Richfield, Minnesota 
Thesis: Examining Social Intelligence 
and Burnout in Clergy 
EDDIE CARLOS MALDONADO 
PSM; Applied Physics 
Tipton 
JOSEPH BERNARD MATTINGLY 
MM; Composition 
Coralville 
Recital: Composition: A Brief Analysis 
ALLISON MARIE MAZER 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Clive 
CHARLOTTE LouISE McDERMOTT 
MA; Science Education 
Mount Vernon 
MARTIN JOHN MCGOEY 
MA; English: Creative Writing Emphasis 
Oak Grove , Minnesota 
Thesis: The Glass Earth: Stories 
#PATRICK MICHAEL MCMANUS-REILLY 
PSM; Ecosystem Management 
Clinton 
CASSANDRA VIOLET MCNALLY 
MM; Performance: Voice Emphasis 
Washburn 
Recital: Voice 
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SARAH K. MIESNER 
PSM; Industrial Mathematics: Actuarial 
Science Emphasis 
Kingsley 
HANNAH W. MOSER 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Guttenberg 
MAURA M. MEERS MURPHY 
MA; Spanish 
Chicago, Illinois 
JESSICA RAE NEDVED 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Pocahontas 
METIA ANN NELSON 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
Forest City 
MEGAN MARIE O'BRJEN 
MM, Performance : Voice 
Spencer 
Recital: Voice 
KEVIN M. O'CONNOR 
MS; Chemistry 
Burlington 
Thesis: Development of a Axially 
Harmonic Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer 
MOLLY OFF 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Cedar Rapids 
WESLEY J. OFFERMAN 
MA; Communication Studies: Public 
Relations Emphasis 
Charles City 
+%MATTHEW DAVID OLIPHANT 
MA; Science Education 
Cedar Rapids 
EHRICH). PAKALA 
MA; Mathematics: Mathematics Emphasis 
Cedar Falls 
Thesis : On Twisted Joins and Their 
!hara Zeta Function 
ELIZABETH G. PETERS 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Cedar Falls 
TONETIA R. PINT-BURKE 
MA; Communication Studies: 
Communication Education Emphasis 
Indep endence 
MICHELLE HONORATO PLOOF 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages/ Spanish 
Cuiaba, Brazil 
BRJDGET KELLEY POWELL 
MM; Performance : Wind/ Percussion/ 
Keyboard/ Strings Emphasis 
Des Moines 
Recital: Flute 
HOLIHANITRA V. RABEARISON 
MA; French 
Waterloo 
RACHEL MARI RAcHUT 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Osage 
KELSEY MARIE RANUM 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Decorah 
NICOLE ELIZABETH REDING 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Algona 
ROGER E. REETER 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Westmont, Illinois 
#JEFFREY ] AMES RICK 
MS; Technology Electrical Engineering 
Technology Technical Emphasis 
Waverly 
Thesis: A Sociable Humanoid 
Autonomous Robotic Platform (The 
Sharp Project) 
JUSTIN J. ROBERTS 
MA; English: Literature 
Manchester 
Thesis: Dystopian Reality Game Shows: 
Reading the Television Landscapes of 
"The Long Walk,"" The Running Man," 
and "Smash TV" 
]ODIE MARIE ROESLER 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Waterloo 
JENNIFER ELAINE .ROHDE 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Bay City, Michigan 
TINA LANGDOK ROMENESKO 
MA; Spanish 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
GARY DAVID RoY 
MA; Spanish 
Portland, Maine 
ALISON L. RUCKER 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Algona 
TATIANA RYGALINA 
MA; French 
Moscow, Russia 
#MICHELLE GABRIELA SABATINI 
PSM; Ecosystem Management 
Chicago, Illinois 
HUDA HADI SALIH 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
Herndon, Virginia 
Thesis: An Investigation into How 
Language Teachers Integrate Phonetic 
Instruction in the Teaching of 
Pronunciation 
MARGARET RUTH SCHATZBERG 
MA; Music 
Waterloo 
KAYLENE LUCIANN SCHROEDER 
MA; Communication Studies: General 
Communication Emphasis 
Williamsburg 
#ANNA JEAN SCHUMACHER 
MA; Mathematics: Secondary Teaching 
Grandview 
STEVEN S. SCHUTZ 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
Rochester, Minnesota 
JOAN M. SHAFER 
MA; Communication Studies: 
Communication Education Emphasis 
Cedar Falls 
Thesis: Bullying and LGBT: Does it 
Really Get Better? 
#JENNIFER M. SHEPECK 
MS; Environmental Science 
Hudson 
Thesis: Developing Rating Curves & 
Assessing Nitrogen in Small Watersheds 
MARIE E. HEINIGER SHILKAITIS 
MM; Music Education 
Burlington 
VICKI JEAN SIMPSON 
MA; English: Creative Writing Emphasis 
Cedar Falls 
Thesis: And Days How Swift They Are: 
A Novella 
SARAH JEANNE SLY 
MA; Communication Studies: General 
Communication Emphasis 
Belmond 
SWETA P. SONI 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Des Plaines, Illinois 
ASHLEY L. DENBOW STEVEN 
MA; Mathematics for the Middle Grades 
4-8 
Gladbrook 
KURT MICHAEL STRAUBE 
MA; English: Teaching English in the 
Secondary Schools-Middle/Junior High 
and Senior High (TESS) Emphasis 
Decorah 
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KAYLA DIANE STRUVE 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Sheldon 
]AMAR EARLIHUE THOMPSON 
MA; Communication Studies: General 
Communication Emphasis 
Bethel, Minnesota 
MEGAN ELIZABETH TUCKER 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Oskaloosa 
PIET VAN DER MEER 
MA; Spanish 
Jefferson 
ALLISON N. WAMSER 
MM; Performance: Voice 
Saint Louis, Missouri 
Recital: Voice: Songs of Absence 
ERIN ELIZABETH WEBER 
MA; Spanish 
Washington Court House, Ohio 
AMY J. WIKERT 
MA; Spanish 
San Antonio, Texas 
#BRIAN DAVID WIKLANDER 
MA; Communication Studies: General 
Communication Emphasis 
Gowrie 
SHERMAN L. WISE 
MA; Communication Studies: General 
Communication Emphasis 
Waterloo 
#DEBRA CHRISTINE YOUNG 
MA; English Literature Emphasis 
Waterloo 
Thesis: Examining Gender and Ethnicity 
through the Language of Julia Alvarez 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Notes: #Summer 2012 degree candidate, %Legacy graduate; +Fall 2011 graduate 
BLAIR JOSEPH A'HEARN 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
Cedar Rapids 
ALI MAHDI ALGHOBARY 
MPP; Public Policy 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
#BRIAN R. BEAUVAIS 
MA; History: Public History Emphasis 
Sioux City 
JENNIFER ROSE BOWSER 
MA; History 
Waterloo 
MEGAN MARIE BROOD 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Rockwell 
JENNIFER LYNN BROST 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
Grundy Center 
JOSHUA ] AMES CARLSON 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
Sioux Rapids 
PATRICIA DIANE CARSON 
MPP; Public Policy 
Winterset 
KELLI JEAN CASE 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Marshalltown 
KATHERINE ANNE CHAMBERS 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Urbandale 
STACILYN CHANANIE-HILL 
MA; Psychology: Clinical Science 
Emphasis 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Thesis: The Effects of Interpersonal 
Violence upon Short Term Memory 
Recall 
KASEY LEE CONNOR 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
Charles City 
]AMES MICHAEL CRAWFORD 
MA; Geography 
Deloit 
AUSTIN STUART CROSS 
MSW; Social Work: Two Year Program 
Liscomb 
ANGELA MARIE DAGNACHEW 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Marshalltown 
RACHEL J. DECKER 
MSW; Social Work: Two Year Program 
Waterloo 
JENNIFER]. DEVRIES 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
Greene 
DHONDUP 
MAE; School Counseling 
Woodside, New York 
AMBER I. DIEKMANN 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Fairmont, Minnesota 
JOEL WADE DINGER 
MA, Social Science 
Independence 
ERIN N. SHANLEY DITSCHE!T 
MA; Criminology 
Cedar Rapids 
Thesis: The Sexual Socialization of 
Sexual Offenders 
JULIE MARIE EASTON 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Cedar Rapids 
RACHEL L. FLEISHMAN 
MSW; Social Work: Two Year Program 
Des Moines 
#MARY FRANCES Foy 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
Waverly 
PAUL JOSEPH FULLER 
MAE; School Counseling 
Waterloo 
MANDY LYNN GALLENTINE 
MAE; School Counseling 
Marshalltown 
AMBER MARIE GAST 
MAE; School Counseling 
Osage 
HEATHER M. GIBNEY 
MPP; Public Policy 
Cedar Rapids 
CARRIE BETH GRADY 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
Dunkerton 
#DANIEL CHRISTOPHER GROSSER 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Waterloo 
KELLY THERESE HAYMOND 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Cedar Rapids 
ASHLEY COLLEEN HELLE 
MA; Psychology: Clinical Science 
Urbana 
Thesis: Psychopathy and Victim-Type 
Related to Treatment Outcome for 
Civilly Committed Sexual Offenders 
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Graduate Candidates 
RICHARD M. JACKSON 
MAE; School Counseling 
Cedar Rapids 
KAYLA RENEE ] AMES 
MSW; Social Work: Two Year Program 
Cedar Rapids 
KORI LEA KAUFMANN 
MAE; School Counseling 
Cedar Rapids 
MATINA RENEE KISLEY CLARK 
MAE; School Counseling 
Allison 
MIRANDA MARCHETA KRACKE 
MSW; Social Work: Two Year Program 
Delhi 
KARI Jo KREEL 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Mechanicsville 
AvoRY ELIZABETH KURT 
MAE; School Counseling 
Cascade 
EMILINA KURTOVIC 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Waterloo 
ANDREA LENAE LANSING 
MSW; Social Work: Two Year Program 
West Union 
TASHA MIDDLE LOWMAN 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Emmetsburg 
ARMEN MANOOG MANOOGIAN 
MA; History 
Boca Raton, Florida 
Thesis: A Popular Cultural Analysis of 
Wine Drinking Patterns in the United 
States, 1960s-2000s 
TERA LYNN MARTIN 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Evansdale 
SAMUEL AARON MAZUK 
MPP; Public Policy 
Marion 
JILL MARIE MILLER 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
Maplewood 
MATHEW R. MOORE 
MA; History 
Huxley 
PHILIP K. H. Moss 
MA; Social Science 
Cedar Falls 
ASHLEY JOAN NIEDERKORN 
MAE; School Counseling 
Hastings, Minnesota 
AMBER Joy NIELSEN 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Wesley 
CASSIE R. NIEMAN 
MA; Psychology: Clinical Science 
Emphasis 
Dakota City, Nebraska 
Thesis: Self-Defeating Behaviors in 
Sexual Offenders 
STEPHANIE ]EAN PAULSEN 
MAE; School Counseling 
Cedar Falls 
#JON C. PEDERSEN 
MA; Psychology: Social Psychology 
Bloomington, Minnesota 
Thesis: Circulating and Organizational 
Testosterone and the Perception of 
Dominance 
KATHERINE E. REIDY 
MPP; Public Policy 
Dubuque 
AMBER A. REITER 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Waterloo 
MISTY A. RHODES 
MA; Psychology: Clinical Science 
Cedar Falls 
Thesis: The Effect of a Violent 
Environment in Childhood on Coping 
Styles 
#MATTHEW DAVID RINDERKNECHT 
MA; History 
Cedar Rapids 
Thesis: In the Wake of Lewis and Clark: 
Nature Consumerism and the American 
Identity, 1804-1913 
LEISHA RENAE RISTAU . 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Nevada 
#KELLEY M. RoucHKA 
MA; History 
Belmond 
Thesis: From Apathy to Action: 
The Student Left, Women and the 
Environment, 1965-1975 
YUNA GENNADIEVNA RUSINOVA KOHLS 
MPP; Public Policy 
Kazan, Russia 
LAURA ANNE SCHLEHUBER 
MAE; School Counseling 
Cedar Rapids 
JENNIFER JUNE SCHMUDLACH 
MSW; Social Work: Two Year Program 
Waterloo 
MARIA CRISTINA SCHREIBER 
MA; School Counseling 
Dubuque 
KATRINA MARANN SERFLING 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
Waterloo 
KELLI ] 0 SHARPE 
MSW; Social Work: Two Year Program 
Marion 
DERVISA SISIC 
MPP; Public Policy 
Waterloo 
CRYSTAL J. SIVIA 
MA; Psychology: Clinical Science 
Saint Peters, Missouri 
Thesis: Personality Traits of Creative 
Writers and Visual Artists 
MEREDITH C. SMITH 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
Denver 
ADAM PATRICK SoRELLE 
MPP; Public Policy 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 
CATHERINE MARY STAINBROOK 
MAE; School Counseling 
Waterloo 
JESSICA APRIL STEEN 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Cherokee 
BENJAMIN J. STREVER 
MSW; Social Work: Two Year Program 
Cedar Falls 
DAVID MICHAEL SUCHAN 
MA; Geography 
Marshalltown 
Thesis: Water Quality and River 
Corridor Assessment of the Upper 
Iowa River: Howard and Winneshiek 
Counties, Iowa and Fillmore County, 
Minnesota 
LUCAS DANIEL SULENTIC 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
Waterloo 
SCOTT ALLAN SUMMERS 
MA; History 
Aplington 
JASON THOMAS SURRATT 
MA; Sociology 
Cedar Falls 
Thesis: Women's Status and Fertility 
Rates: Results from National Level Data 
CYNTHIA DANIELLE TARGOFF 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Cedar Falls 
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AUTUMN IRENE TENGE 
MSW; Social Work: Two Year Program 
New Hampton 
LACIE MICHELLE THEIS 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Waterloo 
SARAH A. THORSBAKKEN 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
Fo1t Dodge 
#SARAH ] ANE TIGNOR 
MSW; Social Work: Two Year Program 
Coshocton , Ohio 
BRIAN D. VAN DRASEK 
MA; Geography 
West Des Moines 
CHRISTINA KAY VAUGHAN 
MA; Geography 
Sioux City 
Thesis: The Road to Waterloo: The 
Africa America Diaspora 1912-1920 
# LEKEISHA LASHAY VEASLEY 
MPP; Public Policy 
Waterloo 
+ALISA ]O WALKER 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Cedar Rapids 
#BETHANY MARIE WEINZIERL 
MA; History: Public History 
Long Prairie , Minnesota 
Thesis: Changes in Southern Colonial 
Dining, 1750-1800 
AMANDA LYNE WENTWORTH 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
Mason City 
SHELLY MARIE WHALEN 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Waterloo 
KELLY ROSE WIEDERHOLT 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
Cuba City, Wisconsin 
]AYDEN Ross WIERSMA 
MSW; Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program 
George 
ANGELA MARIE WILSON-ANDERSON 
MSW; Social Work: Two Year Program 
Cedar Falls 
ALICIA ANN ZACCARO 
MSW; Social Work: Two Year Program 
Owatonna, Minnesota 
May 5, 2012 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
McLeod Center 
Benjamin J. Allen, Ph.D. 
President of the University 
Presiding 
John Vallentine, Ph.D. 
Professor and Director, School of Music 
Commencement Marshal 
10:00 a.m. 
PRELUDE CONCERT .......................... ............. ...... .. .. ...... ............ ................ .. .... ...... ..... Symphonic Band 
S. Daniel Galyen, Ph.D., Conductor 
PROCESSIONAL. ............... ....... .... ........... ....... .... ....... ... ... ....... ..... ............ .. ............. ... .... Symphonic Band 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from the College of Business Administration 
Candidates from the College of Education 
Candidates from the Division of Continuing Education and Special Programs 
The Faculty 
Members of the Faculty 
Heads of the Departments 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Members of the Board of Regents 
Platform Guests 
Officers of the University 
The Alumni Class of 1962 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ..... .... ........ ... ......................... .. ........................................... Symphonic Band 
RECOGNITION OF ALUMNI CLASS OF 1962 ................................................................ President Allen 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS ............. .. .... .. .................................... Gloria Gibson, Ph.D. 
Executive Vice President and Provost 
STUDENT ADDRESS .............. ........... ....... ... ........ .......... ...... ........ .... ..... ... ..... .. ...................... Valerie Brey 
Candidate for Bachelor of Arts in Leisure, Youth and Human Services 
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PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
College of Business Administration ...... .... .. ... ...... .. ... ... ... ....... .. ........ Farzad Moussavi, Ph.D. , Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
College of Education .... .. ....... ....... .... ....... ... .................. .......... ..... ..... ... Dwight Watson, Ph.D. , Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Division of Continuing Education 
and Special Programs .. ... ..... .... ..... ........ ....... ...... ..... ....... ..... ...... ......... Kent Johnson, Ed.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES .. ..... ..... ... ..... .. ....... ... ....... ....... .... ... ...... ... ............. .... ........... President Allen 
READERS OF THE CANDIDATES' NAMES .... ...... ......... .... ........ ............................. Dale Cyphert, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Management 
Nichole Zumbach Johnson 
Instructor in Communnication Studies 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as they are 
individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may interfere with the rights 
of others to hear and will delay the program 
FAREWELL TO GRADUATES ....... .... ......... ............................................. .. ...... .. .. .. ..... .. ... Spencer Walrath 
Northern Iowa Student Government President 2011-2012 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ...... .. .... ... ... ... ...... ... ............................... .. ......... .. .. .. ........... . Sandy Phillips Stevens 
Chair of the UNI Alumni Association Board of Directors 
CLOSING SELECTIONS ...... .. .... ... .... ....... ....... .. .. ... ............. .. .. .. ... ......... .. .... ... .. .. .. ..... ..... Symphonic Band 
RECEPTION : Please join the graduating students and faculty for a reception on the McLeod Plaza 
immediately following the ceremony. Light refreshments will be served. 
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College of Business Administration 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
ACCOUNTING 
Dalton Michael Boettcher 
Fenton 
BUSINESS TEACHING 
Anne Louise Pudenz 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Pocahontas 
ECONOMICS 
Jordan Kent Voss 
Ankeny 
FINANCE 
Jessica Kunzelmann 
Bollschweil, Germany 
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MANAGEMENT 
Ann Marie Meade 
Cedar Rapids 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Daniel Ernest Lukens 
Story City 
MARKETING 
Jamie Lee Harthoorn 
Lynnville 
REAL ESTATE 
Danielle Brittani Sturm 
Cedar Falls 
College of Education 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
ATHLETIC TRAINING 
Jonathon David Diercks 
Cedar Falls 
LEISURE, YOUTH, AND HUMAN SERVICES 
Valerie Elizabeth Brey 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Laura Elizabeth Linssen 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Cedar Rapids 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Aimee Ninette Sargent 
Ames 
HEALTH PROMOTION AND EDUCATION 
Kiley B. Lisk 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Grinnell 
Rockford, Illinois 
MIDDLE LEVEL EDUCATION 
Leah Michele Decker 
Dubuque 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Alexandria Rose Uding 
Chicago, Illinois 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Conspicuous Achievement in Particular Areas 
ATHLETICS 
Track & Field 
Olimpia Nowak 
Rawicz, Poland 
ATHLETICS 
Football and Track & Field 
Jarred S. Herring 
Burlington 
Continuing Education and Special Programs 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
LIBERAL STUDIES 
Bonnie Vos 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Newton 
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College of Business Administration 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: #Summer 2012 degree candidate, /\fall 2012 degree 
candidate, +Fall 2011 graduate, %Legacy graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude - top 3% of College 
**Magna Cum Laude - top 4-8% of College 
*Cum Laude - top 9-15% of College 
TYLER BENJAMIN ALBERS, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Walford 
Au SHABEEB ALGHAMDI, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Cedar Falls 
#KARSYN LEIGH ALLEN, BA 
Economics: General Economics 
Pleasantville 
MUSTAFA MOHAMMED ALMAsouD, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Awamia, Saudi Arabia 
ATIQAH ABDULGHANI ALSAEED, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Waterloo 
#MOHAMMED ABDULLAH AfSHADY, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
HUSSAIN YOUSEF ALYOUSEF, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Umm Al Hammam, Saudi Arabia 
ABDULAZIZ MOHAMMED AfZAHRANI, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Cedar Falls 
#ASHLEE BROOK ANDERSEN, BA 
Marketing: Management 
Sioux City 
ALEX JAY ANDERSON, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Alburnett 
%JACOB LEE ANDERSON, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Indianola 
HANNAH ELIZABETH ANDREWS, BA 
Economics 
Ida Grove 
+KATIE MARJE ANGWIN, BA 
Accounting 
Clinton 
**ALLISON MARJE ARMSTRONG, BA 
Accounting 
Charles City 
%ALLISON MARIE ARTHUR, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Waterloo 
PHILLIP CHRISTOPHER AVERY, BA 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
55 hour minimum at UNI 
JOSHUA AxNESS, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Fort Dodge 
**KELSEY MARIE BAKER, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Wilton 
AUSTIN JOHN BALIK, BA 
Accounting 
Cresco 
LUCAS ROBERT BAUER, BA 
Marketing: Management 
Ames 
LOGAN RANDOLPH BAUHS, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Decorah 
#DUSTIN WILLIAM BENGTSON, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Clinton 
MATTHEW S. BENSHOOF, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Des Moines 
JOSEPH DAVID BERGSTROM, BA 
Economics: Quantitative Techniques 
Marshall, Minnesota 
+CONNIE JEAN BEYER, BA 
Accounting 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: "Fermenting" a Successful 
Business: Beyer's Wine Cellar 
Mitchell 
**SEAN MICHAEL BIGGINS, BA 
Finance: Investments 
Webster City 
%ANDREW DANIEL BILLERBECK, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Reinbeck 
CASSI MARIE BITZ, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Algona 
#PRESTON RAY BLACK, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Spencer 
CHAD ALAN BLYTHE, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 
Holland 
***DALTON MICHAEL BOETTCHER, BA 
Accounting 
Fenton 
MATTHEW DALE BoLSINGER, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Cedar Falls 
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NATHAN T. BOLTON, BA 
Economics: Business Economics 
Waterloo 
%EvAN Lorns Boos, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
New Hampton 
%BRIAN CHRISTOPHER BOWLES, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Adel 
#RUSSELL JOHN BOYCE, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
North Buena Vista 
%NATHAN KENNETH BRADFIELD, BA 
Economics: Applied Economic Analysis 
Cedar Falls 
#WHITNEY LEE BRAND, BA 
Marketing: Management 
Somers 
%**JASON GREGORY BRASCH, BA 
Finance: Investments 
Cedar Falls 
JEFFREY ScoTT BREON, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Wapello 
MATTHEW LEE BRODERSEN, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Davenport 
SCOTT DEAN BROTEN, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Dunkerton ' 
LUCAS W. BRUNS, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Muscatine 
KRISTIN MARIE BUCHHOLTZ, BA 
Marketing: Distribution & Logistics 
Dubuque 
ALYSSA LAUREN BUCKLEY, BA 
Accounting 
Johnston 
%TANNOR JOHN BURKE, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 
Cresco 
KEVIN PATRICK CALLANAN, BA 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Cedar Rapids 
MEGAN NICOLE CAMERON, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Urbandale 
%NATHAN ROBERT CAREY, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Waukee 
#ANDREW R. CARLSON, BA 
Marketing: Management 
Creston 
**BENJAMIN MICHAEL CARTON, BA 
Accounting 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis Title: Differences in Interim 
Financial Reporting: GAAP vs. IFRS 
Davenport 
JAYME HYUN SUK KIM CHARLSON, BA 
Accounting 
Thompson 
SAMANTHA KAY CHASE, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Norwalk 
CHARLES PI-IILLIP CHRISTENSEN, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Waterloo 
TAYLOR ANDREW CHRISTIANS, BA 
Marketing: Management 
Kanawha 
* ASHLEY CLAPHAM, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Dubuque 
ZACHERY CLARK, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Waterloo 
ADAM MICHAEL CLEMENCE, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Iowa City 
CODY COHRS, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Clive 
JESSE ALLEN COLE, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Moville 
JAMES OSCAR CONLEY, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Des Moines 
MATTHEW KENNEY CONRAD, BA 
Accounting 
Bettendorf 
#ERICA KAY CORKERY, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Brandon 
GABRIELLE Jo CORKERY, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 
Manchester 
DAVID OWEN COVENEY, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Canada 
+%BRITTANY JEAN COVERT, BA 
Accounting 
West Des Moines 
JORDAN Ross CRAWFORD, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Mount Pleasant 
*MATTHEW PAUL CRAWFORD, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Winthrop 
NICHOLAS CRAWFORD, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Riceville 
PHILIP WILLIAM CRAWFORD, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Winfield 
SHAWN LEE CROSSE!{, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Marion 
GARRETT CUMMINGS, BA 
Marketing: Management 
Denver 
%JACOB CURTIS, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Johnston 
#JORDAN BRADLEY CUSICK, BA EDUCATION 
Business Teaching 
Winthrop 
MOLLY S. CUVEL!ER, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Cedar Falls 
EDWARD TODD DAVIES, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Bettendorf 
#NICHOLAS LEE DAVIS, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 
Columbus Junction 
COREY GEORGE DECKER, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Waukon 
HEATH M. DEFOREST, BA EDUCATION 
Business Teaching 
Pleasantville 
GRANT BRADLEY DEGEN, BA 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Ireton 
ALEX WILLIAM DENKER, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Manning 
%TYLER STEVEN DENNY, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Garner 
DACEN DANIEi. DIERKS, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Cedar Falls 
QIANYU DING, BA 
Accounting 
Chongqing, China 
TYSON GREGORY DIRKS, BA 
Accounting 
Reinbeck 
MARK JAMES DOERING, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Waterloo 
+%ANDREW DUSTIN DREWELOW, BA 
Marketing: Distribution & Logistics 
Fredericksburg 
+DAVID EDMUND DROESSLER, BA 
Accounting 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors 
Theisis Title: A Study of the Individual 
Alternative Minimum Tax: Past, Present 
and Reform 
Walford 
KRISTINE RENEE DRURY, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
DeWitt 
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*BRAD JAMES DUMMETT, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Clear Lake 
BRENDAN WILLIAM EHLKE, BA EDUCATION 
Business Teaching 
Saint Ansgar 
MARGARET DELORAS EIBEN, BA 
Accounting 
Cedar Rapids 
#WILLIAM HOWARD EILERT, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Grinnell 
JESSICA LAUREN ENGELBRECHT, BA 
Marketing: Management 
Lamont 
%KELSEY LYNN ERENBERGER, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Walford 
BRANDON JOSEPH EVANS, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Muscatine 
ZACH RYAN FAIRLIE, BA 
Economics: General Economics 
Robins 
RUSSELL STEVEN FELLER, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Remsen 
%**DANIELLE SuE FICKEN, BA 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Milford 
%BARRY RUSSELL FIRMAN, BA 
Accounting 
Cedar Falls 
*JENNIFER ANN FLAHERTY, BA 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Mason City 
MICHAEL DALE FUNT, BA 
Accounting 
Emmetsburg 
#%ANDREW CRAIG POLLMANN, BA 
Accounting 
Stanhope 
%CARSON PAUL FORST, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Urbandale 
*KYLE LEE FRANCIS, BA 
Finance: Investments 
Pocahontas 
BRIANNA MAE FRANZEN, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Fredericksburg 
%BROOKS Scun FRIEDEN, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Elgin 
%BRADY MICHAEL FRITZ, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 
Coralville 
KRISTA ANNE GARTELOS, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Marion 
LACEY ARIANA GEE, BA 
Marketing: Distribution & Logistics 
Clinton 
HEATHER ANN GEISSINGER, BA 
Accounting 
Vinton 
JODI LEE GIBBS, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Delhi 
REBECCA LYNN GISSEL, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Independence 
TYLER LEE GLASS, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Sheldon 
#JESSICA Hous GOFFORTH, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Cedar Rapids 
#KRISTEN JrLL GRANZOW, BA 
Accounting 
University Honors 
Thesis Title : Sustainability Accounting: 
The Impact of Industry and Geography 
on Reporting Sustainable Accounting 
Measures 
Hubbard 
RYAN WALTER GROTHE, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Rochester, Minnesota 
DONALD p AUL GUARINO, BA 
Real Estate 
Cedar Rapids 
#TYLER JAMES GUFFY, BA 
Accounting 
Sioux City 
ERIC WALTER HACKMAN, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
New Hampton 
DEANGELO LAMAR HALL, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 
Des Moines 
***JAMIE LEE HARTHOORN, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: Appearance and Perception : 
The Effects of Hair Color and Weight on 
Product Perception 
Lynnville 
%ETHAN JACOB HARTMAN, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Ankeny 
DYONNE BRAY HARVEY, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Winterset 
DYLAN HEATHMAN, BA 
Economics: Business Economics 
Davenport 
+SCO'IT HEEMSTRA, BA 
Accounting 
Urbandale 
BENJAMIN )AMES HEINZMAN, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Waterloo 
%JONATHAN W. HEMPEL, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Waterloo 
JAMES RUSSEL HENDIUCKS, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Muscatine 
*BRANDON JAY HENKE, BA 
Accounting 
Larrabee 
JORDAN ELAINE HERBERG, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Eldridge 
MARK GERARD EDWARD HERMAN, BA 
Finance: Investments 
New Hampton 
%*EMILY ANN HOCKINS, BA 
Economics: General Economics 
Windsor Heights 
#MATTHEW RYAN HoEBELI-IEINRICH, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Newton 
AARON GEORGE HOGAN, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Fort Dodge 
) ILL LEIGH HOHNECKER, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Dubuque 
JORDAN THOMAS HOLTKAMP, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Mount Pleasant 
RUSSELL E. HOTCHKISS, BA 
Real Estate 
Waverly 
HANNAH HOWAHD, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Dows 
p AIGE ESTHER HOYLE, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Hubbard 
KYLIE KEOTA lNGVALL, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Spirit Lake 
#TANNER DAYlD JACOBS, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Greene 
**Ross ALAN JOI-IANNS, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Osage 
BRET JOSEPH JOHANNSEN, BA 
Accounting 
Peosta 
)AKE JOHANSEN, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Algona 
%ANN MARIE JOHNSON, BA 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Benson, Minnesota 
Ross DAN1EL J0 1-1NSON, BA 
Accounting 
West Des Moines 
MICHAEL Scorr JoNES, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Charles City 
ZACKARY RYAN JONES, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Hopkinton 
JARED EVAN JuEL, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Dike 
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MARY KAKAYO, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Cedar Falls 
*ASHLEY RENAE KASTEN, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Waterloo 
LISA ANN M STLI, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 
Waterloo 
MARCUS CHARLES KELLY, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 
Dubuque 
HANNAH Ci-IRISTINE KERLING, BA 
Economics: General Economics 
Presidential Scholar 
Eldridge 
%DAVID KERNS, BA 
Accounting 
Johnston 
**BRANDON CRAIG KEW, BA 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Boone 
%ALLISON MARIE KILFOY, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Davenport 
THOMAS RICHARD KLANN, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Elgin 
%HALEIGH ANNE KLEIN, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Manchester 
JARED ALAN KLIMOWSKI, BA 
Finance: Investments 
Des Moines 
%BRYANT BENJAMIN KNOX, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Madrid 
HOLLY KmSTlNE KOCKLER, BA 
Accounting 
Remsen 
MOLLY ANN KOENEN, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Aplington 
AIMEE ELIZABETH KOHLER, BA 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Cedar Falls 
MRIANNE ELIZABETH KOSTER, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Fonda 
SPENCER SCOTT KROGH, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Iowa Falls 
***JESSICA KUNZELMANN, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Bollschweil, Germany 
%KRISTIN SIERRA LATDJG, BA 
Accounting 
Grinnell 
NICHOLAS JULIEN L'\KE, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Cedar Falls 
JOHN LANDAU, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Cedar Falls 
JESSICA MARIE LANE, BA 
Real Estate 
Spragueville 
JuuE 'AussA LANG, BA 
Economics: Applied Economic Analysis 
Cedar Falls 
ASHLEY MARIE LANGEL, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Kingsley 
TARA DIANNE LAPPIN, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Johnston 
%MAX GARCIA LEWIS, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Mason City 
#AMY LEE LIC!ffY, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Waterloo 
%***JENAE NICOLE LINDAHL, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Cedar Rapids 
JINMEI LONG, BA 
Accounting 
Zigong, China 
KATIE MARGARET LONNEMAN, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Garner 
RYAN DOUGLAS LUEHRING, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Gladbrook 
**PATRICK FRANCIS LUENSMANN, BA 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: Why Do Corporations 
Donate? An Analysis of Factors Affecting 
Corporate Philanthropy 
Aspinwall 
%*DANIEL ERNEST LUKENS, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Story City 
MICHAEL JOSEPH LUNN, BA 
Economics: Business Economics 
Des Moines 
+DANLI Luo, BA 
Accounting 
Guilin, China 
+%ANNE CHELSEA LYNCH, BA 
Accounting 
Cedar Falls 
NATHAN DANIEL LYNCH, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Manchester 
CHENG MA, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Nanjing, China 
RYAN MICHAEL MACK, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Fairfield 
BRIAN JOSEPH MADER, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Cedar Falls 
LUCAS JEROME MAHAFFEY, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Clear Lake 
+MORGAN INEZ MAHNKE, BA 
Accounting 
Cherokee 
*ZACHARY NoRMAN M,1,Rcov, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Dubuque 
WESTON SCOT MARLING, BA 
Accounting 
Cedar Rapids 
+%TIMOTHY JOHN MARLOW, BA 
Accounting 
West Des Moines 
%*JACOB WILLIAM MARTIN, BA 
Economics: General Economics 
Cedar Rapids 
ALICIA MARIE MASHEK, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Cresco 
ANTHONY JOSEPH MASHEK, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Lawler 
DANIEL LEE MATHEWS, BA 
Finance : Financial Management 
Marshalltown 
SKYLAR DoNTARJus MAYBERRY-MAYES, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Davenport 
MICHAEL DOMINIC MCCLOSKEY, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
No1way 
MEGAN RosE McMULLEN, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Cascade 
ASHLEY NICOLE MCMURRY, BA 
Accounting 
Seymour 
• ANN MARIE MEADE, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Cedar Rapids 
LucAs JoE MECHAELSEN, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Kamrar 
+ ASHLEY MARIE MEEK, BA 
Accounting 
Sioux City 
BRYCE JOSEPH METER, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Waverly 
ZACHARY DAVID MESSERSCHMIDT, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Cedar Falls 
%BLAKE MICHAEL MIEHE, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Cedar Falls 
#DAVID OLSEM MILLER, BA 
Accounting 
West Des Moines 
**NATHAN DAVID MILLER, BA 
Economics: General Economics 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: The Effects of Property 
Rights on Ocean Resources 
LeMars 
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%TIMOTHY IAN MILLER, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Waverly 
CHAD MILLS, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Raymond 
%JENNIFER LYNN MOELLER, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Holland 
%AUSTIN HENRY MOHR, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Lino Lakes, Minnesota 
%TREVOR LEE MONNIER, BA 
Finance: Investments 
Ionia 
LACEY ANN MONTGOMERY, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Cedar Falls 
EDIN MuHEqIC, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Waterloo 
#0/oBREE NICHOLE MULFORD, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Hampton 
LUKE JOHN MURRAY, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Ely 
YUJIN NAKAYAMA, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Ise-city, Japan 
KALA NEGUS, BA 
Accounting 
Urbandale 
JOSEPH DOUGLAS NELSON, BA 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Thor 
JORDA."l MATTHEW NESS, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Marion 
%BENJAMIN JOSEPH NEWCOMB, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
West Liberty 
JARED LYLE NOSKA, BA 
Management Information Systems 
West Union 
KIMBERLY ANN NURRE, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Dyersville 
CHRISTOPHER RYAN NUTTING, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Alburnett 
%*KRISTEN ANN O 'CONNOR, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 
Prairie City 
#TYLER JOHN ODEEN, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Lakeville, Minnesota 
#%JOSHUA TYLER OHNEMUS, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Carlisle 
EM! OKASA, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Cedar Falls 
**HANNAH RENEE OLSON, BA 
Accounting 
Marion 
AIMEE LYNN OSMUNDSON, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
West Union 
#ANNALIESE LOUISE OTT, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Readlyn 
*MICHAEL J. PAULSEN, BA 
Economics: General Economics 
Cedar Rapids 
KRISTOPHER GENE PEFFERS, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Pleasantville 
CAYLA PERRY, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Cedar Rapids 
BRETT MICHAEL PETERSEN, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Preston 
CHARLES DANIEL PETERSON, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Clear Lake 
SPENCER JAMES PFLUGHAUPT, BA 
Accounting 
Coggon 
*MARY ELIZABETH PILKINGTON, BA 
Accounting 
Nonh English 
ALLEN MICHAEL POLFER, BA 
Accounting 
Manchester 
RYAN STEPHEN PosT, BA 
Finance: Investments 
Mason City 
DAVID WILLIAM PUFFETT, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Mitchellville 
AJoNATHAN DARNEZ PULLIAM, BA 
Marketing: Management 
Rock Island, Illinois 
ANDREW RYAN Q UANDT, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Hinton 
AARON DENNIS QUINBY, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Cedar Rapids 
MARY JOLEEN RAMos, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Mount Pleasant 
ABIGAIL ASHLEY RAYMER, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Coralville 
#KATARINA ANN REIHER, BA 
Accounting 
Shell Rock 
KARL LAWRENCE REINHOLDT, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Waterloo 
BRITTANY ANNA RESCHKE, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Moline, Illinois 
KAYLA MORGAN REUTER, BA 
Marketing: Management 
LeMars 
*DEREK ALLEN RICHARDS, BA 
Finance: Investments 
Ames 
RYAN WESLEY RICKERL, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Riceville 
CHRISTOPHER L. RIDDER, BA 
Marketing: Management 
Cedar Falls 
#%ADAM JOHN ROHLOFF, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Oskaloosa 
ADAM SPENCER Ross, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
McHenry, Illinois 
*JOSLYN NICHOLE SAILER, BA 
Economics: General Economics 
Manchester 
BAILEY J. SALOW, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Manchester 
ARMIN SAMARDZIC, BA 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Waterloo 
MATTHEW STEVEN SARGENT, BA 
Accounting 
Cedar Rapids 
CHRISTA LYNN SCHAUB, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Eldridge 
+REED CHRISTOPHER SCHLEE, BA 
Accounting 
Strawberry Point 
KENDRA LYNN SCHMIDT, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 
Marion 
+ THOMAS JAMES SCHNEEKLOTH, BA 
Accounting 
Cedar Rapids 
#CHRISTIE LYNN SCHNEIDER, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Fairbank 
/\MACKENZIE ANN SCHREIER, BA EDUCATION 
Business Teaching 
Manson 
%DEREK MITCHELL SCHRODER, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Shellsburg 
CHELSEA ANNE SCHROEDER, BA 
Marketing: Advenising 
Emmetsburg 
%ERIN CHARLOTTE SCHROEDER, BA EDUCATION 
Business Teaching 
Remsen 
#%LEAH ANN SCHUL TE, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Manchester 
/\TIMOTHY DAVID SCHULTE, BA EDUCATION 
Business Teaching 
Des Moines 
ZACHARY DEAN SCHULTE, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Cedar Rapids 
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ANASTACIA LYNN SCHURMAN, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Steamboat Rock 
#NICKOLAS JOSEPH SELCHERT, BA 
Accounting 
Dubuque 
MICHAEL WAYNE SEWELL, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Milford 
ROBERT NOLAN SHAW, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Davenport 
KAYLA RAE SHEA, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Primghar 
JORDYN LYN SHERWOOD, BA 
Marketing: Adveitising 
Brooklyn 
JINGJING SHU, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Nanjing, China 
ZACHARY THOMAS SIGLIN, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Waterloo 
MEGAN LYNN SMILEY, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Marshalltown 
ANDY JOHN SMITH, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Ankeny 
KRISTINA RENEE SMITH, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Denver 
••• ANDREW ERIC SNYDER, BA 
Marketing: Adveltising 
Cedar Falls 
*STEPHANIE Y. SoH, BA 
Marketing: Distribution & Logistics 
Boone 
CORY JOHN SPERFSLAGE, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Edgewood 
STEPHANIE KAYE SPRAGUE, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Dubuque 
JOSHUA LOUIS SPRINKLE, BA 
Accounting 
Grimes 
RYNE ALLEN STALEY, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Webster City 
MATTHEW BRIGHTON STANFORD, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Washington 
TAVISH HOGAN STEELE, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Fon Dodge 
#ANDREW STEFFEN, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Muscatine 
TYLER ROBERT STEFFEN, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Davenpo!t 
LISA ANN STEFFENSMEIER, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Salem 
BENJAMIN GEORGE STEINES, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Dubuque 
/\%DANIEL WILLIAM STEPHENSON, BA EDUCATION 
Business Teaching 
Iowa City 
**GREGORY LOUIS STOLL, BA 
Accounting 
Alton 
SEAN ERIK STOWE, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Charles City 
MATTHEW JOHN STREFF, BA 
Accounting 
Alton 
%*AARON JAMES STmKE, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
North Liberty 
**KEL,EY ELIZABETH STRUB, BA 
Accounting 
Rock Island, Illinois 
DANIELLE Lms SnrnRuD, BA 
Economics: General Economics 
Letts 
KRYSTAL KAE STUMME, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Cedar Falls 
%***DANIELLE BR!Tl"ANI STURM, BA 
Finance : Financial Management 
Cedar Falls 
HANNAH JEAN SUPPLE, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Marion 
+MATTHEW RYAN SWALLEY, BA 
Accounting 
Marion 
MA!THEW RYAN SWEERS, BA 
Accounting 
Britt 
#Lil:lllY LOUISE T AETS, BA 
Marketing 
Osage 
#%TE TAN, BA 
Accounting 
Cedar Falls 
**OWEN NATHANIEL TEELING, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Sumner 
#TIMOTHY LEE TEGELER, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Manchester 
LISA KATHARINE THELKE, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Dows 
%DANE JEFFREY THOMPSON, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Cedar Falls 
JAMES CHRISTIAN TIEDEMAN, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Fonda 
***KATHRYN MARIE TIETZ, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 
Atalissa 
ALLISON MARIE TRAMPEL, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Kamrar 
NOAH DECKEH THUESDF.LL, BA 
Economics: General Economics 
Cedar Falls 
MELISSA MARIE UHLENBERG, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Marshalltown 
TIMOTHY CHARLES ULLMANN, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Appleton, Wisconsin 
#JORDAN SKYE VAN ERSVELDE, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Brooklyn 
JACOB WAYNE VANDERHAM, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Hawarden 
BENJAMIN Jo1-1N VrLLIM, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Sioux City 
TONY VOONG, BA 
Real Estate 
Cresco 
* AMY MARIE Voss, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Cedar Rapids 
***JORDAN KENT Voss, BA 
Finance: Investments 
Ankeny 
ASHTON JOHN WAGNER, BA 
Management: Human Resource 
Gilmo re City 
DARCY LYNN WALKER, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Algona 
MATTHEW WILLIAM WALTERS, BA 
Finance: Investments 
University Honors with Distinction 
Manchester 
+PAUL MICHAEL WAMPLER, BA 
Accounting 
Urbandale 
COLIN P. WATERS, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Marshalltown 
COLTON JOI-IN WEBER, BA 
Management: Supply Chain & 
Operations 
Jesup 
ALEXANDER MICHAEL WEDGEWORTH, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Cedar Falls 
#LINDSEY ANN WEIS, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Waterloo 
JACLYN SUZANNE \'v'EITI-1, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Woodstock, Illinois 
%MAnHEw Scorr WESTENDORF, BA 
Accounting 
Waterloo 
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DANIEL JOSEPH WESTHOFF, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Guttenberg 
GRANT MATTHEW WHEELER, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 
Des Moines 
NICOLE MARJE WHITE, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Petersburg 
' fl-0/oDANIEL JEFFREY WIELAND, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Winthrop 
CHRISTOPHER KENT WIESE, BA 
Management: Business Administratio n 
Des Moines 
JARED MATfHEW WILABY, BA 
Marketing: Management 
Webster City 
***KENDRA SUE WILLEY, BA 
Marketing: Sales 
Cedar Falls 
ANDREW GLENN WILSON, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Cedar Falls 
+ALEXANDER JOSEPH WOLFE, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Epworth 
KYLE JEFFE!lY WOOTEN, BA 
Finance: Financial Manageme nt 
Earlville 
JORDON CHRISTOPHER WULFEKUHLE, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Independence 
RYAN D. WULFEKUHLE, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Delhi 
STEPHANIE LYNN WYSS, BA 
Marketing: Management 
Cedar Falls 
D1 Xu, BA 
Accounting 
Zhengzhou, China 
ALISON RAE YANDA, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Anamosa 
BRADEN NATHANIEL ZANTINGH, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Pella 
#KYLE DAVID ZEHRBACH, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Cedar Rapids 
ANDREW JOHN ZELLMER, BA 
Finance: Financial Services 
Arnolds Park 
#Xl.AOYA ZHANG, BA 
Accounting 
Beijing, China 
ANGELA MARJE ZIGGAFOOS, BA 
Accounting 
Hastings, Nebraska 
CI-!EL, EA MAE ZWEIBAHMER, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Milford 
College of Education 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: #Summer 2012 degree candidate, AFall 2012 degree 
candidate, +Fall 2011 graduate , %Legacy graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude - top 3% o f College 
**Magna Cum Laude - top 4-8% of College 
*Cum Laude - top 9-15% of College 
AALIDA K1nSTINE AflEHLE, BA EDUCAT[ON 
Elementary Education 
Coggon 
CASSIDY CHIHSTEEN AflKES, BA 
H ealth Promotion: Women's H ealth 
New Hartford 
TESSA JAYNE ALBER, BA 
Leisure/ Y outh/ Human Services: T ourism 
Manch ester 
B1mTANY ANN ALBERr, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
Orange City 
%DEVYN VICTORIA ALEXANDER, BA 
Leisure/Youth/ Human Services: Tourism 
Iowa City 
NAWAF GHOLAIFS ALOSAJMI, BA 
Health Promotion: G lobal H ealth and 
Health Disparities 
Cedar Falls 
RYAN MICHAEL AMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Sergeant Bluff 
#JENNIFER Jo A N, BA 
Athletic Training 
Park City , Illinois 
B ROOKE DANIELLE A NDERSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Elk Horn 
%BETSY LOUISE ANDERSON, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Ottllmwa 
LAURA ANN A NDERSON, BA 
Leisure/ Y outh/ Human Services: Tourism 
Dows 
LOGAN GREGORY A NDERSON, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Ringsted 
l\llARGARET ELIZABET!£ A TI !ERTON, BA 
Athletic T raining 
M ason City 
ABAGML MARIE A ULT, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Fort Dodge 
B ETHANY MARIE B ACHMAN, BA 
M ovem ent & Exercise Scien ce: Sport 
Psych o logy 
Boone 
;¢0/oTROY J. BACOK, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psy chology 
Gaiwin 
55 hour minimum at UNI 
COURTNEY LYNNE BADGLEY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Grimes 
AKrnsTIN BARBARA BAKER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Eldridge 
AK£LLIE JEAN BARKDOLL, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Educatio n 
M ario n 
MALINDA SUE B ARTELS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Ed ucation 
Elma 
AN ICOLE B ETHANY BASILE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
W est D es M oines 
A SHLEY A NN B ASS, BA 
Athletic Training 
Raymond 
MONICA RENAE BASS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cedar Falls 
EMILY RosE BEAUDRY, BA EoucATION 
Elem entary Educatio n 
Cedar Rapids 
ACI-!ELSEA LYN BECKER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cedar Rapids 
AFLORE N ADINE B ELIARD, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Educatio n 
Miami, Flo rida 
ARYAN M ICHAEL B ELL, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
Sioux City 
#KINSEY RAE BELZ, BA 
Health Promotion: Women's Health 
Ames 
JENNIFER LEE BENNETT, BA 
Athletic T raining 
Agency 
AMou,Y JEAN B ENNETT, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Ed ucation 
Sioux City 
**C1-1RIST!NE M . M ASSEY EERKES, BA EDUCATION 
El em entary Education 
Manning 
AfaJZABETH JANE B ERTRAND, BA EDUCATION 
Elem en tary Education 
Gen eva, Illino is 
DANIEL JOSEPH B1ERBRODT, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology 
Anamosa 
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#AMANDA J. SAFLEY BIERMANN, BA 
Leisure/ Youth / Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
Muscatine 
AMELINDA JANE BL>\KEMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Perry 
#JAYNA ELAJNE BLOME, BA 
M ovem ent & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Scien ce 
Led yard 
JESSICA M ARIE BoATWRIGHT, BA 
Athletic Training 
Runnells 
A LEX JAY BOHL, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Educatio n 
Mason City 
H EIDI M Atm1E Bo1rroN, BA EDUCAT!ON 
Elementary Education 
N evada 
AKALEN M ARIE BOSHART, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Educat ion 
W aylan d 
;¢0/oKASSIDI ELYSE B RABY, BA 
Leisure/ Youth/ Human Services: Non -
Profit Y outh Administration 
M orning Sun 
*COURTNEY RENEE B RAINARD, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
Postville 
VICTORIA RAE KELLEY B RANDENBURG, 
BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Dubuque 
ASAMANTHA LYNN BREITSPRECHER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Castalia 
**V ALERJE ELIZABETI-1 B REY, BA 
Leisure/ Youth/ Human Services: Outdoo r 
Recreatio n 
Rockford, Illino is 
%SHEWY ANNETTE BRIGHTWELL, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cedar Rapids 
KATIE ANN BRUCH, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
A u dub on 
#l\lIACKENZIE MICHELE B mJS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Denison 
/\HEATHER SuE BucH, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Fairfield 
COLE KENNETH BUCHHOLZ, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
Truesdale 
/\SARAH ANN BUCKINGHAM, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Walford 
***KIMBERLY LYNN BuRKEN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: Disney and the Classroom: 
How Children's Perceptions Can Help 
Inform Teacher Practice 
Bettendorf 
JEFFREY CHARLES BURKGREN, BA 
Leisure/ Youth/ Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Nora Springs 
JERRA THERESE B USTER, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Muscatine 
JOSHUA LEE BUYCK, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Algona 
KATLYNN ANN CAHILL, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cedar Rapids 
/\LINDSEY MARIE CAIN, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Walford 
%***TERESA L. CALDWELL, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Dubuque 
• ANDREW JON CARROLL, BA 
Athletic Training 
Avoca 
/\%ELIZABETH KAY CARVER, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Shueyville 
%ANDREA SUZANNE CASHIN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Conrad 
/\MIRANDA MARIE CAUDILL, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Ottumwa 
/\JESSICA LYNN CEDAR, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cherokee 
ALICIA LYNN CHAVIRA, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Radcliffe 
/\KELLI KAY CIAVARELLI , BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Mason City 
/\ALEC LEE CLARK, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Waterloo 
**ANDREW STEVEN CLENDENEN, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Dubuque 
SARAH JEAN CLOS, BA 
Athletic Training 
Evansdale 
PHEDRICK MAURICE CODY, BA 
Leisure,Youth and Human Services 
Waterloo 
JENNIFER LEE COLEHOUR, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Anamosa 
BRYAN JOSEPH COLLINS, BA 
Movem ent & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Clive 
#MICHAELA GENEVIEVE COLLINS, BA 
H ealth Promotion: Women's Health 
Harpers Ferry 
*CHRISTOPHER GREGORY CONGER, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education · 
Riceville 
/\BROOKE ELIZABETH CONKLING, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
K empton, Illinois 
REBEKAH LOUISE COOPER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Minburn 
#ASHLEY MAE JORGENSEN COUSIN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Waverly 
SARA KATHERINE Cox, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Waterloo 
*ALLISON RAE COZAD, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Norwalk 
/\%BAILEY A NNE CRAWLEY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Altoona 
ERICA ANN DAUGHERTY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Coralville 
/\JAMIE LERAE DAVIS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Muscatine 
M ORGAN ELYSE DEBOLT, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Ankeny 
***LEAH MICHELE DECKER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Dubuque 
**BRITTANY ANN D EJONG, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Ankeny 
/\BRANDI D. MANTZ DELVEAU, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis Title: Writing Workshop: A 
Comparison of Theory and Practice 
Belle Plaine 
ASHTON EMOLINE DEMOSS, BA 
Health Promotion: Health Promotion 
Maquoketa 
KAYLEE MARIE DENEVE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Blairstown 
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NICOLE MARIE D ENTLINGER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Carroll 
KAYLA MARIE D ESANTI , BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Dubuque 
ASHLEY MARIE DEVRIEZE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Moline, Illinois 
+AMANDA EILEEN DEWEY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Sioux City 
/\MERIDITH LISA DICKEY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
New London 
*BRITTANY MARIE DIERCKS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Waukon 
*JONATHON D AVID DIERCKS, BA 
Athletic Training 
Cedar Falls 
LINDSAY MEGAN DODDS, BA 
Health Promotion: H ealth Promotion 
Montrose 
%A BBEY JEAN D OERING, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Hubbard 
#KAITLIN ELIZABETH D OLEZAL, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Marion 
/\REEKHA SHANAN DOLLEY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
NADIA NOELLE DRAKE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Madrid 
/\SHAUNA LEE DREFKE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cherokee 
COURTNEY KRISTINE D UNKER, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
New Lenox, Illlinois 
ERIKA KRISTINE D URHAM, BA 
Leisure,Youth, and Human Services: 
Youth Services 
Oakbrook T errace, Illinois 
V1croRIA ELIZABETH D uvALL, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
West Des Moines 
/\ASHLEY ELIZABETH D YKE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
West Union 
/\KATELYN ELAINE EHRSAM, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Williams 
COURTNEY ANN EIDNESS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Lake Mills 
DEANNA ELIZABETH ELDER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Hudson 
/\HEIDI RENEE ELDER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Muscatine 
I 
JUSTIN DEAN faLEDGE, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
Edgewood 
SARA LOUISE ELLIS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Denison 
RA DINA Jo ELSNER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cedar Rapids 
AsHLEY M ARIE ENGBERS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Sully 
*STEPHANIE MARTE ERB, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cedar Rapids 
CHELSEA BELLE ERICKSO ' BA 
Health Promotion: Women's H ealth 
Webster City 
ELIZABETH FERDOUS ESLAMI, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Burlington 
%STEPHEN MICHAEL EsTES, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
Traer 
A SHLEY CAITLAN EUBANKS, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
T ama 
/\ALEXIS CAMILLE EVANS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Edu cation 
U rbandale 
#TAYLOR FAIRMAN, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Cedar Falls 
#KIMBERLY JOANN FEUERBACH, BA 
Health Promotion: Health & Fitness 
Promotion 
Wilton 
ALEX JAMES FISHER, BA EDUCATION 
Phy sical Education 
Swea City 
/\RACHEAL D EE FLANEGIN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Sigourney 
/\ZACH WILLIAM FLICK, BA 
Movement & Exercise Scien ce: Exercise 
Science 
N ew Hampton 
#%LARRY FORT, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Waynesville, M issouri 
LEE A NN R. BATES Fox, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Education 
Sioux City 
SARAH MARIE Fox, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Frederika 
ANDREW p AUL FRANTZ, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Serv ices 
Grand Junction 
**LINDSI ROSE FRANZEN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Calmar 
**BRANDY N ICOLE FREEMAN, BA EDUCATION 
El em entary Edu cation 
Spencer 
D AVID CHRISTOPHER FRIDERES, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Algona 
KELLY ANN FRIEDL, BA 
Leisure,You th, and Human Services: 
Youth Services 
Solon 
/\KRISTEN ANN GAFFNEY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Milton 
#JORDAN A SHLEY GAGE, BA 
Leisure/ Youth/ Human Services: 
Therap eutic Recreation 
Janesv ille 
%KAYLA MARIE GALANITS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Galesburg , Illinois 
**RACHAEL MARIE GANNON, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Edu cation 
Coralv ille 
SETH ALLEN GARTON, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
DeWitt 
AMANDA N ICOLE GARY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Edu catio n 
Cedar Falls 
STACY A. GARY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Edu cation 
Cedar Falls 
/\KERRI ROSE G ASSMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Edu cation 
Bernard 
/\ALLYSON R. GAST, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Story City 
%BRYANNA ROCHELLE GATH, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Lake Park 
%TRISHA LYNN GEE, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Edu cation 
Urbandale 
/\SAMANTHA JEAN GILBERT, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Mason City 
/\JENNA RAE G LANZ, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Manchester 
KATIE Jo GLIME, BA EDUCATION 
Elem enta1y Edu cation 
Newhall 
GRACE ELIZABETH GODFREY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Edu cation 
Pan ora 
ALYSON CATHERINE GOETZL, BA 
Leisure,Youth , and Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
Clinton 
#0/oCouRTNEY MARIE Gon, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Garner 
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#COLLEEN ANNE G OULD, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Riverdale 
/\SARAH M ARIE GRAF, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology 
Clinton 
#NATALIE RosE GREVE, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Holy Cross 
%*KRISTI KAY GUNNARSON, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Indian o la 
%NATHAN JON HAALAND, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psycho logy 
Osage 
#CAITLIN MARY HAGEMAN, BA 
Movement & Exercise Scien ce: Exercise 
Science 
D ecorah 
/\ANN FRANCES HAGEMANN, BA EDUCATION 
Elem enta1y Education 
Des Moines 
/\ALEXIS PAIGE H AISLET, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
D ubuque 
#SHAWNA ALLYSON HAISLET, BA 
Heal th Prom otion : W omen's H ealth 
Dubuque 
NEIL EDWIN HALL, BA 
Health Prom otion: H ealth & Fitness 
Promotion 
Brookly n 
**JANEA M ARIE H ALLELAND, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Education 
Story City 
SHELBY L. HANNA, BA 
Leisu re/ Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Buffalo Center 
A SHLEY NICOLE HANSON, BA EDUCATION 
Elemen tary Education 
A lden 
***MADELYN MARIE HARMON, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
M uscatine 
BRANDON RICHARD HARTi-IAN, BA 
Athletic Training 
Ventura 
#%CHELSEA M ARIE HARTMAN, BA 
Leisure,Youth, and Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
North Liberty 
SAMUEL H ARTMANN, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Cedar Falls 
JAROD JEFFERY H ASELHUHN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
H umboldt 
ZACHARY RICHARD HASSELBRINK, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Grinnell 
#ANN M. HATLIE, BA EDUCATION 
Elemen tary Education 
West D es Moines 
/\KOREY ED\VIN HAUENSTEIN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Mediapolis 
/\LA RAE ELIZABETH H AYES, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Waterloo 
/\KATELYN Jo H EDDINGER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Emmetsburg 
/\ASHLEY ELIZABETH HEEREN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Alleman 
M,\RY SHARON H ENFREY, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Education 
Bellevue 
%KIMBERLY M1CHEU.E HENNING, BA EDUCAflON 
Elementary Education 
Waterloo 
*SAMANTHA Jo H1coK, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Clear Lake 
#A SHLEY LYNN HILL, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Mount Pleasant 
LESLIE CAROL HINES, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Sac City 
AMANDA KATHERINE H INNERS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
A rcadia 
BmTrANY ANN H OEFER, BA EouCAflON 
Elementary Education 
Masonville 
*KATHLEEN M,\RlE H OLLINGSWORTH, 
BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Sperry 
*KRlsTEN ANN HOLSTAD, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Lake Mills 
PAIGE M ARJE H OLTAN, BA 
Health Promotion: H ealth Promotion 
Forest City 
*Cou1nNEY ANN H OLUBAR, BA EDUCATION 
Elem enta1y Education 
Solon 
%*STEPIUNIE M AE H oPPENWORTH, 
BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Educatio n 
Waterloo 
#ALISON FRANCES H ORTON, BA 
H ealth Promotion: Women 's Health 
Sioux City 
MARY LOREN HOWELL, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Council Bluffs 
LEVI D ANIEL H UBKA, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology 
Sheffield 
D YLAN A LAN H UMBURG, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Humboldt 
TANNEH JOHN H u1n , BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology 
Newton 
N1coLE CHRISTINE H uss, BA 
Leisure,You th & Human Services 
Fort Dodge 
%TROY MAnmw H usTED, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Serv ices 
Knoxville 
KATIE M ARlE IIAMS, BA EDUCATTON 
Elementa1y Education 
Cedar Rapids 
M ATTHEW K YLE INGRAM, B A 
Athletic Training 
Marshalltown 
#TIMOTI-!Y JACOBSEN, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
West Des Moines 
CHRISTOPHER RTCHM D JACOflSON, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
Wino na, M inn esota 
/\JACQUELINE M ARIE JAEGEH, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Lisbon 
/\ANNA V 1crORJA JANSSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Des Moines 
#-0/ciEI.SA LEIGH JEl!LE, BA 
H ealth Promotion: H ealth Promotion 
Cedar Falls 
LUCAS ALLEN JOHA,"iSEN, BA 
Leisure,Youth, and Human Ser vices: 
Programming Services Administration 
West U nion 
/\LJNDSEY NICHOLE JOHNSTON, J3A EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Burlin g to n 
SHAWN C. JOHNSTON, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Clinton 
ABIGAIL CJ-!RiSTINE JONES, BA EDIJCATTON 
Elementa1y Education 
Eagle Grove 
#LARISSA ANN JONES, BA EDUCATTON 
Elem entary Educat ion 
Ames 
KELSI LEIGH Jo v rz, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Edu cation 
Urbandale 
#%MEGAN Joy KA!v!MARMEYER, BA 
Leisure,You th & Human Serv ices 
Manchester 
KELSI A. KARKosH, B A EDucAnor,; 
Elem entary Education 
Hiawatha 
RACHEL D ARLENE K AUTEi\, BA 
Leisure,Yornh, and Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
D en ver 
K IMBERLI J KERN, BA EDUCATTON 
Elem entary Educatio n 
O ttumwa 
EMILY CHRISTINE K ERR, BA 
Athletic Training 
Waterloo 
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%K,\ITLIN JINNET KHAN, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Center Po int 
AALLISYN CAROLINE KmBY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cedar Rapids 
JACOB MARCELO KrnCHER, BA 
Movement & Exercise Scien ce: Exercise 
Science 
Cedar Rapids 
K RJSTA M ARIE KIRSCII, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
D yersville 
B ENJAMIN STEPHEN KLAPPERICH, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Educatio n 
Osage 
%SARA L K LEIN, BA EDUCATTON 
Elementa1y Education 
La Porte City 
%KATHRYN M EGAN Ki'IOBBE, B A 
H ealth Promotion: H ealth Promotion 
Davenport 
BRITTANY NICOLE KNUTSON, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Edu catio n 
Prairie City 
•• ASHLEE LYNNE K OCK, BA Em ;cATION 
Elementary Education 
Beaman 
#%PETER JEFFREY KOENIGSBERG, BA 
Movem ent & Exercise Scien ce: Exercise 
Science 
Sh effield 
CHRISTINA N ICOLE KOPP, BA EDUCATION 
Elem enta1y Education 
Monmou th 
%K ,\TELYN NICHOLE K ORANDA, BA EDUC,\TION 
EJementa1y Edu cation 
D avenport 
%BLAKE M ICHAEL K oscHMEDER, BA 
Leisure,Youth, and Human Serv ices: 
Programming Serv ices Administration 
Readlyn 
/\CHELSEY LARAE K OZISEK, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Ventura 
JOANNA M . K RAfT, BA EDUCATION 
Elem enta1y Education 
Goldfield 
%ALEXANDRA JORDYN KREKEL, BA EDUCATTON 
Elementary Education 
Burlington 
/\CAITITN A NN KRF.NGF.L, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
W est Chicago, Illino is 
/\fu'INA ELIZABETH K UEBLER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Bettendorf 
#AMANDA V10LA K cNCE, BA 
Le isure,Youth & H uman Services 
Lake City 
#Y AW 0 SAFO KYEHEMATENG, BA 
H ealth Prom otion: Science Inten sive: 
Environmental Health 
New York, N ew York 
JILLIAN MTRISE LAGESCHULTE, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Marshalltown 
%MELANIE LESLIE LAMBERT, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Ankeny 
EMILY ANN LANDIS, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Cedar Rapids 
CAITLIN ANN LANDT, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Liscomb 
HOLLY L. LANSINK, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Educatio n 
Sergeant Bluff 
KELLY NICOLE LARSON, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Waverly 
STEVEN JACOB LEDVINA, BA 
Athletic Training 
Toledo 
JILLIAN M. LEE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cedar Falls 
ETHEN THOMAS LEFF, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Spo1t 
Psychology 
Sioux City 
ASHLEY ANNE LEKAR, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Waterloo 
JENNIFER DANIELLE LENANE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Luxemburg 
JEREMY JOSEPH LESSOR, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology 
Mason City 
COLE JACOB LEVISAY, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Scien ce 
Spencer 
/\LINDSAY MARIE LEWIS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Edu cation 
Floyd 
/\KYLIE LICHT, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Carroll 
%KATHRYN GRACE LIMBURG, BA 
H ealth Promotion: Women's Health 
Sumner 
JULIAN LmA, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Davenport 
%MORGAN RAE LOEW, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Carroll 
*MALLO!ff JEAN LONERGAN, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Boone 
%ELLEN M . B UEHNER LUDERS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cedar Falls 
BRIAN ADAM LUEDKE, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Spencer 
WILLIAM JOSEPH MAASS, BA 
Athletic Training 
DeWitt 
SARAH LYN MADISON, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Newton 
SHALEY GAIL MAHER, BA 
Health Promotion: Women's H ealth 
Davenport 
/\ALYSSA CHRISTINE MALEY, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Waverly 
KENDRA ELIZABETH MARKLE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
DeWitt 
ANNA MARIE MARTIN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Marshalltown 
/\JILL MARJE MARTIN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Denison 
MALLORY LYNN MATTHIAS, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Waterloo 
M EGAN ELIZABETH MATTHIAS, BA 
Health Promotion: Women 's H ealth 
Waterloo 
%KAYLA R. SCHUT('E MAYNARD, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Jesup 
/\ALICYN FAYE M CCALLEY, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Adel 
SEAN p ATRICK M CCHESNEY' BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Clear Lake 
ASHLEY ELIZABETH MCCUSKER, BA 
Leisure/Youth/ Human Services: Outdoor 
Recreation 
Marion 
/\STEPHANIE ANN McDONOUGH, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Iowa City 
#JARRETT CECIL M cGEE, BA 
Leisure/Youth/ Human Se1vices: Outdoor 
Recreation 
Chariton 
AMANDA Jo M cGILL, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Moulton 
NICOLE A SHLEY M EIEROTTO, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
West Point 
%KERRY RENE M EIGHAN, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Ankeny 
AMBER LEE MELTON, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cherokee 
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MEGAN TONI MENKE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Donnellson 
LINDSEY Jo MERRON, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Waterloo 
#%ELIZABETH ELLEN MESSERLI, BA 
Leisure,Youth, and Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
Fairfield 
KATIE JEAN MEZERA, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Waterloo 
#RACHEL CHRISTINE MILLER, BA 
Leisure/ Youth / Human Services: Tourism 
Mount Pleasant 
#BRITTANY ANNE MILLIKIN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Hedrick 
STEPHANIE A NN M OBLEY, BA 
Elementary Education 
Sioux City 
BRENDAN PHILLIP MOEHN, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Fort Madison 
JOHN MICHAEL MOELLERS, BA 
Leisure/ Youth / Human Se,v ices: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Cedar Rapids 
%HALIE SUZANNE MOLLENBECK, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Hampton 
KAITLIN M ARIE MOORE, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Ames 
NAOMI LOUISE M OORE, BA EDUCATION 
Elem enta1y Education 
Treynor 
JOHN JOSEPH MORAN, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Algonquin , Illinois 
M EAGAN Y OUNG M ORROW, BA 
Leisure/ Youth/ Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Indianola 
/\H ANNAH TuFFIELD MoRz, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Algona 
%JOSH M OZER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Charter Oak 
ALMIN M URGIC, BA 
A thletic Training 
Waterloo 
JADE LILLY A NN M USGRAVE, BA EDUCATION 
Elemen tary Education 
Toledo 
STEPHANIE MARIE MYERS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Fairfield 
*CAITLIN ELIZABETH NAGLE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Eldridge 
A%KATHEIUNE ELIZABETH NEAL, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Jefferson 
ABmnANE RAE NEDERHOFF, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Educatio n 
Grundy Center 
#KAYIA RAE NELSON, BA 
Leisure/ Youth/ H uman Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Cedar Falls 
%KIMBERLY M AE NESVIK, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Ossian 
/\%MEGAN MARIE NEUWOHNER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Lak e Mills 
/\VICTORIA ROSE N ICHOLAS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Clear Lake 
RYAN MICHAEL N IE, BA 
Movement & Exercise Scien ce: Exercise 
Science 
Jesup 
JOHN FREDERICK NIEBAUM, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Williamsburg 
STACIA WHITNEY N ISSEN, BA 
Movement & Exercise S,cience: Exercise 
Science 
Fort Dodge 
ALLISON NODURFr, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
Lost N ation 
*CAROLINE PATRICIA NOONAN-KOPPES, 
BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cascade 
HILARY NICHOLE NORTHUP, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Tipton 
#D ANIELLE LEA NowASELL, BA 
Health Promotion: Health & Fitness 
Promotion 
Grinnell 
CHELSEA ELIZABETH O CI-IYLSKI, BA 
Leisure,Youth, and Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
West Des Moines 
JESSIE RAE O'CONNOR, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Story City 
/\BRITrNEY LEA O GDEN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Des Moines 
#TANNER K. OGDEN, BA 
Leisure/ Youth/ Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreatio n 
Fairfield 
%KAITLYN MARJE O 'LEARY, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Education 
Cedar Rapids 
KATELIN RACHELLE O NEY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Cedar Rapids 
PAMELA J. O NEY, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Education 
Blue Grass 
**JANNA MARIE O ZZELLO, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Iowa City 
ANGELA MARIE VIDHOU PAINTER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Edu cation 
Cedar Rapids 
RAcHEL Jo PALEN, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Ottumwa 
MICHAELA RosE PAPE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Maynard 
NICOLE MARIE PARTLOW, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
D es Moines 
CAITLIN N ICOLE PATTEN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Webb 
SUNNY KRYSTYNE PATTEN, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Spirit Lake 
#MEGAN ILENE PATTERSON, BA 
H ealth Pro m otion: Health Prom otion 
Cedar Falls 
BREANN MTCHELLE PAYTON, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sports 
Psychology 
Waterloo 
ALEX TAPOBAN PENNO, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Iowa City 
%MAGGIE LOUISE PERRY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Edu cation 
Bondurant 
/\MOLLY MARIE PEYTON, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Manchester 
/\%K.iUSTEN MARLYS PITKJN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Clear Lake 
JAMIR. PAUL%N PIXLER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Sioux City 
/\ASHLEY ANNE PLOGMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Walford 
CAITLIN MARIE POAGE, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Education 
Cedar Falls 
#LINDSEY RosE POTIER, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Joice 
/\MICHELLE Jo POTTORFF, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Sergeant Bluff 
%BENJAMlN MICHAEL POWERS, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Saint Ansgar 
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***KATIE M CKENSIE PRUIKSMA, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Sheldon 
K LAY ROBERT QuECK, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Johnston 
JONATHAN RAY QUILES, BA 
Movement & Exercise Scien ce: Exercise 
Science 
Chicago, Illinois 
#%MONICA WHITNEY RADCLIFFE, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Elgin 
KELSEY LYNNE RANDA, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Verdigre, N ebraska 
%MEGAN M. REAFSNIDER, BA 
Elementary Education 
Clinton 
AMANDA C!-!RISTTNE REDTNBAUGH, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Educatio n 
Shelby 
CASEY JAMES REDMOND, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
Bernard 
/\BROOKE A. CASSADAY REED, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Independence 
TAYLOR JOSEPH REICKS, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Newton 
%LAURIE LYNN REIMER, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Cedar Falls 
M IKAEL NOEL REIN, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Edu cation 
Muscatine 
JOSHUA JOSEPH REmER, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
LeMars 
SYDNI SHAE REYNOLDS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Burlington 
%VICTORIA RANAE RICHARDSON, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Education 
Spencer 
**CARRJE LYNN RIESTER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cedar Rapids 
JENNIFER LYNN RINIKER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Guttenberg 
#JOI-INNA LEE RINKEN, BA EDUCATION 
Elem entary Education 
D enver 
ANDREW D ARYL ROBERTS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Educatio n 
Independence 
#%CHIUSTINA A. CARR ROBERTS, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Cedar Falls 
A NDREW EDWARD R OBINSON, BA 
Leisure/Youth/ Human Services: Outdoor 
Recreation 
Des Moines 
KACIE ELIZABETH R OGAN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Dubuque 
ALICIA MARIE ROGERS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Lone Tree 
/\MOLLIE KATHRYN R OONEY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Rockford 
/\AMANDA L. R OSA.LEZ, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
Sioux City 
/\EMILY ELIZABETH ROTH, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
New London 
#NOAH DANIEL R UPPERT, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Altoona 
ATAD RICHARD R UTHER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Indianola 
ASHLEY NICOLE RYAN, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
Eldora 
#KATHRYN TWETTEN RYAN, BA 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Cresco 
NATA.LIE Jo RYTHER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Marion 
#CAITLIN J o SADLER, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Chariton 
A NA CRISTINA SALAZAR, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
San Antonio, Texas 
***AIMEE N INETTE SARGENT, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Ames 
!<ANITA SARKIC, BA 
Athletic Training 
Waterloo 
RACHEL LYNN SAUL, BA 
Leisure, Youth and Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Cedar Falls 
JENNIFER LYNN SAUNDERS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Newton 
CAITLIN NICOLE SCHAEFFER, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
Davenport 
#SHEILA SCHLABACH, BA 
Leisure,Youth and Human Services 
Kalona 
KAITLIN ANN SCHLAWIN, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Garner 
**ERJN ELIZABEll-1 SCHMIDT, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Omaha, Nebraska 
MEGAN ELIZABETH SCHMITT, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Waterloo 
JUSTIN PAKE SCHREFFLER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cedar Falls 
LINDSEY KAY SCHUETZ, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Bettendorf 
/\%ASHLEIGH TAYLOR SCI-!WESTKA, BA E DUCATION 
Elementary Education 
LaPorte City 
% M OLLY O 'B1uEN Scuw N, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cedar Falls 
/\SAMANTHA J EANNE SEARS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Floresville, Texas 
*MICHAEL RODNEY SEDLACEK, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Solon 
/\MALORIE GAY SEEMANN, BA E DUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Huxley 
**KATHERINE A NN SEIBEL, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Davenport 
#%KIMBERLY L YNN SELLERS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Waterloo 
%SHAWN RAE SHADDOX, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Waterloo 
*RYAN NEA.L SHAFFER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Arlington 
AERJN L EIGH SHEETS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Keota 
#%JILLANE KAE SHULTZ, BA 
Health Promotion: Women's Health 
Allison 
/\JESSICA RENAE SIMMONS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Des Moines 
NICOLE ELLEN SIMMONS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Van Meter 
SARAH L YNN SINDLINGER, BA 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
West Des Moines 
ABIGAIL ELISABETH SINNOTT, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Waterloo 
KYLIE J. SMEDLEY, BA EDUCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Waterloo 
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*EMILY A NN SMID, BA 
Health Promotion: Health & Fitness 
Promotion 
Marshalltown 
/\CAITLIN MICHON SMITH, BA E D UCATION 
Elementa1y Education 
Waterloo 
#CASEY R YAN SMITH, BA 
Leisure,Youth, and Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
Boone 
#l/oJOI-IANNA ELIZABETI-1 SMITH, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Hudson 
AMEGAN ANNE SMITH , BA EDUCATTON 
Elementary Education 
West Branch 
% SAMUEL CLINTON SMITH, BA E DUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Wilton 
"ABIGAIL MARIE SNYDER, BA EDUCA110N 
Elementary Education 
Hastings, Minnesota 
A EruN KAY SNYDER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Clarinda 
AJ u LIA LYNN SoYER, BA EDUCA'IlON 
Elementary Education 
Glidden 
K ELSEY A NN SPADTNG, BA 
Health Promotion: Women's Health 
Charles City 
#SYDNEY MARJE SPENCER, BA 
Leisure/ Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Guthrie Center 
D ESTRY J OHN SPERFSLAGE, BA 
Athletic Training 
Manchester 
J ENNIFER L IN STAPELKAMP, BA 
Athletic Training 
Cresco 
#STUART R OBERT STEFFY, BA 
Leisure ,Youth, and Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
Cedar Falls 
NATHAN J AMES STEWART, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Newton 
**AMANDA CHRISTINE STOLL, BA E DUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Granville 
KIMBERLY J ILL STRATTON, BA E DUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Coralville 
N ICOLE L YNN STREETS, BA 
Leisure/ Youth/ Human Services: Outdoor 
Recreation 
Mason City 
% ***JOCELYN JANE STRONG, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: Closing the Achievement 
Gap: The Promise of Dual Language 
Programs for English Language Learners 
Indianola 
EMILY A NN SULLIVAN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Clive 
MELANIE R. RICHTER SWEERIN, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Cedar Falls 
KRISTINE JENNA S\VENSON, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Iowa City 
% *MICHELLE Q UINN Sw JFr, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Marengo 
G ARTY AARON T AYE, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Blaine, Minnesota 
MICHELLE MAE TEDROW, BA 
Athletic Training 
Keosauqua 
MATTHEWS. TEMPLETON, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Anchorage, Alaska 
# % KENDRA KAY THATCHER, BA 
Health Promotion: Women's Health 
Cedar Rapids 
***MEGAN LEE THEOBALD, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Stacyville 
ALAUREN R osE THEIR, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Farley 
BRJTTANY ANN THILGES, BA 
Health Promotion: Health & Fitness 
Promotion 
Algona 
) ASE MICHAEL THOMPSON, BA 
Leisure/ Youth/ Human Services: Tourism 
Mason City 
MEGAN MARIE THOMPSON, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Gladbrook 
#REBECCA JEAN TOWERS, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Churdan 
KRYSTALL L ATINA TRICE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Davenport 
NATALIE A . T SCHOPP, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Owatonna, Minnesota 
**ALEXANDRIA ROSE UDING, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Chicago, Illinois 
ABBY U NTIEDT, BA 
Health Promotion: Women's Health 
Swisher 
#BETSY J ANE V ANDER WEERDT, BA 
Leisure ,Youth & Human Services 
Sully 
/\ERIN DARNICE VANDERSEE, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Fayette 
COURTNEY KAY V ANE, BA 
Leisure/Youth/ Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Hudson 
% KELSIE Jo V ANLANINGHAM, BA 
Health Promotion: Women's Hea lth 
Independence 
LEAH RENEE V ANVACTER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Ottosen 
/\%ASHLEY LEE VITOSH , BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Iowa City 
/\REBECCA J OANN Voss, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Ames 
L EANNE MICHELLE WAIT, BA EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education 
Nashua 
JEFFREY L ANE W ALKER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Wapello 
JESSICA RENEE WALKER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Sigourney 
/\RACHEL DIANNE WALTERS, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Bloomington, Illinois 
V ALERJE ANN w ARD, BA 
Athletic Training 
Essex 
M ATTHEW CLYDE WATERMAN, BA 
Leisure,Youth & Human Services 
Manchester 
% BRIANNA LYNN WEBER, BA 
Leisure/ Youth/ Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Cedar Falls 
% SARAI-I ELIZABETH WEINBERG, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
New Hartford 
BROOKE MADDISON WEIR, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Knoxville 
AERJCA PAJGE WEIRICH, BA EDUCATION 
Physical Education 
Johnston 
/\ALLISON MARIE WEST, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Runnells 
#%AMY MICHELE WESTERBERG , BA 
Health Promotion: Women's Health 
Denison 
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MICHAEL THEODOR WHITE, BA 
Athletic Training 
Aurelia 
*STEPHANIE N ICHO LE WHITMER, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Waukee 
ALEXANDRIA REGINA WHITTERS, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Clarion 
KYLE J OSEPH WILLIAMS, BA 
Health Promotion: Health & Fitness 
Promotion 
Mount Vernon 
% KRISTYN MAE WILSON, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Davenport 
EMILY ANN WIRTJES, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Thompson 
BRITTNEY MICHELLE WIRTZ, BA E DUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Polk City 
KAITLYN EDITH W O HLGEMUTH, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Iowa City 
# STEPHANIE ELIZABETH WOLFF, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Peosta 
*PAJGE ELIZABETH WOODRUFF, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Carlisle 
*ASHLEY MARIE WRIGHT, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Primghar 
/\TALIA A NN WRIGHT, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Norwalk 
/\BECKY MARJE WUEBKER, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Rockwell City 
A SHLEY RENEE WULF, BA EDUCATION 
Elementary Education 
Manning 
%WILLIAM THOMAS YuNGTUM, BA 
Athletic Training 
Sumner 
% SHANNON R osE ZWEBER, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology 
Plymouth, Minnesota 
Division of Continuing Education and Special Programs 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: #Summe r 2012 degree cand idate, Afall 2012 degree 
candidate, +Fall 2011 graduate, %Legacy graduate 
•**Summa Cum Laude - top 3% of College 
**Magna Cum Laude - top 4-8% of College 
*Cum Laude - top 9-15% of College 
*MARY CHRISTINE AROLA, BA 
Ge neral Studies 
Virginia, Minnesota 
DARREN MICHAEL BEEGHLY, BA 
General Studies 
Conrad 
EMILY ANNE BERREGMRD, BLS 
Liberal Studies 
Cedar Falls 
NicKOL\S ALAN BouzEK, BA 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: Sports 
Management Business Model 
Cedar Rapids 
o/oDAHREN JOHN BRUESS, BA 
General Studies 
Waterloo 
**THEHESA ANN BuRGART, BA 
General Studies 
New Hampton 
TREDARRIUS MONTRELL CANADY, BA 
General Studies 
Sioux Cicy 
#RYAN JOSEPII CARSWELL, BA 
General Studies 
Boone 
KEVIN RYAN CHRISTOPHER, BA 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: Sports 
Management 
Urbanda le 
KYLE THOMAS CRAIG, BA 
General Studies 
Waterloo 
o/oJACJE LYNN DAHLSTROM, BA 
General Studies 
Albert City 
KAYLEE PAIGE DURST, BA 
General Studies 
Spirit Lake 
ABIGAIi. LYNNE FIEDLER, BA 
General Studies 
Polk City 
MICHAEL OWEN FINT.EY, BA 
General Studies 
Cedar Falls 
55 hour minimum at UNI 
KYLE Form, BA 
General Studies 
Cedar Falls 
RHONDA DIANNE Gl(EEN\VAY, BA 
Global Studies 
Van Mere r 
B1mNEE MARIE HANSEN, BA 
General Studies 
Dallas Cencer 
JORDAN DOYLE HARVEY, BA 
General Studies 
Fort Dodge 
KELSEY KRISTINE HOLLEN, BA 
General Studies 
Red Oak 
ALEX MICHAEL _Jo1-INSON, BA 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: Student 
Marketing Analysis: Panther Football 
Milton 
#KRISTA CB.IR KELLNER, BA 
General Studies 
Nashua 
RUTH ELLEN KIMBIILL, BA 
General Studies 
Cedar Falls 
%CARRIE LYNN KUNE-SNELL, BA 
General Studies 
Cedar Falls 
MONT/IHI RINIQlJE LEONAl(D, BA 
Genera l Stud ies 
DeLand, Florida 
JESSICA MAY LONG, BA 
General Studies 
Emmetsburg 
SHARI McG1-1EE, BLS 
Liberal Studies 
Waterloo 
#DAVID JAMES MCNERTNEY, BA 
General Stud ies 
Sioux City 
#DANIELLE S.M. MEANS, BA 
Ind ividual Studies 
Waterloo 
ADAM JOHN MEll(ICK, BA 
General Studies 
Hampton 
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ANDREW AWIN NIELSEN, BA 
General Studies 
Urbandale 
BROOKE ALISON NORTON, BA 
General Studies 
Hartley 
%HOLLY ANN O'BRIEN, BA 
General Studies 
Cresco 
JOHN FOSTER OWEN, BA 
General Studies 
Grundy Center 
ANDREW LEE PETERSEN, BA 
General Studies 
Paullina 
CHELSEY ANNE RECKER, BA 
General Stud ies 
Arlington 
LELAND JOSEPH REINHOI.DT, BA 
General Studies 
Waterloo 
JUSTIN ADAM ROMERO, BA 
General Studies 
Cedar Falls 
ASHLEY MARTE SCHANY, BA 
General Studies 
Graettinger 
ADAM MICHAEL SCHMITf', BA 
General Studies 
Waucoma 
JAY MICHAEL TEPLY, BA 
General Studies 
Cedar Rapids 
JOHNATI-ION CHARLES THOMPSON, BA 
General Studies 
Evansdale 
KATELIN MARIE TIERL'IAN, BA 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: Professional 
Portfolio Design and Development 
Conrad 
Xxx XIANGBAQINGCUO, BA 
Global Studies 
Ganzi Tibetan PR, China 
-, 
May 5, 2012 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
McLeod Center 
Benjamin J. Allen, Ph.D. 
President of the University 
Presiding 
John Vallentine, Ph.D. 
Professor and Director, School of Music 
Commencement Marshal 
2:00 p.m. 
PRELUDE CONCERT ......................... ..... .... .... .............. .. ............ ..... ..... .. ... ........ ... ...... Symphonic Band 
S. Daniel Gaylen, Ph.D., Conductor 
PROCESSIONAL ..... ... , ... ... ...... .... .............. .... ............... ..... ..... .. ..... ... ... ....... .. ...... ...... .. .. Symphonic Band 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from the College of Humanities, Arts and Sciences 
Candidates from the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
The Faculty 
Members of the Faculty 
Heads of the Departments 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Members of the Board of Regents 
Platform Guests 
Officers of the University 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ...... .. .. ..... ...... ........ .. ........ .... ....... .. .. ... .......... .. .. ..... .. .. .... .. . Symphonic Band 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS...... ........................ .. .................... Gloria Gibson, Ph.D. 
Executive Vice President and Provost 
STUDENT ADDRESS .... .. .. .. .. ... ... .. ............ ... .. ... ................ .. .... .. ........................... .. ...... Spencer Walrath 
Candidate for Bachelor of Arts in Psychology and Music 
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PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
College of Humanities, Arts and Sciences ........... ... ....... .. .. ... ... .. ...... .. .. .. .Joel Haack, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Bachelor of Music 
Bachelor of Music - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Science 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences ... ... ........ .. ... .... ....... ......... Philip Mauceri, Ph.D. , Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Science 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES ...... ... ....... .... .... .. .... .. .... ... .... ..... ....... ... ..... .. .. ........ .. ... ... .... . President Allen 
READERS OF THE CANDIDATES' NAMES ... .......... .. .... ..... ...... ... ... ... ...... . Gretta Berghammer. M.F.A. 
Professor of Theatre 
Gayle Pohl, Ph.D. 
Communication Studies 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as they are 
individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may interfere w ith the rights 
of others to hear and will delay the program. 
FAREWELL TO GRADUATES .... .. ... ... ..... ..... .. .... ... .... .... ...... ........... ...... .... .. ..... ........ ..... Spencer Walrath 
Northern Iowa Student Government President 2011-2012 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ... ... ..... .. .... ....... ... .. ...... .... ... .... ... ............. ... ..... .... .. ..... ..... . Sandy Phillips Stevens 
Chair of the UNI Alumni Association Board of Directors 
CLOSING SELECTIONS ......... ....... ..... ... ...... ..... ..... ....... .... ..... ....... ... .... .. ...... ... ... .... .... .. Symphonic Band 
RECEPTION : Please join the graduating students and faculty for a reception on the McLeod Plaza 
immediately following the ceremony. Light refreshments will be served. 
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College of Humanities, Arts and Sciences 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
ART 
Emily Elizabeth Bruggeman 
Glidden 
BIOLOGY 
Donavon Laine Greiner 
Washington 
CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY 
Abigail Grace Zieman 
Newton 
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS 
Joanna Linda Eggert 
Ames 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Elizabeth Ann Lindberg 
Clive 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Jack Alphonse Kosmicki 
Cedar Falls 
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (BS) 
Alexandre Austin Harrison 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Decorah 
EARTH SCIENCE 
Brittney Noel Fry 
Fairfield 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA 
Kelsey Ann Hammer 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Donnellson 
ENGLISH 
Joshua Lee Lane 
Forest City 
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FRENCH 
Bailey Jo Loebig 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Grimes 
GERMAN 
Thomas Michael Panicucci 
Waterloo 
GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS (BA) 
Jordan William Marshall 
Stanhope 
HUMANITIES 
Matthew Paul Waldschmitt 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Ankeny 
MATHEMATICS 
Melinda Marie McDowell 
Hampton 
MUSIC 
Emily A. Miller-Todd 
Des Moines 
PHILOSOPHY AND WORLD RELIGIONS 
John Patrick Anderson 
Dubuque 
PHYSICS 
Adam Andrew Wilson 
Cedar Falls 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Amanda Carol Boyer 
Cedar Rapids 
SCIENCE 
Mark James Bouska 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Waterloo 
SPANISH 
Rebecca Jean Lord 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Riverside 
TESOL - ENGLISH 
Irina Varzavand 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Cedar Falls 
TESOL - MODERN LANGUAGES 
Landon Duane Wood 
Waterville 
THEATRE ARTS 
Jessica Jean Vaught 
Waukee 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Conspicuous Achievement in Particular Areas 
ART 
Jason Dodge Thompson 
Garner 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA 
Anthony Joseph Roth 
Oelwein 
FORENSICS 
Alexandria Rae Chase 
Cherokee 
JOURNALISM 
Taran Alissa Goecke 
Nevada 
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MUSIC 
Isaac Louis Brockshus 
Spencer 
PERFORMANCE STUDIES 
Allison Christine Krois 
West Des Moines 
THEATRE 
Stephanie Anne Wessels 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Dubuque 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
Joslyn Rose Siems 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Cedar Falls 
CRIMINOLOGY 
Julie Kay Beukema 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Newton 
GEOGRAPHY 
Susan Kay Meerdink 
Hawarden 
HISTORY 
Spencer David Sones 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Laurens 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Esthella Ballay Kamara 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Cedar Rapids 
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PSYCHOLOGY 
Kayla Ray Nalan 
Cedar Falls 
SCHOOL OF APPLIED HUMAN SCIENCES 
Casie Lou Miner 
Castalia 
SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION 
Sarah Christine Larsen 
Cedar Falls 
SOCIAL WORK 
Brooke Nicole Winkler 
Fall 2011 graduate 
Fort Dodge 
SOCIOLOGY 
Sydney L. Palen Hibler 
Waterloo 
College of Humanities, Arts and Sciences 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: #Summer 2012 degree candidate, AFall 2012 degree 
candidate, +Fall 2011 graduate, %Legacy graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude - top 3% of College 
**Magna Cum Laude - top 4-8% of College 
*Cum Laude - top 9-15% of College 
o/oEMBERLY ] ADE ABERG, BA EDUCATION 
Biology 
Garner 
KELSIE KAY ADAMS, BA 
Graphic Communications 
Fruitland 
BRAD DEAN ADsoN, BA 
Biology 
Fort Dodge 
NADJA AlAGIC-KADIC, BA 
Biology 
Waterloo 
#CALVIN ]AY ALGER, BA 
English 
Estherville 
RIHAD Aue, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Manufacturing Design 
Waterloo 
KENDRA Jo ALLEN, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Ankeny 
AMBER NOEL ALOMAR, BA 
English 
Winthrop 
ESSA ABDULJALIL ALQASSAB, BA 
Chemistry 
Safwa, Saudi Arabia 
CAITLYN ELIZABETH ALTHOFF, BA 
Communication: Interpersonal 
Communication 
Walford 
EMILY ELIZABETH ANDERSEN, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Spencer 
BETH MARIE ANDERSON, BA 
Biology 
New Hampton 
BLAIR VICTORIA ANDERSON, BA 
Communication/ Organizational 
Communication 
Knoxville 
***JOHN PATRICK ANDERSON, BA 
Philosophy 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis Title: Lost in Translation : 
In Search of the "Real" "Wulf and 
Eadwacer" 
Dubuque 
55 hour minimum at UNI 
KAITLIN Joy ANDERSON, BA 
Biology 
Titonka 
LAUREN CHRISTI ANDERSON, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Pella 
HANNAH ELIZABETH ANDREWS, BA 
Mathematics: Statistics & Actuarial 
Science 
Ida Grove 
CASSIDY ] OLEA APPLEGATE, BA EDUCATION 
English 
Urbandale 
GARRETT MATHEW ARGANBRIGHT, BS 
Construction Management 
Panora 
ADDISON MARIE ARNETT, BA 
English 
Altoona 
*KATIE ARP, BA 
Biology: Microbiology 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: An Evaluation of the 
Species Status of Physaria Intermedia 
(Brassicaceae) 
Cedar Rapids 
NATASHA MARIE ASSENMACHER, BA 
Communication: General 
Communication 
Bryant 
BRITTANY MARIE ATTERBURY, BA 
Communication: General 
Communication 
Rockton, Illinois 
RYAN LEE BAACK, BA 
Biology 
Mason City 
#ERLINDA ]EAN BABAUTA, BFA 
Art: Studio BF A 
Sioux City 
JUSTIN DONALD BAHL, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Epworth 
LANDON FLEET BAILEY, BS 
Construction Management 
Phoenix, Arizona 
%TIGH ALAN BAKKER, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Dike 
JACOB WILLIAM BARRICK, BFA 
Art: Studio BF A 
Wapello 
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LISA MARIE BARRY, BA 
Spanish 
Waterloo 
ELLIOTT MARK BARSBY, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Manufacturing Design 
Manning 
#ERIC ALAN BAUER, BS 
Biology 
Bancroft 
ADAM CHARLES BAUMAN, BA 
Technology Management 
Red Oak 
MARK]. BEBEE, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Cedar Falls 
BRADLEY RICHARD BECHTHOLD, BA 
German 
La Porte City 
f\O/oCHELSEY L. BECK, BA 
Biology 
Spirit Lake 
ELIZABETH ROSE BECKER, BA 
Spanish 
Waterloo 
ABoNNIE LYNN BEKERSKY, BM 
Music Education: Choral/General 
Antioch, Illinois 
CARLISLE JOSEPH BELL, BA 
Philosophy 
Shelby 
*ALICIA Jo BELLVILLE, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Pleasant Hill 
/\%SHARON CANDICE BENDER, BA EDUCATION 
German Teaching 
Waukee 
JESSICA LEE BENJAMIN, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Gilmore City 
%TIMOTHY CHARLES BERQUAM, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET) 
Cedar Falls 
MATTHEW JOHN BERTE, BS 
Construction Management 
Humboldt 
PAIGE ELIZABETH BESLER, BA 
Communication : General 
Communication 
Iowa City 
#%ADAM ]AMES BJORNSEN, BS 
Construction Management 
Urbandale 
ANDREW GLENN BLINKMANN, BS 
Networking & System Administration 
Mason City 
MORGAN RAE BOEHMER, BA EDUCATION 
English 
Grinnell 
%*BRITTANY Lou BOEHNKE, BA 
Biology 
Ventura 
#HALEY FAYE BOECKMANN, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Vinton 
%CASSANDRA MAE BOEVERS, BS 
Biology 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: A Comparison of Higher 
Education between the United States 
and Brazil 
Tripoli 
*LAUREN MARIE BOOTEN, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Fo1t Madison 
•• AMANDA CAROL BOYER, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Cedar Rapids 
%HANNAH LYN BRACE, BA 
Biology 
Algona 
%NATHAN KENNETH BRADFIELD, BA 
Mathematics: Statistics & Actuarial 
Sciences 
Cedar Falls 
ALEXANDRA ANN BRADLEY, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Pella 
CAITLIN ANN BRAGG, BA 
English 
Earlham 
%COLLIN SCHROEDER BRALEY, BA 
Music: Jazz Studies 
Cedar Falls 
ALEXANDER PAUL BRANDT, BA 
Mathematics: Statistics & Actuarial 
Sciences 
Joice 
••• AMANDA L. BRASE, BS 
Biology 
University Honors w ith Distinction 
Thesis Title: Morphological Variation 
Among Populations of Uca rapax in the 
Gulf of Mexico and Northern Caribbean 
Solon 
RYAN JEREMY BRATTRUD, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal 
Casting 
Cedar Falls 
TIMOTHY JOHN BRATVOLD, BS 
Constructio n Management 
Sioux City 
AMY ELIZABETH BRAYTON, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Fort Dodge 
***ISAAC LOUIS BROCKSHUS, BM 
Composition - Theory 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis Title: Musical Eating and Culinary 
Listening: Composing with Sounds and 
Flavors 
Spencer 
BETHANY JANE BROER, BA ED UCATION 
Art 
Iowa Falls 
#JOSEPH PATRICK BROICH, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Johnston 
AMANDA MARIE BROWN, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Marion 
%ANNISA CHRISTINE BROWN, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Ames 
MELISSA A. BROWN, BA 
Philosophy 
Dallas Center 
***EMILY ELIZABETH BRUGGEMAN, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Glidden 
MICHAELA MARIE BRUNGARDT, BA 
Biology 
Storm Lake 
#CALLIE RANEE BuCK, BA 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
Pleasant Hill 
DAVID RAY BUSEMAN, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET) 
Waterloo 
NICKOLAS JAMES BuSHKOFSKY, BA EDUCATION 
Chemistry 
Westgate 
]ILLIAN MARIE BUTTERS, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental 
Independence 
] AN LAUREN BYRD, BA 
Spanish 
New Hampton 
DANIEL JAMES CAHALAN, BS 
Construction Management 
Winterset 
SARAH Jo CALDWELL, BA 
Biology 
Marion 
%KELLI ANN CALLAHAN, BA 
Communication: General 
Communication 
Maquoketa 
DANIEL JOHN CAPUTO, BA EDUCATION 
Technology Education & Training -
Teaching 
Sioux City 
KENOSHA R. CARR, BA 
Theatre: Performance--Acting 
Des Moines 
*KEATON ANDREW CARTER, BS 
Networking & System Administration 
Emmetsburg 
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%*ANTHONY JOSEPH CASSIDY, BA EDUCATION 
English 
Waterloo 
SAMANTHA Jo CAWJEZELL, BA 
Biology: Biomedical 
Long Grove 
HEATHER CRANSTON CHAMBERLAIN, BA 
Biology 
Cedar Falls 
flO/oJAMSIE MARIE CHARLES, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Eldridge 
ALEXANDRIA RAE CHASE, BA 
English 
Cherokee 
CHARLES COMSTOCK CHASE, BA 
Biology 
Palo 
GRACEANN SARAH CHELESVIG, BA 
Communication 
Webster City 
RAYCE ERIC CHRISTIANSEN, BA 
Technology Management 
DeWitt 
COLTON DALE CHRISTNER, BA 
The Study of Religion 
Cedar Rapids 
]!ALONG CH U, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EED 
Dalian, China 
CHELS! SUE C!AVARELLI, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Mason City 
JESSICA ANN CLARK, BA EDUCATION 
Biology 
Cedar Rapids 
TYLER JON CLARK, BA 
Chemistry 
Ames 
LAURA LEE CLAUSSEN, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Carroll 
· CHELSEA Joy CLEGG, BA 
Theatre: Performance--Acting 
Urbandale 
KYLE LEE CLEMEN, BA 
Computer Science 
Dubuque 
MEGAN ELIZABETH CLEVELAND, BA 
Chemistry - Marketing 
Laurens 
KALLIE SUE CLUBINE, BA 
Biology 
Cedar Falls 
JACLYN KRYSTINE COLE, BA 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
Kalona 
TERRIN LYNDA CONLON, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Humboldt 
AMY MARIE CONNER, BA 
Communication 
Edgewood 
'"KrusTIN ANN CONRAD, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music 
Albion 
#STEPHANIE E. CONRAD, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Mount Pleasant 
JULIANNA MARIA CooK, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Waterloo 
RACHEL JANE COOK, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Fort Dodge 
BRYAN PHILLIP COONS, BFA 
A1t: Studio BF A 
Peny 
%"'CLAIRE MARCELLA CORNILSEN, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Clinton 
AusT1N EDWARD Cox, BA 
Earth Science 
Stout 
HANNAH E. CRAIG, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Urbandale 
%JENNIFER MARIE CRUMLY, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Cedar Falls 
APRIL MARIE CZARNETZKI, BF A 
Art: Studio BF A 
Cedar Falls 
JOSEPH THEODORE DAGUE, BA 
Geology 
Center Point 
CLAIRE GENEVIEVE DANIEL, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Davenport 
ALEX JAY DAVEY, BA 
Biology 
Manly 
Cu>.JRE FITZGERALD DAVIS, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Gowrie 
''EMILY ANN DAVIS, BA 
French Studies: Liberal Arts 
Cedar Rapids 
RYAN MICHAEL DECKER, BA 
Theatre: Performance--Acting 
Dubuque 
STEPHANIE Jo DELAMORE, BA EDUCATION 
Art 
Waterloo 
TARA LYNNE DENNIS, BA 
Biology 
Mitchellville 
JESSICA ELLEN DERANLEAU, BA 
Biology: Ecology & Systematics 
Creston 
ROBERT FRANCIS DEVEREAUX, BS 
Construction Management 
Fonda 
JENNIFFER JENNAIDA DIAZ, BA 
French Studies: Business 
Urbandale 
"KERRI ANNE DICKEY, BA 
Earth Science 
New London 
J USTIN PAUL DIERKS, BA 
Geology: Environmental Emphasis 
Granger 
%'''CARLY RAE DINNES, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Davenport 
%BENJAMIN WILLIAM DINSDALE, BA 
Biology 
Reinbeck 
SULEJMAN DIZDAREVIC, BA 
Technology Management 
Velika Kladusa, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 
%DAVID OWEN DOELY, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Sheldon 
%JOHN CARL DoELY, BA EDUCATION 
Biology 
Sheldon 
LISA JEAN DOLPH, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Austin, Minnesota 
AARON WILLIAM DOSE, BA EDUCATION 
Middle/Junior High School Science 
Mapleton 
SUMMER J. DOWNS, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Marshalltown 
ROBYN A. DUKE, BA 
Biology 
St. Paul, Minnesota 
CORY ADAM DUNGEY, BS 
Construction Management 
New Hampton 
CHRISTOPHER JORDAN DUNLAP, BA 
Music: Jazz Studies 
Mason City 
CASEY JAMES DURNAN, BA 
Biology 
Waterloo 
AUSTIN DUVE, BA 
Computer Science 
Dubuque 
THOMAS MICHAEL EARLY, BA 
The Study of Religion 
Harlan 
RACHEL ANN ECHELBARGER, BA EDUCATION 
Art 
Muscatine 
'''JOANNA LINDA EGGERT, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors w ith Distinction 
Thesis Title: Key Elements of Poverty 
Influencing Language Development and 
Academic Achievement 
Ames 
'ROBERT ALAN EISELSTEI , BA EDUCATION 
English 
Wilton 
JOSHUA MICHAEL ELus, BA Education 
Biology 
Elgin 
LINDSAY RENEE Ems, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Long Grove 
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/\JAKOB MICHAEL ELMQUIST, BA EDUCATION 
English 
Ankeny 
BRITTNE DANIELLE ELZTA, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Cedar Rapids 
#%JOSHUA WILLIAM ENGELKEN, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Des Moines 
**'CHANDA LYNN ENGLE, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Centerville 
REBEKAH LINDSEY ENGSTROM, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Maquoketa 
JACOB DOUGLAS ERND, BA EDUCATION 
English 
Waterloo 
%MATTHEW JAMES EVEN, BS 
Geology 
Gilbertville 
#ERICA ANNE EVERS, BA EDUCATION 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/ Spanish 
Dyersville 
*AMY LAVONNE FARLEY, BM 
Music Education: Choral/General 
Sto1y City 
TRACEY COLLEEN FAUST, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Strawberry Point 
***JAMES WARNER FEIMSTER, BA 
Biology: Biomedical 
Byron, Illino is 
KAYLA LYNNE FERDON, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Allentown, Pennsylvania 
DREW ALLEN FER.KIN, BFA 
Art: Studio BF A 
Marshalltown 
' MICHAEL ERLING FICKEN, BA 
Graphic Technologies 
Geneseo, Illino is 
CHRISTOPHER LEE FISCHER, BA 
Biology 
Rockford 
KRISTEN JEAN Fiscus, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Ames 
*K~RLA KAY FLATTERY, BA EDUCATION 
Art 
Garner 
RYAN MATTHEW Fuss, BA 
Mathematics 
Boone 
N1cOLE KATHLEEN Foss, BA 
Graphic Communications 
La Porte City 
%***AUSTIN PRESCOTT FOSTER, BA 
Biology 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis Title: The Effect of Basic 
Financial Literacy on Choice of College 
Major: A Study of Freshman Accounting 
and Education Majors at a Four-Year 
University in the Midwest 
Clive 
ELLEN RACHELLE FOSTER, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Indianola 
CALEB WAYNE Fox, BA 
Graphic Communications 
New Sharon 
ALLISON ANN FREDIN, BA 
Biology 
Rockwell 
DYLAN ROBERT FREKING, BS 
Computer Science 
Algona 
CHANCE DOUGLAS FRERICHS, BA 
Communication 
Alexander 
***BRITTNEY NOEL FRY, BA 
Earth Science 
Fairfield 
%CALEB RICHARD GABEL, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Charles City 
%LAUREN MARIE GALLIART, BA 
Theatre: Performance--Acting 
Dubuque 
%JENNA ROSE GARRELS, BA 
Communication 
Laurel 
KiMBERLY KAY GAVIN, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Lansing 
ADAM GEHRTS, BS 
Geology 
Altoona 
WHITNEY SUE GERHOLDT, BA 
Spanish 
Cedar Falls 
VALERIE RAE GIBBONS, BA 
Communication Studies/ Speech 
Communication & Rhetoric 
Cedar Falls 
JARED PALMER GIESE, BS 
Construction Management 
Fairfax 
*MEGAN GINGERICH, BA 
Biology 
Cedar Falls 
%WHITNEY RAE GLASNAPP, BA 
Communication/ Organizational 
Communication 
Rockwell City 
ALEIGH RANEE GLAZIER, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Clinton 
TARAN ALISSA GOECKE, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Nevada 
*JESSA NICOLE GOMBERT, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Maquoketa 
AMANDA S. GOODWIN, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Jefferson 
%THEODORE LEE GORTER, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Parkersburg 
CAITLIN GILMARY GRACE, BA 
English 
Cedar Falls 
KEVIN FAJRCI-IILD GRAF, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Iowa City 
**DONAVON LAINE GREINER, BA 
Biology 
Washington 
SCOTT PHILIP GRIFFIN, BS 
Construction Management 
New Sharon 
#BETSY ANNE GROAT, BM 
Music Performance: Track A 
(Instrumental) 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis Title: Quantz and Frederick the 
Great: Masters and Monarchs of the 
Flute 
Littleton, Colorado 
MICHELLE ALYCE GROEN, BA 
Spanish 
Sheldon 
KAYLA MARIE GROOTERS, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Rock Rapids 
#GRACE MARIE GROSSKRUGER, BA 
Graphic Technologies 
Bellevue 
*DEREK RUSSELL GROTE, BA EDUCATION 
English 
Hampton 
LAWRENCE THOMAS GuADAGNOLI, BA 
Music 
Carlisle 
DONALD PAUL GUARINO, BA 
Mathematics: Statistics & Actuarial 
Science 
Cedar Rapids 
**JAMES ]ON GUMMERT, BM 
Music Performance: Track A 
(Instrumental) 
Laurel 
ZACHARY DAVID HAGEDORN, BA 
Biology 
Des Moines 
#ANDREW MICHAEL HAGEE, BA 
Philosophy 
Waterloo 
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EILEEN MARIE HAIL, BA 
Communication: General 
Communication 
Olathe, Kansas 
#SHAWNA ALLYSON HAJSLET, BA 
Spanish 
Dubuque 
JENNIFER LYNN HALBUR, BA 
English 
Alden 
ABIGAIL RosE HALVORSON, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Bernard 
KELSEY REBECCA HAMPTON, BS 
Biology - Honors Research 
Intra- and Interspecific Variation of 
Carapace Shape in Brazilian Crabs 
Muscatine 
JONATHAN DAVID HANGHIAN, BS 
Construction Management 
Bettendorf 
BRYAN EUGENE HANSEN, BA 
Spanish 
Cedar Falls 
/\%DEVIN THOMAS HANSON, BA EDUCATION 
Art 
Altoona 
HILLARY LYNN HANSON, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Roscoe, Illinois 
LISA KAREN HANSON, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Panora 
ANDREA LEA HARKEN, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Boone 
MATTHEW DAVID HARKEN, BA 
Music 
Mason City 
TRACI ANN HARMS, BA EDUCATION 
All Science Teaching 
Hampton 
ANDREW PETER HARNOIS, BA 
German 
Washburn 
CHRISTOPHER BRANDON HARRIS, BS 
Construction Management 
Gary, Indiana 
SAMANTHA DANIELLE HARTKEMEYER, 
BA EDUCATION 
English 
Hiawatha 
ERIC MICHAEL HARVEY, BA 
Technology Management 
Washington 
%LAURA CATHERINE HATTAWAY, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET) 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
JuuA Joy HAVERDINK, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Orange City 
JACOB MARTIN HAWK, BA 
Technology Management 
Waterloo 
TYLER JOE HAWKE, BA 
A1t: Studio Emphasis 
Charles City 
JAMES DANIEL HEALY, BM 
Music Education: Choral/General 
Jefferson 
%JONATIIAN BERNARD HEIT, BA 
Communication 
Evansdale 
SARA LYN HEJHAL, BA 
Biology 
Osage 
JAMES MICHAEL HEMBRY, BA 
English 
Newton 
BRYAN THOMAS HENDRICKSON, BA 
Biology: Ecology & Systematics 
Iowa City 
BAILEY KATE HENRY, BA 
Biology: Biomedical 
Earlham 
CHRIS A. HENSCHEL, BS 
Construction Management 
Clinton 
LUKAS MEADE HENSON, BA 
Technology Management 
Marion 
HEATHER ANN HERRERA, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Floresville, Texas 
%MATTHEW KIRK HESSE, BA EDUCATION 
Technology Education & Training -
Teaching 
Ankeny 
EMI LY NICOLE HEYER, BA EDUCATION 
English 
Eldridge 
BLAINE ROLAND HIEMSTRA, BA 
Technology Management 
Cedar Rapids 
JORDAN THOMAS HILL, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Earlville 
BRANDO EMILIO HILLS, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Delhi 
CAMERON CARL HoEFING, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal 
Casting 
Pocahontas 
EMILY RosE HOLMES, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Roscoe, Illinois 
BRYAN MICHAEL HORAK, BA 
Biology 
Cedar Rapids 
AUNG HTET, BA 
Biochemistry 
Yangon; Myanmar 
*CHARLES GLENN HUBBARD, BS 
Physics 
Iowa City 
CASEY ALLEN HUCKINS, BA 
Computer Science 
Maynard 
**MEGAN MARIE HUGHES, BA 
Biology 
Carroll 
DEBORAH ANNE HULING, BA 
Biology: Ecology & Systematics 
Hampton 
LAURA LYNN HULING, BA 
Biology 
Ventura 
SEANN PATRICK HUNTER, BA 
Biology 
Mount Vernon 
DYLAN NICOLE HUNTINGTON, BA 
English 
Coal Valley, Illinois 
]AYE LEANNE HUTCHESON, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Marion 
%*KELSEY MAE IHDE, BA 
Philosophy 
Cedar Falls 
RACHEL ANN MAXENE ISRAEL, BA EDUCATION 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/French 
Nape1ville, Illinois 
AJosHUA MICHAEL ITEs, BS 
Construction Management 
Hudson 
JOSHUA ANDREW JACOBS, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Des Moines 
KYLE STEVEN JASCHEN, BA 
Biology 
Clive 
LEAH KAY JEFFRIES, BA 
English 
Waterloo 
AMY CATHERJNE JENKINS, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
South Amana 
%REBECCA Jo JENKINS, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Washta 
***LANDON KEEGAN ]ENNINGS-STOYLES, BA 
Biochemistry 
Mason City 
KAYLENA FAYE JENSEN, BA 
Communication 
Dysalt 
ADAM C. JOHNSON, BA 
English 
Marshalltown 
%ELLE ELISA JOHNSON, BA 
Ea!th Science 
Waverly 
PAUL STEVEN JOHNSON, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET) 
Waverly 
RODNEY JONES, BA 
Technology Management 
Waterloo 
**TIMOTHY AARON JORGENSEN, BA 
Mathematics: Statistics & Actuarial 
Science 
Iowa Falls 
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MELISSA MARJE JOURNOT, BA 
Biology 
Cedar Rapids 
%WHITNEY JUDAS, BA EDUCATION 
English 
Cedar Falls 
CRAIG JAMES JUNKER, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET) 
Parkersburg 
JESSICA ANNE KADOLPH, BA 
Theatre: Drama & Theatre Youth 
Cedar Rapids 
JORDAN LEE KALISEK, BS 
Construction Management 
Waukee 
**SAJv!ANTHA JOLENE KANTAK, BM 
Music Performance: Track B (Vocal) 
Webster City 
ANDREW DANIEL KAsrARJ, BS 
Construction Management 
Cedar Rapids 
RYAN KELLY KATCH, BA 
Earth Science 
Urbandale 
%AMBER NOELLE KAYSER, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Lake Mills 
%CARRIE ELIZABETH KAYSER, BA 
English 
Des Moines 
JOSEPH RICHARD KEEFE, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental 
Waterloo 
MATTHEW A. KEISTER, BA 
Technology Management 
Clinton 
MARGARET ANNE KELLER, BA 
English 
Cedar Falls 
NATHAN JAMES KELLY, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Montrose 
CHRISTOPHER ALAN KERBER, BA 
Biology: Ecology & Systematics 
Greenfield 
COLLEEN ELIZABETH KIEL, BA 
Communication 
Orange City 
MARY ANGELENE KIRK, BA 
Alt: Studio Emphasis 
Dunlap 
HANNAH MICHELLE KIRVIN, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Prole 
TINA KlsE, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
ARYAN Scon KITZMANN, BA EDUCATION 
Technology Education-Teaching 
Davenpolt 
MICHAEL S. KLEIN, BA 
Music 
La Porte City 
SALLY GAYLE KLEISS, BA 
Communication: General 
Communication 
Fredericksburg 
%KRISTINA LOREE KLIEGL, BA 
Communication : Public Relations 
Jefferson 
#EMILY RosE HERJUNG KoEPPLE, BA 
Communication: Interpersonal 
Communication 
Iowa City 
KRISTIN M. KoMMEs, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Le Mars 
TASHA NICOLE KOOPMANS, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Marion 
***]ACK ALPHONSE KOSMICKI, BS 
Bio informatics 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: Using Ecological Niche 
Modeling to R~solve Cryptic Taxa with in 
the Greenside Darter Species Complex 
Cedar Falls 
ELIZABETH ROSE KRAMBEER, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Cresco 
KRISTEN MICHELLE KREHBIEL, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Donnellson 
**ALLISON CHRISTINE KROIS, BA EDUCATION 
Communication & Theatre Arts 7-12 
West Des Moines 
%AMANDA Rum KRONLAGE, BFA 
Art: Studio BF A 
Dyersville 
JORDAN CLARENCE KRUSE, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Manufacturing Design 
Parnell 
LEE KUENSTLING' BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Waterloo 
#THERESE CATHERINE KUSTER, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Boone 
**JoSI·IUA LEE LANE, BA EDUCATION 
English 
Fort Dodge 
JULIE ALISSA LANG, BA 
Mathematics: Statistics & Actuarial 
Science 
Cedar Falls 
MEGAN LYNN LECHTENBERG, BA 
Communication : Public Relations 
New Hampton 
MEAGAN E. LEONARD, BA 
Communication: General 
Communication 
Belle Plaine 
STROH ]OI·IN LESLIE, BS 
Applied Physics 
Urbandale 
EnIAN JACOB LEVINE, BA 
Earth Science 
Des Moines 
DANNY LEWIS, BA 
Biology 
Waterloo 
JEFFREY REGAN LEWIS, BA 
Computer Science 
Waterloo 
ALYSSA LIECHTI, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Vail 
ADAM JOHN LtMKEMANN, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music 
Manchester 
**ELIZABETH ANN LI NDBERG, BA 
Communication: General 
Communicatio n 
University Honors 
Thesis Title : Family Matters: Influential 
Factors of Choice Regarding the 
Family Career Dichotomy for the Next 
Generation of Mothers 
Clive 
%JACQUELIN ANN LINN, BA 
World Languages & Cultures - French: 
Business 
Pella 
BESS EDNA LIPPMANN, BA 
Biology: Microbiology 
Vinton 
ZIYUE LIU, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Shanghai, China 
MARLAH ANNA LOCKIE, BA 
Communication: Interpersonal 
Communication 
Riceville 
MELISSA ANN LOECKE, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Cascade 
DIANE LYNN LOTTA, BA 
Earth Science 
Oelwein 
NATALIE Jo LouRENs, BA 
Communication : General 
Communication 
Colfax 
/\ALLISON MARIE LOVE, BA 
Mathematics: Statistics & Actuarial 
Science 
Waukee 
DYLAN JAMES LOWE, BA 
Biology 
Tama 
*DANA MARIE LOWRY, BS 
Biology 
Montezuma 
%FRANCIS RYAN LUZUM, BA 
Mathematics: Statistics & Actuarial 
Science 
Guthrie Center 
ALEX THOMAS MAASS, BS 
Construction Management 
DeWitt 
FELICLA LEA MACE, BA 
Biology 
Sioux City 
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#IAIN MICHAEL ALAN MACKAY, BA 
World Languages & Cultures - German : 
Liberal Arts 
Fort Dodge 
ELIZABETH ANN MADSEN, BS 
Geology 
Council Bluffs 
ANDREW JAMES MALONE, BA 
Biology 
Reasnor 
NATHAN VAUGHN MALY, BA 
Theatre 
Manson 
AARON MICHAEL MANGEL, BS 
Computer Science 
Cedar Falls 
MORGAN B. MANNEL, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Jefferson 
%ERIC JOHN MANSON, BS 
Manufacturing Techno logy: Metal 
Casting 
Maquoketa 
KYLE BRENT MARBURGER, BA 
Philosophy 
Sabula 
%**ALEX KIRKLEY MARK, BA 
Biology 
Cedar Falls 
JORDAN WILLIAM MARSHALL, BA 
Graphic Communications 
Stanhope 
] ASMYN Joy MARTIN, BA 
Biology 
Waterloo 
BLANCA ALEJANDRA MARTINEZ, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Floresville . Texas 
ALEXANDRA RENE MARVIN, BA EDUCATION 
English 
Charles City 
THOMAS W. MASON, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Manufacturing Design 
Waterloo 
KAYLEIGH ANN MASSMAN, BA 
The Study of Religion 
Leland 
JEAN ELIZABETH MATZEN, BA EDUCATION 
Biology 
Fairfield 
KATHRYN ELtZAilETH MAUGER-SONNEK, BA 
Biochemistry 
Reinbeck 
ALEX MICHAEL MAY, BA 
Spanish 
Grinnell 
***JORDAN TERYN MAY, BA 
Biology 
Knoxville 
PATRICE VERNETTA MAYO, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Waterloo 
#KATHERINE AuGuSTA McCLEISH, BA 
Graphic Communications 
West Des Moines 
#AJvfY MARIE McCONNELL, BFA 
Art: Studio BFA 
Cedar Falls 
KORY J. McCRACKEN, BS 
Construction Management 
Des Moines 
"MELINDA MARIE McDowELL, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Hampton 
SAMANTHA KAY MCELHINNEY, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Morning Sun 
KAITLIN ANNE MCGREAL, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Tinley Park, Illino is 
#%KATHERINE LEIGH McNEIL, BA EDUCATION 
Music Education: Choral/General 
Marion 
MICHAEL JAMES MENNEN, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Mason City 
KATRYN MARIE MERRJTT, BA 
Communication : Public Relatio ns 
Davenport 
%JENNIFER LYNN MEYER, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
New Hampton 
JORDAN MICHAEL MEYER, BA 
Biology: Biomedical 
Guttenberg 
MIKE L. MEYER, BS 
Construction Management 
Aplington 
%*KELSEY ANNE MEYER-DAVIS, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Marshalltown 
MEREDITH ANN MEYERS, BA 
Communication : Public Relations 
Algona 
JESSICA LOUISE MIERS, BA EDUCATION 
An 
Indiano la 
%'*'CASSANDRA ANN MILBRANDT, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Waucoma 
ABIGAIL MARIE MILLER, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Cedar Falls 
BRENDAN JAMES MILLER, BS 
Construction Manageme nt 
Storm Lake 
DREW EDWARD MILLER, BA 
Biology 
Gifford 
ALYDIA JEAN MILLER, BA EDUCATION 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Webster City 
*'*EMILY A. MILLER-TODD, BA 
Music 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors w ith Distinction 
Thesis Title: Making a Way: Music in an 
African American Co ngregation 
Des Moines 
%**MARIA EuZABETH MoECKLY, BA 
Communication: General 
Communication 
Elkhart 
*ERIC LOUIS MOELLERS, BS 
Biology - Honors Research 
Davenport 
COREY GRANT MOEN, BA 
Graphic Technologies 
Cedar Rapids 
BRYCE DANIEL MOHR, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Manufacturing Design 
Westside 
%TREVOR LEE MONNIER, BA 
Mathematics: Statistics & Actuarial 
Science 
Ionia 
filEXSIS ELIZABETH MONTOVER, BA EDUCATION 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Marion 
COURTNEY LYNN MOORE, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Maquoketa 
#SAMANTHA KATHLEEN MORIN, BA 
Biology 
Cedar Rapids 
KAITLYN RosE MORLEY, BA 
Communicatio n: Public Relatio ns 
Roscoe, Illino is 
ANDREA MICHELLE MORRJS, BA 
Theatre : Performance--Acting 
Cedar Falls 
MuBERA MUMINOVIC, BA 
Communicatio n Studies: Speech 
Communication & Rhetoric 
Waterloo 
**BREANNE MARIE MUMM, BA 
Biology 
Clear Lake 
] AMES IAN MURPHY, BS 
Compute r Scie nce 
Worceste r, Massachusetts 
RYAN PATRICK MURPHY, BA 
Computer Science 
Marshalltown 
ERIK THOMAS MURRAY, BA 
Chemistry 
Iowa City 
#0/oMELISSA ANN MURRAY, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Elkader 
SCOTT R. MUSSELL, BA 
Communication : Electronic Media 
Cedar Falls 
KYLE RICHARD MYERS, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Marion 
ALISA ANN NAGEL, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: Heinrich Baermann: The 
Clarinetist and Inspiration 
Sioux City 
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%DAVID RUSSELL NAYLOR, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental 
Cedar Rapids 
TYLER JOSHUA NEIGUM, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Manufacturing Design 
Marion 
#BIUTTA M. NELSON, BA 
Biology 
Forest City 
MARGARET RosE NELSON, BA 
English 
Cedar Falls 
%MARK DAVID NELSON, BS 
Constructio n Management 
Jefferso n 
%RACHEL NICHOL NEPP, BA EDUCATION 
Art 
Waukee 
TIMOTHY ALLEN NEWMAN, BA 
Biology 
LeMars 
DANA CHUNG NGUYEN, BA 
Communication : Culture & 
Communication 
Kansas City, Missouri 
ZEB TAVIS NICHOLSON, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Waterloo 
PAIGE CATHERI NE N!EUWENHUIS, BA 
Biology 
Primghar 
BRAD MICHAEL NOETHE, BS 
Physics 
Spirit Lake 
MICHELLE E. NOONAN, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Cascade 
*STEPHANY ANN NORTH, BA 
Biology 
Osage 
SARAI-I JOHANNA NOVAK, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Cedar Rapids 
MOLLY ANN NUGENT, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Davenport 
KYLE PATRICK O 'DAY, BS 
Construction Management 
Eldridge 
AKAITLIN RUTH OGDEN, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Pleasant Hill 
JORDAN OKONEK, BA 
Computer Science 
Cedar Rapids 
TIMOTHY ] AMES O LMSTEAD, BA 
Communication : General 
Communication 
Cedar Rapids 
KAYLA MAE OLSON, BA 
Biology: Biomedical 
Sheldon 
ALDIJANA OMANOVIC, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Waterloo 
MALISSA LEIGH ORIGER, BA 
Bio logy: Biomedical 
Estherville 
%BENJAMIN TYLER OSBORN, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: Advanced 
Manufacturing 
Tripoli 
GHIFFARY ELZAMZAMI OSMAN, BS 
Networking & System Administration 
Cedar Falls 
*JEss1cA SuE Orr, BA EDUCATION 
Art 
Greene 
BAILEY ANN Orro, BA 
Theatre 
Merrill 
%**THOMAS MICHAEL PANICUCCI, BA EDUCATION 
Teaching English to Sp eakers of Other 
Languages/ German 
Waterloo 
KATHRYN MYFANDWY PARIS, BA 
English 
Cedar Falls 
#ALLYSON MARIE PARKER, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Dike 
%MICHAEL JAMES PATTEN, BS 
Biochemistry 
West Des Moines 
ZANE ARTHUR PATTEN, BA 
Computer Science 
Waterloo 
BRIANA MARIE PATTERSON, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Aplington 
BAILEY Jo PAULSEN, BA 
Communication: General 
Communication 
Monticello 
"JoYCE PAYER, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental 
Des Moines 
KATELYN MARIE PEDERSEN, BA 
Communication 
Hudson 
PABLO PENA, BA 
Communication: General 
Communication 
Columbus Junction 
ANGELA DAWN PERMANN, BA 
Bio logy 
Spencer 
RACHEL LEIGH PESKA, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Newton 
AMANDA MARIE PETERS, BA 
Biology 
West Des Moines 
JENS ANDREW PETERSEN, BA 
Theatre 
Waterloo 
%MARISSA KATHLEEN PETTENGILL, BA EDUCATION 
English 
Vinton 
PHILIP MARSHALL PFUNDSTEIN, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Manufacturing Design 
Waterloo 
%NATALIE PHILLIPS, BA 
Communication 
Janesville 
HANNA JADE PINT, BA EDUCATION 
Spanish 
Webster City 
%**MOLLY PLEGGENKUHLE, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Denver 
KATHRYN ROSE POORMAN, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Davenport 
LAUREN MARIE POTZMAN, BA 
Biology 
Florissant, Missouri 
CHRISTOPHER WILLIAM FREDERICK POWELL, BA 
Music 
Des Moines 
ALEXANDER MICHAEL PRESTON, BA 
Computer Science 
Eldridge 
JOHN JAMES PRESTON, BA 
Philosophy 
Cedar Falls 
*LESLIE ANNE PRESTON, BA EDUCATION 
Spanish 
Davenport 
CAYLA ROSE PRICE, BA 
Spanish 
Le Mars 
#SEAN ANDREW Q UARLES, BA 
Graphic Technologies 
Fairfield 
JORDAN ANDREW QUINT, BS 
Computer Science 
Waterloo 
CHELSEA JEAN RAIL, BA EDUCATION 
Art 
Des Moines 
MARY JOLEEN RAMos, BA 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
Mount Pleasant, Texas 
JAMIE LEE RANDALL, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Vinton 
RACHEL MARIE RATHE, BA 
Theatre: Performance--Acting 
Dunkerton 
STACEY MAE REDING, BA 
Biology 
Bondurant 
%DEREK JAMES REICKS, BA 
Biology 
Johnston 
MAGGIE KATHERINE REIFERT, BFA 
Art: Studio BFA 
Wilton 
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GILLIAN MARTHA RENK, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: "Cursed": An Experiment in 
Gender Roles in Video Game Concept 
Art 
Davenport 
ZACHARY MICHAEL REUTER, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Dubuque 
GAGE D. REWERTS, BA 
The Study of Religion 
Wellsburg 
%*VICTORIA LYNN REZEK, BA 
Theatre: Design & Production 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis Title: From Research to Realized 
Garments: A Costume Design Process 
for Dying City 
Clive 
**KYLE DAVID RHINEHART, BS 
Computer Science 
Williamsburg 
*HOLLY JANAE RlCHTSMEIER, BA 
Graphic Communications 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis Title : Application of Graphic 
Communications: Increasing 
Functionality of the Aplington-
Parkersburg School District Website 
Ackley 
**JARED LEE RlETVELD, BA 
Biology 
Pella 
*STEPHEN VOLLIE RlFNER, BA 
Mathematics : Statistics/ Actuarial Science 
Davenport 
+MORGAN LEE RlLLING, BA 
Biology 
Decorah 
REBECCA JORDAN ROACH, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Cedar Rapids 
#ANGELA JUNE ROBINSON, BA 
Art: Histo ry Emphasis 
Waterloo 
BRIAN ALLEN ROBISON, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental 
Marion 
***RACHEL MARGUERITE RODAWIG, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Dakota Dunes, South Dakota 
JEFFREY LYLE ROI-IRICK, BA EDUCATION 
Communication & Theatre Arts 7-12 
Des Moines 
#TRISHA Jo RooNEY, BA 
Communication : Public Relations 
Maxwell 
KYLE LEE Ross, BA 
Computer Science 
Montezuma 
ANTHONY JOSEPH ROTH, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Oelwein 
JEANETTE KATHLEEN ROUSH, BA 
Biology 
Iowa City 
#CHRISTOPHER ROBERT RUDEBECK, BA 
Technology Management 
Buckingham 
JOSHUA MICHAEL RUDEN, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Dubuque 
KELSEY KRYSTINE RUGER, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Sheffield 
MATTHEW EUGENE RUNNELLS, BA 
Theatre Arts 
Chariton 
STEVEN MICHAEL RUPP ' BA 
Music: General Studies in Music 
Aurelia 
%EMILY MARIE RUPPERT, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Altoona 
R~CHEL MICHELLE RUSSELL, BA 
Theatre: Performance--Acting 
Bondurant 
CASSY LYNNE RYE, BA 
Biology 
Charles City 
JARRED RYHERD, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Waterloo 
DAWN J. SAGERT, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Cedar Falls 
BRANDON MICHAEL SAJDAK, BS 
Construction Management 
Cresco 
JOCELYNNE LAINE SAMPLE, BA 
Theatre: Design & Production 
Des Moines 
DIANE ELIZABETI-1 SANDBERG, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Waverly 
L~URA ELIZABETH SCEARCE, BS 
Bioinformatics 
Mount Vernon 
RlLEY CLARK SCHEETZ, BA 
Music: Jazz Studies 
Independence 
*MEGAN Lou ScmLLING, BA 
Biology 
Cedar Falls 
JOHN DAVID SCHMITZ, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: Advanced 
Manufacturing 
Fairbank 
MATTHEW STEVEN SCHMITZ, BA 
Computer Science 
New Hartford 
BRADLEY CHARLES SCHNEIDER, BA 
Technology Management 
Elgin 
BENJAMIN FREDERICK SCHREEN, BA 
Communication: General 
Communication 
White Bear Township, Minnesota 
%JOHNATHON MATrHEW SCHROEDER, BA 
Biology 
Cedar Falls 
JOHNATHON D . SCHULLER, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET) 
Swisher 
#SARAH SCHULTZ, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Luana 
/\JOELLE Joy SCHWARTZ, BA EDUCATION 
Spanish 
Hubbard 
WILLIAM DONAVON SCHWARTZ, BA 
Biology 
West Des Moines 
MARY ALICE SEABA, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Muscatine 
ANDREW MICHAEL SEELHAMMER, BA 
Music 
Waterloo 
MAGGIE RENEE SEIBERT, BA 
Communication Studies: Speech 
Communication & Rhetoric 
Delhi 
DEREK MARCUS SELLNAU, BA 
Computer Science 
Bryant 
HANNAH ROCHELLE SEMSCH, BA 
Biology 
Wilton 
PRESTON SCOTT SEREG , BA 
Biology 
Oskaloosa 
HEATH EDWARD SEVERSON, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Nemaha 
NICKLAUS GENE SEWELL, BS 
Construction Management 
West Bend 
%ANNE M. SHERWOOD, BA 
Communication 
La Porte City 
%HILARY ANN SHIELDS, BA 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
Cedar Falls 
***DEMI NICOLE SIDES, BA 
Biology: Biomedical 
Muscatine 
BRITTANY MARIE SIKORA, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Spencer 
HASUDIN SILJKOVIc, BS 
Construction Management 
Waterloo 
BRITTANY ANN SKAGGS, BA 
Biology 
Robins 
JESSICA LYN SKELTON, BA 
Communication: Interpersonal 
Communication 
Rembrandt 
*SYDNEY REBECCA SMALL, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Osage 
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AMBER J. SMIT, BA 
Theatre: Drama and Theatre: Youth 
Cedar Rapids 
ALEXIS NICOLE SMITH, BA 
Communication Studies: Speech 
Communication & Rhetoric 
Waterloo 
ALLISON ELIZABETH SMITH, BA 
Theatre Arts 
Marshalltown 
ALYSSA ANN SMITH, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Center Point 
BRADLEY JARED SMITH, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Webster City 
*DEVEN MARCUS SMITH, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EED 
Moline, Illinois 
MICHAEL ANDREW SOENER, BA EDUCATION 
English 
Cedar Falls 
/\ABIGAJL LARRAINE SOENKSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/ Spanish 
Bettendorf 
#NATHAN JAMES SOLBERG, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Williams 
*MARIA L. ST. JOHN SONNACK, BA 
Biology: Microbiology 
Cedar Rapids 
DREW GLYNN SORENSEN, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Manufacturing Design 
Exira 
ANDREW DALE SPENCE, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EED 
Andover, Minnesota 
SARA K. SPIEKER, BA EDUCATION 
English 
Cedar Falls 
BRIAN MICHAEL SPILDE, BS 
Construction Management 
Decorah 
*JUSTIN STACY, BA 
Russian 
Muscatine 
%GREG ALEXANDER STAEBELL, BA 
Philosophy 
Glenwood 
MICHAEL MCKENZIE STAHR, BA 
Earth Science 
Davenport 
%NATI-IAN BENJAMIN STARLING, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Manufacturing Design 
Cedar Falls 
GARRETT NICKOLAS STEENHAGEN, BA EDUCATION 
Technology Education-Teaching 
Roland 
CRISTY LYNN STEFFEN, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
New Vienna 
%JANE MARIE STEVENSON, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Blencoe 
%JORDAN THOMAS STOKES, BS 
Construction Management 
Waterloo 
MACKENZIE MARIE STORK, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Carroll 
SARA CHRISTINE STRICKLAND, BA 
English 
Bettendorf 
CLINTON DOUGLAS STSAUVER, BA 
Technology Management 
Brownsville, Minnesota 
AMANDA JEANNE STUMP, BA 
Biology 
Waterloo 
AMBER MARIE SVOBODA, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Clutier 
ALEXANDRA BROOKE SWANSON, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Johnston , 
COLBY ALAN SWANSON, BA 
Biology: Microbiology 
Marion 
DAVID GIA! TA, BA 
Mathematics: Statistics & Actuarial 
Science 
Grimes 
#LIBBY LOUISE TAETS, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Osage 
***BYRON ALEXANDER TASSEFF, BS 
Physics 
University Honors 
Thesis Title : GPU - Accelerated 
Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Rigid 
Water 
Dike 
*GEORGE COLIN TASSEFF, BS 
Computer Science 
Dike 
JOSH JAMES TEIKEN, BA 
Graphic Communications 
Cedar Falls 
%*SARA JANE TERNES, BS 
Biology - Honors Research 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis Title: Pulling Back the Veil on 
Stem Cell Research: The Generation of 
Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells as an 
Ethical Alternative to the Controversy 
Surrounding Embryonic Stem Cell 
Research 
Marion 
TYSON ALAN TEUT, BS 
Construction Management 
Schleswig 
JEREMY J. THEDE, BA 
Technology Management 
Parkersburg 
EMILY ROSE THEISEN, BA 
Biology 
Bellevue 
JACOB WILLIAM THOMAS, BA 
Biology 
Lime Springs 
%*JASON DODGE THOMPSON, BFA 
Art: Stud io BF A 
Garner 
JENSCIE JOHANNA THOMPSON, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Story City 
#MATn-IEW GOl{DON THOMPSON, BS 
Electrical Engineering Techno logy (EED 
Bolingbrook, Illino is 
CHRISTOPHER TIM THORSBAKKEN, BS 
Constrnction Management 
Huxley 
*DANIEL AARON THRALL, BA 
Biochemistry 
Waterloo 
/\CASSANDRA ALYCE TIEMESSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
New Hampto n 
DEVON JEAN TIPPIE, BA 
Communication: General 
Communication 
North English 
MICHAELA MARIE TITUS, BA 
Biology: Biomedical 
Waterloo 
JAYME LEE TORGERSON, BA 
English 
Hubbard 
LINDIE RAE TOWNE, BA 
Graphic Communications 
Milford 
%REBEKAH ELIZABETI-1 TRAUTMANN, BA 
Communication 
Cedar Falls 
%JACQUELINE JEAN TREANOR, BA 
Earth Science 
Dubuque 
#MONICA MARIE TRUJILLO, BA 
Graphic Technologies 
Webster City 
*LAURA KATHRYN TUCKER, BA EDUCATION 
Middle/Junior High School Science 
Oskaloosa 
ROBERT THOMPSON TURNER, BA 
English 
Reinbeck 
RYAN MATTHEW VANAUSDALL, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Donnellson 
%LOGAN ScoTI V ANDER WIEL, BM 
Music Educatio n: Instrumental 
Cedar Falls 
LEANN MARIE V ANDONSELAAR, BA 
Earth Science-Interpretive Naturalist 
Oskaloosa 
#fu'IDREW WELP VANSCHEPEN, BS 
Construction Management 
Waterloo 
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***JESSICA JEAN VAUGHT, BA 
Theatre: Drama &,Theatre Yo uth 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: Teen Theatre: Explo ring the 
Role of the Young Adult in Art and Life 
Waukee 
KALI MARJE VETTER, BA 
English 
Manson 
%JUSTIN ROBERT VILLONT, BA EDUCATION 
Art 
West Union 
%LESLEY ANNE VON TERSCH, BA 
Biology 
Burlington 
FARREN LYNN WADDELL, BA EDUCATION 
Art 
Harlan 
WHITNEY MAJUE w AECHTEH, BA 
Mathematics: Statistics & Actuarial 
Science 
Hartley 
KEEGAN DALE w AGNER, BA 
Technology Management 
Gilmore City 
BENTON JEFFREY WALKER, BS 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Manufacturing Design 
Waterloo 
KALEB MARTIN WALKER, BA 
Bio logy 
Washington 
JEFFREY DAVID WALLACE, BA 
Physics 
Clinton 
DANIELLE Jo W ANNINGEI(, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Ankeny 
EMMA BELEN w Al(NEMUNDE, BA 
Communication 
Clive 
%MARY K WATSON, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Cedar Falls 
KELSEY RAE WAUGAMAN, BA EDUCATION 
English 
West Des Moines 
CHARLES J 01-!N W AYCI-IOFF, BA 
Biology: Ecology & Systematics 
Waterloo 
DESIRAE DAWN WEBER, BA EDUCATION 
Ea1th Science 
Waterloo 
%KOURTNY LYNN WEDEKJNG, BA 
Biology 
Charles City 
ALEXA JAE WEIDEMANN, BA 
Graphic Communications 
Dubuque 
%*KRISTINE MARIE WEILAND, BA 
Biology 
Sheffield 
*NICOLE ANN WEIS, BA EDUCATION 
Mathematics 
Stacyville 
KYLIE DAWN WEITZ, BA 
Theatre Arts 
Dubuque 
]ILUAN M ARIE WELP, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Forest City 
KYLE WILLIAM WEPPLER, BA 
Computer Science 
Central Ci ty 
#ERICA RENAE WERY, BA 
Graphic Communications 
Cedar Rapids 
COREY WHITE, BA 
Computer Science 
Dubuque 
KATHRYN ANN WHITE, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Mount Vernon 
KAYLA NICOLE WIES, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Waukee 
SARA ANN W ILEY, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Washington 
ERIC STEVEN WILKENING, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Farson 
BLAIRE MAREE WILKIE, BA 
English 
Waterloo 
A~RON T. WILLARD, BS 
Construction Managem ent 
West Des Moines 
#SARAH CHRISTINA WILLIAMS, BA EDUCATION 
Art 
Center Point 
"ADAM ANDREW WILSON, BS 
Physics 
Cedar Falls 
ALLEGRA N . WILSON, BA 
English 
Cedar Falls 
CHALISSA D. WILSON, BA 
Spanish 
Des Moines 
%JAMIE M. LARSEN WILSON, BA EDUCATION 
Art 
Hudson 
%KELSEY ROSE WILSON, BA 
Bio logy 
Cedar Falls 
LEAH ELIZABETH WIRTZ, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Waukee 
SETH LEE WIRTZ, BA 
Technology Management 
Cedar Falls 
JUSTIN LEE WISSLER, BA 
Technology Management 
Wall Lake 
%BRYCE ALLEN WITT, BA 
Philosophy 
Ankeny 
BENJAMIN BRIAN WoI-ILERS, BS 
Biology 
Marion 
ERIK T. W OLTER, BS 
Physics 
University Honors w ith D istin ction 
Thesis T itle: Growth and 
Characterization o f Nanoscale Thin Films 
Van H orne 
*LANDON D uANE W ooD, BA EDUCATION 
Teach ing English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/ Spanish 
Waterville 
%**MARY ALISON KATHLEEN WOODBURY, BA 
World Langu ages & Cultures - French: 
Liberal Arts 
Waterloo 
JANELLE MARIE W OODIN, BS 
Biology 
Des Moines 
%ANDREW WARREN W OODS, BA 
Computer Science 
Waterloo 
**BROOKE KRISTINE WOODY, BA 
Communicative Disorders 
Reasnor 
BRADLEY DARRELL W ORNER, BA 
Bio logy 
Denver 
BRITTANY VANESSA WRIGHT, BA 
Communication 
Marshalltown 
*DUNCAN COLEMAN WRIGHT, BA 
Mathem atics 
Altoona 
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**TYLER ]AMES WRIGHT, BA EDUCATION 
Technology Education & Training -
Teaching 
Muscatine 
KAYLA MARIE YA.RIO, BA 
Biology 
Anamosa 
LAUREN PATRIC~ YENZER, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Sheldon 
BRANDON RICHARD YODER, BA EDUCATION 
Biology 
Bettendorf 
D ANIEL PATRICK Y OST, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Eldridge 
ANDREW JOHN YOUNG, BA 
Biology 
Waterloo 
**KASSAUNDRA MARIE Y OUNG, BA 
Mathematics: Statistics & Actuarial 
Science 
Van M eter 
SKYLAR CJ-IAELYN ZAHAR!, BA 
Art: History Emphasis 
Marion 
*ABIGAIL GRACE ZIEMAN, BS 
Biochemistry 
University Honors w ith Distinctio n 
Thesis Title: Determining th e 
Virulence of Corn Pathogen Fusarium 
Verticillioides u sing D eletion Mutants 
Lacking Genes Fv _00027 or Fv _NPS6 
Newton 
%A MBER DAWN ZINGLER, BA 
Physics 
Des Moines 
JOSHUA LEE ZINNEL, BA 
Mathematics: Statistics & Actuarial 
Scien ce 
Farnhamville 
REILL y ANN ZLAB, BA 
Communication: Public Relations 
Urbandale 
VENESSA ELISABETH ZUETLAU, BA 
B io logy 
Stafford, Virginia 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: #Summer 2012 degree candidate, AFall 2012 degree 
candidate, +Fall 2011 graduate, %Legacy graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude - top 3% of College 
**Magna Cum Laude - top 4-8% of College 
*Cum Laude - top 9-15% of College 
*AARoN Too AAMODT, BA 
Psychology 
Lake Mills 
RYAN Scorr ABERNATHY, BA 
Criminology 
Waverly 
REBEKAH ANN ADOLPHSON, BA 
Psychology 
Cedar Falls 
AO/oJACKLYN LEE AITCHISON, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan A 
Specialist 
Monticello 
MELISSA SuE ALBAUGH, BA 
Family Services 
Waverly 
AO/oRYAN JAMES ALFRED, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Johnston 
KAITLIN DANAE ALLARD, BA 
Criminology 
Cedar Rapids 
#BRANDY KAY JACKSON-ANDERSON, BA 
Gerontology: Long Term Care 
Dallas, Texas 
MAQUEL DIANNE ANDING, BA 
Psychology 
Washington 
SARA MICHELLE ANDINO, BA 
Psychology 
Iowa City 
#KAITLIN THERESA ARMSTRONG, BA 
Criminology 
Cedar Rapids 
%PARKER T. ARNOLD, BA 
Sociology 
Eddyville 
MELINDA BETH ASH, BA 
Social Work 
Waterloo 
#WILLIAM ED ASHLAND, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan A 
Specialist 
Clear Lake 
DANIELLE AMY AULD, BA 
History 
Cedar Falls 
#KATELYN LAURA AUSTIN, BA 
Gerontology: Long Term Care 
Ames 
55 hour minimum at UNI 
*STEPHANIE ANN BABCOCK, BA 
Social Work 
Johnston 
EMILY K. BAKER, BA 
Psychology 
Webster City 
%KEGAN JEROME BAKKEN, BA 
Anthropology 
Cedar Falls 
ALISHA DANIELLE BALES, BA 
Family Services 
Milo 
BREANNE Lou BALK, BA 
Criminology 
Cresco 
KAYLA Jo BALIK, BA 
Public Admin: Human Resources 
Cresco 
%MAGGIE L. BALIK, BA 
Psychology 
Alleman 
MEGAN ELIZABETH BANASZEK, BA 
Family Services 
Cedar Rapids 
JACQUELINE JOSEPHINE BARNES, BA 
Public Administration: Economics & 
Finance 
Emmetsburg 
MICHAEL ANDREW BARTEL, BA 
Criminology 
Eldridge 
KELSEY NADINE BEASLEY, BA 
Criminology 
Delta 
ADAM MICHAEL BEAVES, BA 
Political Communication 
Cedar Falls 
KACEY ALICIA BECKENDORF, BA 
Psychology 
Grimes 
ERIC ADAM BEGALSKE, BA 
History 
Sumner 
*KAILI KATHERINE BENHAM, BA 
Psychology 
Cedar Falls 
NORA GRACE BENJAMIN, BA 
Social Work 
Clear Lake 
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MISTY LORRAINE BETTS, BA 
Family Services 
Evansdale 
JAMIE LYNN BIRCH, BA 
Psychology 
Dubuque 
A KAITLIN COLLEEN BocK, BA 
Family Setvices 
West Des Moines 
KARI LYNN BODHOLDT, BA 
Criminology 
Newell 
#KATIE MARIE BoELMAN, BA 
History 
Waterloo 
KAYLA FRANCES BOHR, BA 
Family Services 
New Hampton 
BRANDON MICHAEL BOTTLEMAN, BA 
Psychology 
Grafton 
KARI MARIE BOUSKA, BA 
Family Services 
West Union 
DENNIS MICHAEL BOWEN, BA 
H istory 
Des Moines 
JULIA MARIE BOWER, BA 
Psychology 
Dubuque 
COREY CLAYTON BRACKEN, BA 
H istory 
Indianol a 
ALEXANDRA ANN BRADLEY, BA 
Psychology 
Pella 
*RYAN ALLEN BRANDT, BA 
Criminology 
Algona 
#AillGAIL MARIE BROELL, BA 
Family Services 
Waterloo 
TRACY Jo BRooo, BA 
Social Work 
Rockwell 
ANDREW LOREN BROWN, BA 
Criminology 
Atlantic 
CORT ANDREW BROWN, BA 
Psychology 
Waukee 
BROOKLYN ANN BRUNKEN, BA 
Political Science 
Waterloo 
***FAITH DAYSPRING BRUNS, BA 
Social Work 
Sioux City 
%JOEL ROGER BRUS, BA EDUCATION 
Political Science 
Denison 
EMILY ANNE BRYANT, BA 
Gerontology: Long Term Care 
Cedar Rapids 
MARK DANIEL BULLIS, BA 
Criminology 
Waterloo 
KAmYN BETH BYRNES, BA 
Psychology 
Decorah 
RAMON ROLANDO CANTU, BA 
History 
San Antonio, Texas 
MISTY LORRAINE CARD, BA 
Family Services 
Evansdale 
]UAQUIN ]AKE CHAVEZ, BA 
Criminology 
San Antonio, Texas 
#KAITLAN MARIE CLELAND, BA 
Gerontology: Long Term Care 
Marion 
%CHRISTOPHER RONALD CLINE, BA 
Sociology 
Johnston 
EMERALD Jo ComR, BA 
Psychology 
Cresco 
EMILY ANNE COHEN, BA 
Political Science 
Chariton · 
%SARAH MARIE COLLINGSWORTH, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Cedar Rapids 
#MICHAELA GENEVIEVE COLLINS, BA 
Gerontology: Social Sciences 
Harpers Ferry 
AMY SusAN CONAGHAN, BA 
Interior Design 
Bartlett, Illinois 
*BERNARD JOSEPH CONRAD, BS 
Geography - GIS: Economic Geography 
and Business 
Pilot Grove 
KRISTIN ANN CONRAD, BA 
Social Work 
Albion 
MEGAN ELEANORE CONRAD, BA 
Psychology 
Cedar Rapids 
ACATHERINE EUGENIA CREW, BA 
Family Services 
Cedar Rapids 
ANNA ELIZABETH CROGHAN, BA 
Psychology 
Mount Vernon 
#LISA LAYNE CROW, BA 
Family Services 
Dunkerton 
AUDREY MARIE CUMMING, BA 
Political Science 
Mason City 
]ACOB ]OHN CUNNINGHAM, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Leland 
BARNETTE ORMOND CHARLES CURRY, BA 
Criminology 
Algona 
LAURA DANIELLE DAHM, BA 
Interior Design 
Oregon, Illinois 
M ACKENZIE JANE DAIGH, BA 
Gerontology: Social Sciences 
Bucyrus, Kansas 
* A SHLEY !ANNA DALLUGE, BA 
Psychology 
Mason City 
REBECCA CAMILLE D ANIELS, BA 
Social Work 
Huntley, Illinois 
AMBER ELAINE DAVIS, BA 
Psychology 
Cedar Rapids 
%**KATHLEEN AGNES DELAGARDELLE, BA 
Social Work 
Waterloo 
/\DAVID MAKUACH DE-MAKUEI, BA 
Public Administration: Human Resources 
Des Moines 
DERRICK VERNON DENGLER, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Dysatt 
CORY JAMES DERRINGER, BA 
Sociology 
Pleasant Hill 
%JACOB PAUL DEVER, BA 
Criminology 
Goose Lake 
#RONALD LYNN DEVOLL, BA 
Family Services 
Delano, Minnesota 
BEAU RANDALL DIELSCHNEIDER, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Conrad 
KATIE SUE DIRKS, BA 
Family Services 
Anamosa 
JASON RICHARD Donz, BA 
History 
Durango 
#-O/oM1cHAEL JosEPH DOMINGUEZ, BA 
History 
San Antonio, Texas 
JACOB JAY DoRNBusH, BA 
Criminology 
Muscatine 
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**SHANNON NICOLE DREY, BA 
Psychology 
Pella 
**MARIA KATHLEEN DRZYCIMSKI, BA 
Psychology 
Fort Dodge 
ANDREW D AVID D UNCAN, BA 
Public Administration: Economics & 
Finance 
Waterloo 
VERONICA MARIE D UNLAY, BA 
Social Work 
Webster City 
BREANNA LEE DUNNE, BA 
Criminology 
Eldridge 
ANN MANDERNACH D VORSKY, BA 
Political Science 
Coralville 
*OLIVIA LYNN EGEN, BA 
Anthropology 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: The Secret Life of the 
American Teenager and Its Implicit 
Sexual Consequences: A Content 
Analysis 
Altoona 
%*LEAH LYNETTE EILDERTS, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Cedar Falls 
SARAH LYN ELLENBERGER, BA 
Anthropology 
Reinbeck 
%ABBY Joy ELLINGSON, BA 
Interior Design 
Iowa Falls 
*LINDSAY RENEE ELLIS, BA 
Family Services 
Long Grove 
*LAURA ELIZABETH EWEST, BA 
Family Services 
Cedar Falls 
MARY M. LOEBIG FAGAN, BA 
Family Services 
Cedar Rapids 
KATHARINNA MAIRE FAIRCHILD, BA 
Criminology 
North English 
**JESSICA ANN FISCHER, BA 
Psychology 
Alton 
LEAH MARIE FrsnER, BA 
Social Work 
Mason City 
CASSANDRA RUTH FJERSTAD, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Lytton 
LAURA NICOLE FONKERT, BA 
Textile and Apparel 
Waverly 
KYLE GREGORY FORMANEK, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Farmersburg 
WHITNEY LYNN FORTMAN, BA 
Crimino logy 
Monticello 
CHELSEA LOUISE FRANCIS, BA 
Social Work 
Mason City 
%ERIC WILLIAM FRANCIS, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Pocahontas 
MICHAEL LEE FRANCISCO, BA 
Political Science 
La Porte City 
MIRANDA JANE FRANZENBURG, BA 
Family Services 
Keystone 
JULIE A NN FRICKE, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan A 
Specialist 
Marshalltown 
#MERISSA LEIGH FUSSELL, BA 
Psychology 
Bettendorf 
CASEY CARLTON GARBER, BA 
Political Communication 
Decorah 
BROOKE MICHELLE GARR!SON, BA 
History 
Alta 
%JENNIFER L. GAVIN, BA 
Social Work 
Cedar Rapids 
RACHEL K. G EORGIE, BA 
Psychology 
Anamosa 
CALEB ALLAN GETTLE, BA 
Criminology 
Elberon 
CLAYTON RICHARD GETTLE, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science T eaching - Plan B A ll 
Social Sciences 
Elberon 
ARlELLE SYMONE GrnsoN, BA 
Social Work 
Cedar Rapids 
#%KARA ELIZABETH GILLMORE, BA 
Public Administration: Human Resources 
Cedar Falls 
/\%D ANIELLE JOANN KATHRYN GLASPIE, BA 
Crimino logy 
Cedar Falls 
%REBECCA Jo Goos, BA 
Anthropol ogy 
West Liberty 
JESSICA LYNN GOURLEY, BA 
Social Work 
Cedar Rapids 
#o/oHALEY NICOLE GROVE, BA 
Crimino logy 
Waukee 
ANGELICA GUERRERO, BA 
Textile and Apparel 
Hampton 
ALICIA RANAE H AAN, BA 
Social Work 
Cedar Rapids 
RACHAEL RENEE HACH, BA 
Social Work 
Elkader 
%KRJSTINA JOANNE H ACKBART, BA 
Interior Design 
Ackley 
A UGUST THOMAS H ADENFELDT, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Solon 
BREE ALEXIS HAGER, BA 
Textile and Apparel 
Waterloo 
AMY JANE HALVERSON, BA 
Family Se1vices 
Garner 
VINCENT DARNELL H AN A, BA 
Psychology 
West Des Moines 
*KALLI A NN HAN'IAM, BA 
Psychology 
Marshalltown 
MEGAN MARIE HANSON, BA 
Social Work 
Decorah 
MELISSA J. H ARDING, BA 
Criminology 
Cedar Falls 
KAYLA NICOLE HARKEN, BA 
Gerontology: Long Term Care 
Waterloo 
TREVOR LEE HAUGE, BA 
Histmy 
Elkader 
LA RAE ELIZABETH H A YES, BA 
Anthropology 
Waterloo 
KALLEE RENAE HAYNES, BA 
Psychology 
Center Point 
ANDREW DARYL HETTY, BA 
Histo1y 
Algona 
D USTIN JON HEJDE, BA 
Crimino logy 
Waterloo 
ADAN! CHRISTOPHER HEIL, BA 
Crimino l ogy 
Dubuque 
HILLARY MARIE H ElNZ, BA 
Family Services 
Mason City 
%***VICTOR!A KANE H EISTERKAMP, BA 
Family Services 
Sio ux City 
KAYLA Jo H EMESATI1, BA 
History 
Decorah 
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MICHELLE LYNN HENNY, BA 
Psychology 
Cedar Falls 
STEPHANIE MARIE H ERR, BA 
Interior Design 
Amana 
*JARRED S. H ERRING, BA 
Psychology 
Cedar Falls 
#HILARY LOKEN HERSHNER, BA 
Public Administration: Communi ty & 
Regional D evelopment 
Cedar Rapids 
**SYDNEY L. PALEN HIBLER, BA 
Sociology 
Ottumwa 
#%Aw soN ANN H iu , BA 
Social Work 
Tama 
KELSEY SUE HILLEBRAND, BA 
Family Services 
Clear Lake 
***ALISON M. H INES, BA 
Psychology 
Cedar Falls 
CORY JOI-IN HINMAN, BA 
Sociology 
Pilot Mound 
NATHAN SCHARK H OHNSTEIN, BA 
Political Science 
Cedar Falls 
#KRJSTI LJNN H OLMES, BA 
Textile and Apparel 
Waterloo 
%SAMUEL GORDON H OMAN, BA 
Crimino logy 
Cedar Rapids 
JACOB HANs HoRN, BA 
Crimino logy 
Fort Dodge 
WHJTNEY RENEE H OUSER, BA 
Psychology 
Knoxville 
#JUSTINA LASHELL H oY, BA 
Psychology 
Waterloo 
NANCY KA y H UGO, BA 
Gerontology: Long Term Care 
Mason City 
W ESLEY CHARLES H UNT, BA 
Crimino logy 
Parkersburg 
MATTHEW DAVID H UNTSMAN, BA 
Socio logy 
Urbandale 
#CHRISTINA ELIZABETH I LAX, BA 
Interior Design 
Evansdale 
/\ANTHONY LAMAR JAMES, BA 
Family Services 
Saint Louis, M issouri 
JERELYN CAPAL JAYME, BA 
Family Services 
Nevada 
BRITTANY ANN JENNINGS, BA 
Social Work 
Osage 
%DANIEL JOHN JENSEN, BA 
Geography 
Waterloo 
NATASHA M. JENSEN, BA 
Psychology 
Waterloo 
HEATHER MICHELLE JOHANN!NGMEIER, BA 
Psychology 
Elgin 
"MARISA LYN JOHNSON, BA 
Political Science 
Waterloo 
THOMAS MILTON JONDALL, BA 
Psychology 
Saint Charles 
ALLYSON MICHELLE JOSLIN, BA 
Social Work 
Johnston 
#o/oKAmIN DEE JUHL, BA 
Textile and Apparel 
La Pone City 
+LISA ANN KASTL!, BA 
Textile and Apparel 
Waterloo 
'THOMAS JOSEPH KEDLEY, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Clinton 
"'ALYSSA ANN KELLY, BA 
Psychology 
Nora Springs 
MEGAN GIBSON KENNEDY, BA 
Political Communication 
Mount Pleasant 
#ASHLEY RENEE KEPPLER, BA 
Interior Design 
Strawbeny Point 
ANDREW JON KLEIN, BA EDUCATION 
Histo1y 
Granville 
JEREMY ALLEN KLEIN, BA 
Psychology 
La Pone City 
%SUSAN A. KNAPP, BA 
Geography 
Readlyn 
ARACHEL DAWN KNUDTSON, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Waukon 
ANDREW PATRICK KOCKLER, BA 
Histo1y 
Clear Lake 
#MATTISON MARIE KOEHN, BA 
Family Services 
Solon 
MITCHELL WILLIAM KOLF, BA 
Public Administration: Economics & 
Finance 
Cedar Rapids 
JEFFREY CHARLES KOOL, BA 
Criminology 
Adel 
%JAY JORDAN KOONTZ, BA 
Political Science 
Cedar Falls 
RODNEY ARTHUR KORTH, BA 
Family Services 
Waverly 
CALLIE Jo KozA, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Sioux City 
STACY MARIE KRAJICEK, BA 
Sociology 
Denison 
MICHELLE CATHLEEN KRIEGEL, BA 
Psychology 
Marshalltown 
***NICHOLAS JOSEPH KROB, BA 
Sociology 
Iowa City 
JENNIFER LOUISE LACEWELL, BA 
Psychology 
Waukon 
SARAH MARIE LANDIS, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Cedar Rapids 
MAURY CHRISTIAN LANDT, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Luana 
ASHLEY MARIE LANGEL, BA 
Interior Design 
Kingsley 
MEGAN KATE LANGEL, BA 
Psychology 
LeMars 
ATHENA KAY LARSEN, BA 
Public Administration: Community & 
Regional Development 
Lansing 
***SARAH CHRISTINE LARSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: Visualizing Social Studies 
Cedar Falls 
JAMAL LAWRENCE, BA 
Family Services 
Gary, Indiana 
ZACHERY LEWIS LEISINGER, BA 
Psychology 
Lisbon 
#AMBER KAYE LINCOLN, BA 
Social Work 
Lamont 
BENJAMIN JAMES LOHMANN, BA 
Psychology 
Glidden 
ASHAUN LONEMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan A 
Specialist 
Carroll 
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KYLE DANIEL LONG, BA 
Psychology 
Dubuque 
#WHITNEY SUE MACQUEEN, BA 
Family Services 
Ottumwa 
SAREENA Jo MADDEN, BA 
Criminology 
Boone 
Ao/oEVELYN MAY MAROLF, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Manchester 
#STEPHEN ANDREW MAROTTI , BA 
Psychology 
Des Moines 
ANDRE DJUAN MARTIN, BA 
Gerontology: Social Sciences 
St. Louis, Missouri 
MARILYNN SMITH MARTIN, BA 
Criminology 
Waterloo 
BRITTANI MARIE MCANINCH, BA 
Psychology 
Norwalk 
%**BENJAMIN JOSEPH McCARTY, BA 
Psychology 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis Title: Pay Expectations: How 
do they Influence Selection of College 
Degrees and Motivational Effon Towards 
College? 
Marion 
KELSIE BETH McDowELL , BA 
Political Science 
Oskaloosa 
**JENNIFER LOUISE McFARLANE, BA 
Sociology 
Oelwein 
SEAN M1cHAEL McGowAN, BA 
Political Science 
Cedar Falls 
*REBECCA MARIE McGu1RE, BA 
Political Science 
Moline, Illinois 
AMBER MARIE McKINLEY , BA 
Psychology 
Dubuque 
*JESSICA LEE McNAMARA, BA 
Political Science 
Dubuque 
%***SUSAN KAY MEERDINK, BS 
Geography - GIS: Environmental Science 
& Policy 
Akron 
#NICOLE MARIE METCALF, BA 
Family Services 
Dubuque 
#KRISTEN ANN MEYERS, BA 
Political Communication 
Clinton 
EMILY ANN MILLER, BA 
Gerontology: Long Term Care 
Oelwein 
#JENNA CHRISTINE MILLER, BA 
Interior Design 
Milford 
KAnYN NICOLE MILLER, BA 
History 
Spencer 
STEPHANIE LOUISE MILLER, BA 
Psychology 
Waterloo 
***CASIE Lou MINER, BA 
Social Work 
Castalia 
#KELSEY ANNE MOONEY, BA 
Interior Design 
Council Bluffs 
BRITTANY ANN MOORE, BA 
Social Work 
Parkersburg 
MELISSA ELIZABETH MORMANN, BA 
Family Services 
Clear Lake 
LINDSAY ANN MOSES, BA 
Criminology 
Dike 
%DYLAN JOHN MULFINGER, BA 
Public Administration: Community & 
Regional Development 
Hornick 
ELYSE NICHOLE MUMFORD, BA 
Family Services 
Bettendorf 
ASHLEY ANN MYERS, BA 
Textile and Apparel 
Mount Pleasant 
**KAYLA RAY NALAN, BA 
Psychology 
Mason City 
ABIGAIL MAE NEDVED, BA 
Psychology 
Pocahontas 
HOLLY ANNE NELSON, BA 
Interior Design 
Waukee 
***TAYLOR CRAJG NEUMANN, BA 
Psychology 
Council Bluffs 
AISHA D. NEWSOME, BA 
Social Work 
Fort Dodge 
%SARAH ELIZABETH NEWT'ON, BA 
Criminology 
Newton 
ANGELA MARIE NICOL, BA 
Social Work 
Waterloo 
EMILY KAY NIEMAN, BA 
Social Work 
LeMars 
MICHELLE M. NOBLE, BA 
Family Services 
Riceville 
/\JACOB TIMOTHY NOLTON, BA 
Psychology 
Forest City 
OLIMPIA NOWAK, BA 
Psychology 
Rawicz, Poland 
ELIZABETH JANE NOWELL, BA 
Social Work 
Independence 
KELSEY MARIE OAKLEY, BA 
Social Work 
Urbandale 
%DANIEL STEPHEN OGLESBY, BA 
Criminology 
Cedar Rapids 
CHRISTOPHER ALAN OLESEN, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Graettinger 
THOMAS ]ON OLLENDIECK, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Cresco 
LEAH IRENE ONEYEAR, BA 
Psychology 
Dubuque 
ALISON KAY OSTERMANN, BA 
Social Work 
Buffalo Center 
#NICOLE ROSE PAARMANN, BA 
Interior Design 
DeWitt 
AMBERAJ ]!MICA PANCRATZ, BA 
Psychology 
Dubuque 
ADAM CHRISTOPHER PARSONS, BA 
Psychology 
Waterloo 
AMANDA RAE PASSMORE, BA 
History 
Elkhart 
DUSTIN MICHAEL PATTERSON, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Saint Ansgar 
#KYLE ALAN PATTERSON, BA 
Criminology 
Collins 
**KATHERINE ELIZABETH PAUK, BA 
Political Communication 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: Mass Media's Coverage of 
Political Campaigns 
Carroll 
HANNAH MAZOE PAUL, BA 
Psychology 
University Honors 
Thesis Title : Cognitive Maps and the 
Confidence-Accuracy Relation in 
Eyewitness Memory 
Altoona 
PAIGE ELIZABETH PAUL, BA 
Family Services 
Washington 
CAYLA RosE PRICE, BA 
Social Work 
Le Mars 
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#WILLIAM LEROY PEACH, BA 
Psychology 
Tripoli 
MICHAEL ANTHONY PEREZ, BA 
History 
San Antonio, Texas 
LAUREN RAE PETERS, BA 
Anthropology 
Shueyville 
AMY ELIZABETH PETERSON, BA 
Anthropology 
Richfield, Minnesota 
#DAVID ALAN PFISTER, BA 
Criminology 
Postville 
#WHITNEY LEA PHILLIPS, BA 
Psychology 
Marshalltown 
#CRYSTAL MARGOT PONCE, BA 
Social Work 
Washington 
#LAURA LYNN PORTER, BA 
Social Work 
Monticello 
CAYLA ROSE PRICE, BA 
Social Work 
Le Mars 
%BRITTNEY DOROTHY PUFFETT, BA 
Family Services 
Manchester 
ASHLEY NICOLE Q UICK, BA 
Textile and Apparel 
Maysville 
#JULIE FAYE RABE, BA 
Family Services 
Iowa Falls 
ALFRED NATHANIEL RAMIREZ, BA 
Social Work 
San Antonio, Texas 
BRANDON MICHAEL RANDELL, BA 
Criminology 
Oskaloosa 
LAUREN L. READER, BA 
Psychology 
Preston 
KYLE JAMES REASONER, BA 
Political Science 
Washburn 
KOLTON ALLEN REED, BA 
Political Science 
Jefferson 
NICHOLE RAE REESE, BA 
Psychology 
University Honors 
Thesis Title: Effect of Birth Order 
Placement on Tendency toward General 
Deviance 
Ottumwa 
SETH STANFORD REEVES, BA 
Gerontology: Long Term Care 
Manchester 
%JOSIE MAE REINHARDT, BA 
Social Work 
Elgin 
TIRRELL D ONTE RENNIE, BA 
Criminology 
North Lauderdale, Florida 
ANDREW STEPHEN REUTER, BA 
Geography 
Dubuque 
*DEREK ALLEN RICHARDS, BA 
Geography: Environmental 
Ames 
#EMILY ANNE RIEBKES, BA 
Interior Design 
Wellsburg 
KALA NOEL RITZ, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Muscatine 
RICHARD BRETT ROBBINS, BA 
History 
Bloomington 
DARNELL JOSEPH ROBERTS, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Waterloo 
GAGE MICHAEL RODEWALD, BA 
Criminology 
Clinton 
SABRINA BRIANNE ROLL, BA 
Psychology 
Lake Mills 
ANTHONY MICHAEL ROLLINS, BA 
Criminology 
Dyersville 
%BRIAN PAUL ROSE, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Springville 
BRANDON DUPREE Ross, BA 
Social Work 
Waterloo 
ANTHONY JOSEPH Rorn, BA 
Psychology 
Oelwein 
BENJAMIN KEITH ROTHMAN, BA 
History 
Independence 
%NICHOLAS PAUL RYDER, BA 
History 
Cedar Rapids 
AUSTIN BRADLEY SABIN, BA 
Criminology 
Clear Lake 
COURTNEY LYNN SAID, BA 
Anthropology 
Bettendorf 
GUSTAVO SALAZAR, BA 
Political Science 
Granville 
NICHOLAS HUNTINGTON SARCHET, BA 
Psychology 
Carroll 
MAJDA SARKIC, BA 
Political Science 
Waterloo 
BRAD ALLEN SCHENKELBERG, BA 
Criminology 
Cedar Rapids 
KILEY ANN SCHMIDT, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Holstein 
MICHELLE REDMOND SCHMITZ, BA 
Social Work 
Sioux City 
SHERRY LYNN SCHOENFIELD, BA 
Social Work 
Independence 
#KAYLA ELIZABETH SCHRADER, BA 
Social Work 
Norway 
KATHERlNE LYN SCHUG, BA 
Psychology 
Pocahontas 
%DUSTIN JAMES SCHULTZ, BA 
Psychology 
Muscatine 
#%PAULA CATHERN SCHULTZ, BA 
Textile and Apparel 
Mason City 
LAUREN MARGARET SCHUUR, BA 
Social Work 
Sioux City 
#KELSEY D ANIELLE SCHWAGER, BA 
Interior Design 
Long Grove 
SHEA STEPHEN SCHWARCK, BA 
Criminology 
Iowa Falls 
JESSICA IRENE SEIER, BA 
Political Science 
Davenport 
KAYLA SusAN SELBY, BA 
Sociology 
Delmar 
%CASSANDRA LINNAE SETTJE, BA 
Family Services 
Cedar Falls 
BRIAN WILLIAM SEXTON, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Sciences 
Rockwell City 
ERIC MICHAEL SHAFFER, BA 
Criminology 
Winthrop 
*ASHLEY ELIZABETH SHAW, BA 
Psychology 
Jefferson 
*RACHAEL ANN SHAW, BA 
Psychology 
Ames 
BETH ANN SIEGEL, BA 
Psychology 
Cedar Rapids 
CODY LEE SIMMONS, BA 
Political Science 
Skiatook, Oklahoma 
ZACHARY ALAN SITTIG, BA 
Public Administration: Human Resources 
Pleasant Hill 
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ANDREA D IANE SMITH, BA 
Anthropology 
Cedar Falls 
BRITTNEY ERIN SMITH, BA 
Social Work 
Sutherland 
LEVI ERic SMITH, BA 
Anthropology 
Mason City 
MEGAN ANN SPOELSTRA, BA 
Social Work 
Urbandale 
RICHARD STONE STALLMAN, BA 
Criminology 
Norway 
DONALD W ATSON STALTER, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Indianola 
MEGAN MARIE STANTON, BA 
Psychology 
Marshalltown 
MIRANDA ANN STEARNS, BA 
Criminology 
Mason City 
ALAuRA MICHELLE STEEN, BA 
Psychology 
Davenport 
ASHLEY SHANTEE STEWART, BA 
Family Services 
Ga1y, Indiana 
MOLLY CLAIRE STOCK, BA 
Criminology 
Parkersburg 
#KRISTEN D ANIELLE STOWE, BA 
Criminology 
Charles City 
MEGAN LYNNE STOWE, BA 
Gerontology: Social Sciences 
Eldora 
SEAN MICHAEL STRICKER, BA 
Psychology 
Carroll 
ALMA SUVIC, BA 
Criminology 
D es Moines 
ANGELA HOPE SWAFFORD, BA 
Psychology 
Mount Pleasant 
NICHOLAS MICHAEL SWEERIN, BA 
History 
Waterloo 
MITCHELL ANTHONY SWEET, BA 
Criminology 
Estherville 
MATTHEW D OUGLAS SWINGEN, BA 
Political Science 
Woden 
%ASHLEY NICOLE SYHLMAN, BA 
Psychology 
Dike 
KAYLA LYNN TENNAPEL, BA 
Family Services 
Le Mars 
REBECCA MARIE THACKER, BA 
Anthropology 
Plainfield 
ERJN THODE, BA 
Anthropology 
Cedar Falls 
0/o] OSHUA T. THOMAS, BA 
Political Communication 
Ced ar Rapids 
KA1u SuE THOMAS, BA 
Social Work 
Centerville 
#REBECCA MICHELLE THOMAS, BA 
Family Services 
What Cheer 
+ALYCIA M ARIE THOMSEN, BA 
Social W ork 
Mason City 
#KELSIE D EE THORESON, BA 
Family Services 
Hinton 
%*MARA LORENE ToAY, BA 
Psycho logy 
W av erly 
MACKENZIE ALYSSA TODD, BA 
Family Services 
Muscatine 
JENNA LYNN ToPLIFF, BA 
Public Admin: Human Resources 
W aterloo 
**COLLEEN A DA Tow, BA 
Psychology 
Atkins 
LIA MARGUERITE TROUTMAN, BA 
Family Services 
D yersville 
JESSICA LEA TRUAX, BA 
Psycho logy 
Parkersburg 
LAUREN RENEE TRUJILLO, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Earlham 
%*LAURA JANE TURNER, BA 
Family Services 
Clive 
#ETHAN RYAN VANOUS, BA 
Criminology 
M ason City 
JACKIE A NN VONAHSEN, BA 
Psycho logy 
Willam s burg 
KRISTYN LYNN VORTHMANN, BA 
Sociology 
Treynor 
STEPHANIE LYNN WALBRUN, BA 
Psychology 
Bernard 
SPENCER ALLEN WALRATH, BA 
Psychology 
Ced ar Rapids 
JACQUELINE RAE W ALSH, BA 
Interior Design 
Davenport 
LUKE GRANT W ALTERS, BA 
Criminology 
Marion 
#LACEY ELISABETH W ALTHER, BA 
Interior D esign 
Denver 
THOMAS NATHANIEL W ALTON, BA 
Anthropology 
Davenport 
MIKA RAE WELLING, BA 
Geronto logy: Long-Term Care 
Rock well 
SCOTT M. WELTER, BA 
Criminology 
Cedar Falls 
MICHAEL ALAN WENTHOLD, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Ossian 
**JORDAN MICHAEL W ESSLING, BS 
Geography - GIS: Env ironmen tal Science 
& Policy 
Carroll 
D ANIELLE C. WEST, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan A 
Specialist 
Cedar Falls 
/\KENNETH GARY WHISLER, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Deerfield, Illinois 
/\JOHN D AVID WILKINSON, BA EDUCATION 
History 
Iowa City 
CARI LYNN WILLIAMS, BA 
Psychology 
W aterloo 
#%HILARY MARIE WILLIAMS, BA 
Psychology 
Webster City 
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%JOSHUA D AVID WILSON, BA 
Political Communication 
Cedar Falls 
TIFFANY D AWN WILSON, BA 
Social Work 
Wilton 
AIMEE SUE WINTER, BA 
Geography: Urban & Regional Spatial 
Analysis 
New Vienna 
%BRYCE ALLEN W ITT, BA 
Political Science 
Ankeny 
%*CARY ALAN W OLBERS, BA 
Political Science 
D an v ille 
DANIELLE RAE W OLINSKI, BA 
Criminology 
Des Moines 
TALIA JUNE W OLKEN, BA 
Psychology 
Marshalltown 
] ENTRY LEE W OLTZEN, BA 
Criminology 
Cedar Falls 
KATLYNNE DARLENE W ooD, BA EDUCATION 
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Scien ces 
Davenport 
**BROOKE KRISTINE W OODY, BA 
Psycho logy 
Reasn or 
ALAYNA MARIE YOUNG, BA 
Social Work 
Williamsburg 
#ASHLEY LYNN ZADOW, BA 
Family Services 
Algon a 
*SHAILA p AIGE ZESCHKE, BA 
Family Services 
Waterloo 
0/o**BETUL Z ORA, BA 
Psycho logy 
University H o nors with Distinctio n 
Thesis Title : Digit Ratios, Baron-Cohen 's 
Reading the M ind in the Eyes and Dart-
Throwing Task 
Cedar Falls 
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